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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 

 

1.1 Coherence in discourse: a cognitive entity 

 

Discourse is the beating heart of human communication. It is through 

discourse that people share information, exchange opinions, produce and 

perceive mutual understanding between each other, and familiarize 

themselves with society and the world. Coherence can be the veins that make 

“the heart” function. A discourse is coherent if meaningful connectedness can 

be inferred between segments in the discourse (Hobbs, 1979). To a large 

extent, this connectedness can be achieved through reference, substitution, 

ellipsis, conjunctions and lexical cohesion, the five categories of cohesion 

devices identified in the seminal work Cohesion in English (Halliday & 

Hassan, 1976). Example (1) is such a case. The referential relation between 

Tom and he, as well as the semantic relation between winter and skier help to 

relate the two segments. However, there are cases when purely linguistic 

elements of cohesion fail to create coherence. For example, in (2), the 

cohesion cues (Tom, his) are present across the two segments, but they do not 

appear to be coherent.  

 

(1) Tom loves winter. He is a professional skier. 

(2) Tom loves winter. His car is stolen. 

(3) It is going to be a nice day. You are lucky.  

 

Different from (1) and (2), even in the absence of cohesion cues, example 

(3) does not appear problematic as a coherent text. The coherence is not 

linguistically realized (i.e., there is no grammatical or lexical connection), but 

it can be inferred that “the fact it is going to be a nice day is my argument for 

claiming that you are lucky”. In other words, an argument-claim relation is 

inferred. 

A coherence relation is an aspect of meaning of two or more discourse 

segments that cannot be described in terms of the meaning of the segments in 

isolation (Sanders et al., 1992, p. 2). Coherence relations are characterized in 

terms of the inferences that can be drawn between the segments next to each 

other (Hobbs, 1979). Take the text from (1) again for example. In this case, 
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several relations are inferable. It can be additive, such as (1a). It can be causal, 

such as (1b). It can also be concessive, such as (1c). 

 

(1a) Tom loves winter, and he is a professional skier. 

(1b) Tom loves winter, because he is a professional skier. 

(1c) Tom loves winter, but then, he is a professional skier. 

 

A coherence relation in discourse is ultimately a cognitive entity, the 

realization of which is not necessarily dependent on linguistic relatedness 

across two segments, but must be psychologically plausible (see discussions 

in e.g. Gernsbacher & Givon, 1995; Hobbs, 1979; Knott & Dale, 1994; Mann 

& Thompson, 1986; Sanders et al., 1992, 1993; Sanders & Pander Maat, 2006). 

Furthermore, linguists have noticed and proposed to account for the 

differences between the relations within the class of each coherence relation 

(causal, concessive, instantiation, and similar1). Major categorizations (of 

relations in each class) have been made, for example, in terms of the 

dichotomy of external versus internal (Halliday & Hasan, 1976; Martin, 1992), 

semantic versus pragmatic (Dijk, 1979; Sanders, 1997; Sanders et al., 1992, 

1993), subject matter versus presentational distinctions (Mann & Thompson, 

1986, 1988), or in terms of the tripartite content, epistemic and speech act 

domains (Sweetser, 1990). Example (4) below illustrates a prototypical 

relation of a(n) external, semantic subject matter or content category that 

describes the cause-consequence relationship holding between two situations: 

the fact that the weather warning was increased to red alert leads to the 

consequence that many flights were cancelled. Example (5) is a prototypical 

relation of a(n) internal, pragmatic, presentational or epistemic category 

representing an argument-claim relation through personal reasoning: I think 

you are lucky, and my argument is that it is going to be a nice day. Example 

(6) illustrates a typical speech act relation, which is made of a performative 

utterance and the motivation for it: I urge you to hurry up, and the reason I do 

that is because this is the last train we can catch today. 

 

(4) Many flights were cancelled, because the weather warning was 

increased to red alert. 

 
1 For a more complete view of the classes of coherence relations that are potentially 

expressed in discourse, see the classifications that have been made in, for example, Hobbs 

(1985), Mann and Thompson (1986, 1988) and Sanders et al. (1992). 
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(5) You are lucky, because it is going to be a nice day. 

(6) Hurry up, because this is the last train we can catch today. 

 

1.2 Categories of discourse connectives: domain or subjectivity? 

 

This dissertation follows the tripartite domain theory proposed in Sweetser 

(1990) accounting for the categorization of, and the distinctions between, 

relations in each class of coherence relations (eg. causal or concessive). 

Accordingly, the term “domain” is employed to refer to the specific type of 

the relations within the class. Hence, domain and type are used sometimes 

interchangeably to refer to the relation being expressed or analyzed as the 

content, epistemic, or speech act relation. In this dissertation, we focus on 

causal relations, and causal connectives, i.e., the prototypical coherence 

markers that express/signal causal relations at the discourse level (e.g., 

because, since). 

A causal relation is present if an implication relation P → Q can be 

inferred between two connected discourse segments (Sanders et al., 1992, p. 

7), where P is the antecedent in the causal relation and Q the consequent. For 

example, there is a cause-consequence relation holding in (4) between the 

antecedent “the weather warning was increased to red alert” and the 

consequent “many flights were cancelled”, and a(n) argument-

claim/motivation-speech act relation holding between the P- and Q-segments, 

respectively in (5) and (6).  

Causal coherence relations are cognitive entities, the production and 

interpretation of which requires making a mental representation of a causality 

event. As argued earlier, this process is not necessarily dependent on explicit 

linguistic cues in the discourse. Nevertheless, all languages provide a reservoir 

of causal connectives to express or signal the relation. In everyday language 

use, people do not use the connectives in a random way. They usually prefer 

one connective to another to express a certain type of causal relation. This 

implies that there is also a systematic categorization within the lexicon of 

causal connectives. The distribution and use of causal connectives in the 

construction of a causal relation provide a window on the cognition and 

conceptual categorization of causality people have in their mind (Knott & 

Sanders, 1998; Lakoff, 1987; Pander Maat & Sanders, 2000, 2001; Sanders & 

Spooren, 2009; Stukker et al., 2009). It has been found that the linguistic 

categorization of causal connectives correlates, to a large extent, with the 

domain-specific categorization of causal relations. For example, in written 
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French, car ‘for’ and puisque ‘since’ are typically used to signal epistemic and 

speech act relations, while parce que ‘because’ is mostly used in content 

relations (Zufferey, 2010, p. 114); the German backward causal connectives 

weil and denn ‘because’ are also contrastive in that the former often relates 

two segments at the propositional level, while the latter expresses a causal link 

between two ‘beliefs’ (Pasch, 1983, referred to in Stukker & Sanders, 2012, 

p. 173).  

The correlation between causal connectives and causal relation categories 

is considerable and indicates that causality functions as the conceptual notion 

underlying the regularities of causal connectives’ use. Nevertheless, empirical 

studies have found that this seemingly domain-specific organization of the 

lexicon of causal connectives cannot account for the connectives’ distribution 

and use in natural language data in a straightforward way. For example, in 

Dutch newspaper texts, daardoor ‘as a result’ is found to occur only in the 

non-volitional type of content relations; daarom ‘that’s why’ and dus ‘so’ on 

the other hand can express both volitional content and epistemic relations 

(Pander Maat & Sanders, 2000). That is to say, the contrast between daardoor 

and daarom/dus does not lie in the content domain versus epistemic domain 

distinction, but cuts through the content domain itself: non-volitional content 

domain on the one hand, and volitional content/epistemic domain on the other 

hand. The authors have pointed out that the crucial property that separates 

non-volitional relations from volitional and epistemic relations is the absence 

of a subject of consciousness (SoC), that is, “an animate subject, a person, 

whose intentionality is conceptualized as the ultimate source of the causal event, 

be it an act of reasoning or some ‘real-world’ activity” (Pander Maat & Sanders, 

2000, p. 64). Therefore, the notion of subjectivity in terms of the distance between 

the speaker and the SoC, or the degree of speaker involvement, is proposed to give 

a comprehensive account of the linguistic categorization of causal connectives 

(Pander Maat & Degand, 2001; Pander Maat & Sanders, 2000, 2001). 

 

1.3 An integrated subjectivity account of the meaning and use of 

causal connectives 

 

The subjectivity approach specifies which aspects of a coherence relation have 

to do with subjectivity. The first aspect is the involvement of the SoC, that is, 

whether the interpretation of the relation needs to refer to a subject who 

concludes, evaluates, or acts intentionally. To be precise, the non-volitional 

content relations differ from other relations in that the truth condition of the 
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relation between the antecedent and the consequent in the former does not 

need to refer to an SoC, while that of the latter inevitably must. That is to say, 

one thing that volitional, epistemic and speech act relations have in common 

is the expression of ‘self’, i.e., “the locutionary agent’s expression of himself 

and of his attitudes and beliefs” (Lyons, 1982, p. 102). Following Traugott’s 

concept of subjectivity, the interpretation of the causal relation is “situated in 

the speaker’s subjective belief or attitude toward the proposition” (Traugott, 

1989, p. 35) and relies on the “speaker’s attitude or viewpoint” (Traugott, 

2010, p. 30). 

A second aspect is the identity of the SoC, that is, who is responsible for 

the link between the segments. This can be the speaker, but it can also be a 

third-person character referred to in the discourse, who draws conclusions or 

takes actions in the causality speech event. This aspect is related to 

subjectivity in the sense that it reflects the speaker’s distance to the 

communicative here-and-now (Traugott, 1989, 1995), or the Deictic Center 

of the Communication (Sanders et al., 2009): the present time, location, and 

participants of the communication event. When the speaker acts as the SoC, 

she is part of the deictic center. Her attitude or viewpoint is directly expressed 

in the first person voice (Sanders, 2010). For example, in (5), the epistemic 

reasoning is done by the speaker: “you are lucky” is the speaker’s judgment 

on the basis that “it is going to be a nice day”. However, if the text is “Tom 

thought you are lucky, because it is going to be a warm day”, then it is through 

Tom’s voice/perspective that “you are lucky”. The speaker is in the here and 

now of the communication event, but she is not the SoC of the causal link. It 

is Tom and not the speaker who is responsible for the causal link between “you 

are lucky” and “it is going to be a warm day”. The speaker is merely reporting 

that Tom makes this causal link (Benveniste, 1971). 

Another aspect of subjectivity concerns the way the SoC is linguistically 

referred to in the utterance. This is inspired by the view of subjectivity as a 

gradient phenomenon in relation to the implicit or explicit construal of an 

entity (Langacker, 1990, pp. 7-9). More specifically, the construal of SoC is 

considered objective if she is put “on-stage”, i.e., explicitly referred to, as the 

subject responsible for the act of reasoning. Because of the explicit reference, 

the SoC is part of the utterance and observable as an entity by the “audience”. 

In contrast, if the responsible subject is put “off-stage”, that is, remains 

implicit in the utterance, she is construed in a subjective way. 

The last aspect in this account concerns the propositional attitude of a 

discourse segment. A discourse segment can express different propositional 
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attitudes: a fact, a physical or mental act, a personal judgment or evaluation, 

and a performative (i.e. speech act). Examples are in (7) to (10), respectively.  

 

(7)    Vincent Willem van Gogh was born on 30 March 1853. 

(8)   They made an appointment on next Friday.  

(9)   He must be rich to live in this region. 

(10) Can you pass me the salt, please? 

 

This aspect of subjectivity has its roots in the notion of objective and 

subjective modality (Lyons, 1977, pp. 797-809). Note that the core element of 

a discourse coherence relation lies in the relational propositions connecting 

two segments as a whole. The truth condition of the propositional attitude 

expressed in the consequent (Q) cannot be interpreted in isolation from the 

antecedent (P). For example, the interpretation of the Q-segment “Tom is not 

at home” in examples (11) and (12) as a fact, or as a judgment, has to refer to 

P. This is made explicit if we paraphrase the two examples. In example (11), 

Q expresses an epistemic judgment: I conclude that Tom is not at home, and 

my argument for that conclusion is the observation that his car is gone. In 

example (12), Q expresses a fact: the fact that Tom is not at home is caused 

by the fact that he is in the office. This paraphrase strategy, introduced by 

Sanders (1997), will be used later on to analyze our corpus data (see Chapters 

2 and 3). 

 

(11) Tom is not at home, because his car is gone. 

(12) Tom is not at home, because he is in the office. 

 

1.4 Causal relations and connective studies in Chinese 

 

The distinctions and characterizations of causal discourse relations in 

Mandarin Chinese (yīnguǒ fùjù ‘cause-consequence complex sentence’) 

follow a domain-specific categorization in general. A widely accepted 

proposal is a bipartite division between shuōmíng yīnguǒ jù ‘descriptive 

causal sentence’ and tuīlùn yīnguǒ jù ‘inferential causal sentence’ (e.g. Hu, 

1995; Liu, 1986; Wang, 1985; Zhang, 2008). These two types are among the 

causal relations categorized by Xing (2001), who takes a broad view of causal 

relations, including jiǎshè jù ‘hypothetical sentence’, tiáojiàn jù ‘conditional 

sentence’ and mùdì jù ‘purpose sentence’. Another influential approach 

divides causal relations into shìyīn jù and jìxiàojù, which in their literal 
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meanings are, respectively “one thing is the reason of the other” (i.e., the 

reason relation) and “one thing is the result of the other” (i.e., the result 

relation); the reason can be of three types: “reason for a fact, reason for an act, 

and reason for an inference” (Lü, ,1942/2002, pp. 386-388). The tripartite 

division of xíng yù (content domain), zhī yù (epistemic domain), and yán yù 

(speech act domain) following Sweetser (1990) is also well accepted since 

Shen (2003) introduced it.2 

The meaning and use of causal connectives in Chinese, similar to their 

counterparts in other languages, are found be closely related to both the type 

and the subjectivity property of the causal relations.  

Among the list of REASON connectives, i.e., the subordinating conjunction 

expressing the antecedent of a causal event, there is a non-specific connective 

yīnwèi ‘because’, and there are also specific connectives jìrán ‘since’ and 

yóuyú ‘because/as’. Yīnwèi is the prototypical connective expressing the cause 

in general, and it often occurs in the pattern “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ ‘so’ Q” to express 

descriptive causal relations (see Chapter 5 for a more detailed analysis of this 

construction); yóuyú is more specific, strengthening the justification of the 

reason more than yīnwèi (Xing, 2001, pp. 57-66; Xing, 2002); it expresses 

mainly descriptive/content relations, wherein the END result of the causality 

event (the consequent), is often a real-world activity, or a factual consequence 

independent of a responsible subject (Li & Liu, 2004; Li, 2011; Li et al., 2016). 

Jìrán ‘since’ is almost exclusively confined to express inferential relations 

(Xing, 2001, p. 357), or in Sweetser’s (1990) term, epistemic and speech act 

relations (Li & Liu, 2004) with highly subjective Q-segments expressing, for 

example, personal beliefs and judgments (Guo, 2008), and predominantly 

implicit speaker SoCs (Li et al., 2016). Comparing relations expressed with 

jìrán versus yīnwèi, Eifring (1995, p. 384) and Zhong and Zhang (2013) found 

that the former imply a presupposition that the antecedent P is known to both 

the speaker and the addressee and that the causal relation P leading to Q is 

predictable or acceptable, while the latter do not necessarily so.3  

Similar patterns are observed for the RESULT connectives, i.e., the 

subordinating conjunction expressing the consequent of a causal event. There 

are specific connectives that follow the subjective-objective distinction, as 

 
2 For a more complete view of studies on the categorization of causal relations and causal 

connectives in Chinese, see the literature review in Rong (2011) and Li (2014, pp. 25-52). 

3 Actually, the studies of jìrán and yīnwèi in Eifring (1995) and Zhong & Zhang (2013) 

are from the perspective of intersubjectivity.  
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well as connectives that are neutral and generic in use. A specific subjective 

connective is kějiàn ‘therefore’, literally meaning ‘it can be seen’, which 

specializes in expressing the speaker’s attitude, judgement or drawing a 

conclusion in inferential/epistemic relations (Li, 2012; Li et al., 2013; Lü, 

1999, p. 335; Xing, 2001, pp. 40-41). Yúshì ‘as a result/thereupon’ and yīn’ér 

‘as a result’ display an opposite profile (Guo, 2006; Li et al., 2013; Lü, 1999, 

p. 636; Xing, 2001, p. 527; Zhao, 2003). Both express mainly objective 

relations describing an action (mostly by yúshì) or a matter of fact (mostly by 

yīn’ér) as the consequence of the situation in the antecedent. The subject 

responsible for the action is usually a third-person character and is often 

referred to explicitly. Suǒyǐ ‘so’ and yīncǐ ‘for this reason’ seem to be 

underspecified with regard to the aspects discussed above, compared to kějiàn 

on the one hand and yīn’ér and yúshì on the other hand. 

The discussions and conclusions in the literature on Chinese show that the 

organization of the lexicon of causal connectives is rather systematic on the 

subjective-objective dimension, which is similar to that in several European 

languages. To be specific, jìrán is very similar to since, car/puisque, denn and 

want with respect to its prototypical characteristic of expressing subjective 

relational features; yóuyú closely resembles parce que (in written French), 

weil and omdat in that they all express prototypically objective relational 

features; yīnwèi is non-specific with respect to subjectivity and seems to be 

the “all-purpose” cause marker, which makes it a counterpart of because in 

English, and parce que in spoken French. Table 1 below sums up the findings 

of the prototypical subjectivity characteristics of REASON connectives in 

Chinese, English, French, German, and Dutch (Ford, 1993; Li, 2011; Li & Liu, 

2004; Li et al., 2016; Sanders & Spooren, 2015; Spooren et al., 2010; Stukker 

& Sanders, 2012; Sweetser, 1990; Zufferey, 2010, 2012).  
 

Table 1. Prototypical subjectivity profiles of REASON connectives 
 in Chinese and European languages 

Connectives  Subjective  Non-specific Objective  

English since because  

French car, puisque parce que (in spoken French) parce que (in written French) 

German denn  weil 

Dutch want  omdat 

Chinese jìrán  yīnwèi yóuyú 

 

The organization of RESULT connectives in Chinese and several European 

languages is summed up in Table 2 below. Empirical studies found that kějiàn, 
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it follows that, donc, dès lors and dus all operate more categorically on the 

subjective level, even though there is some degree of difference between them. 

For example, donc is slightly more subjective than dès lors. By contrast, yīn’ér 

and yúshì, as a result, c’est pourquoi and de ce fait, and daardoor are 

operational on the objective level. Suǒyǐ and yīncǐ, similar to so in English, 

are underspecified in the sense of subjectivity and appear generic in use 

(Anderson, 2016; Knott & Sanders, 1998; Li et al., 2013; Pander Maat & 

Degand, 2001; Pander Maat & Sanders, 2000, 2001).  

 
Table 2. Prototypical subjectivity profiles of RESULT connectives 

 in Chinese and European languages  

Connectives  Subjective  Non-specific  Objective  

English it follows that so  as a result 

French donc, dès lors  c’est pourquoi, de ce fait 

Dutch dus  daardoor 

Chinese  kějiàn  suǒyǐ, yīncǐ yīn’ér, yúshì 

 

1.5 Innovative aspects in this dissertation: theoretical and 

methodological concerns 

 

The discussions and conclusions about the characteristics of and the division 

of labor between the causal connectives in Chinese are confined to written 

discourse so far. To what extent are they generalizable to other types of 

discourse, especially spoken Chinese? We think it is crucially important to 

include spoken data for a more comprehensive picture of the organization of 

the lexicon of Chinese causal connectives. For one thing, discourse 

constructed in spoken communication has been claimed to be prototypical in 

human communication: it is unthought, spontaneous and universal (Clark, 

1996). For another, spoken language and written language are theoretically 

different. To be specific, the producing and receiving processes of writing and 

speaking differ in both the time- and the space-dimensions (Chafe, 1982). 

Typical spoken communication is dynamic and spontaneous, whereas a 

typical writing process is slow and deliberate. That leads to spoken language 

being less planned, less edited, and fragmented, compared to written language 

that appears integrated and has more varied and/or carefully organized 

structures (Chafe, 1982; Clark, 1996).  

Moreover, the writer-reader and the speaker-addressee relationship differs 

in terms of the distances to the communicative here and now. When speaking, 
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both speaker and addressee have immediate access to the communicative here 

and now. Their communication tends to be interactional and involving, for 

example, making frequent use of deixis referring to the immediate context, 

and the first and second person pronouns addressing each other. In writing, 

however, the communication event is decontextualized (Kay, 1977). Writers, 

therefore, might focus on an explicit or well-developed expression of the 

content, and the language is rather detached than involving as in speech. 

General linguistic and textual variations between written and spoken discourse 

(see e.g. Biber [1986]; Chafe [1982, 1984] and Clark & Brennan [1991]) give 

rise to distinct contextual frames wherein the causal constructions are 

produced and comprehended. This raises the issue whether the meaning and 

use of causal connectives are contextually realized, or whether they are 

essentially lexicalized and therefore have a prototypically stable profile in 

terms of subjectivity. This is a paramount issue which, however, as yet has not 

been addressed in the literature. Therefore, we take up the challenge in this 

dissertation to systematically analyze not only written Chinese, but also 

naturally occurring language in conversations, and the discourse on 

microblogging platforms in social media, which is an emerging 

communication form among people and features interactions with mixed 

styles of both writing and speech (Ferrara et al., 1991; Herring, 2011; Yus, 

2011). 

As far as the methodology is concerned, the prototypical subjectivity 

profiles of the connectives have been obtained through corpus-based studies 

or qualitative analysis of typical examples, which were conducted by expert 

researchers under a defined theoretical framework. One insight that is missing 

is how native speakers show their preferences for one connective over another 

in a certain subjectivity environment. To fill this gap, we combine the corpus 

approach with a crowdsourcing experiment. That is, we will first run a 

systematic analysis of the annotated corpus data, and then put the findings to 

the test in a judgment task of connective use completed by naïve native 

speakers. 

 

1.6 Research questions and the structure of the dissertation 

 

This dissertation consists of six chapters: the present introductory chapter (Ch. 

1), a conclusion chapter (Ch. 6) and four chapters with empirical studies (Ch. 

2-5). Chapters 2-5 were originally written as individual papers. There is some 

degree of overlap between them in the theoretical and methodological parts. 
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The benefit of this arrangement is that all empirical chapters can be read 

independently.  

Chapters 2 and 3 are corpus studies focusing on, respectively, the reason 

connectives (jìrán, yīnwèi and yóuyú) and result connectives (kějiàn, suǒyǐ, 

yīncǐ, and yúshì) in Mandarin Chinese. The notion of subjectivity was 

operationalized in terms of the basic aspects of a causal construction (each 

functioning as a subjectivity indicator) that is expressed by a certain 

connective mentioned above, namely the relation domain, the propositional 

attitude of the consequent (i.e., the END state of the causal event), the identity 

of the subject responsible for the causal construal, and the linguistic realization 

of the responsible subject. These two studies aim to answer the three research 

questions below.  

 

Research question 1.  

What are the prototypical subjectivity profiles of Mandarin causal 

connectives in written, spoken, and social media discourse, with respect 

to the relation domain, the propositional attitude of the consequent, the 

identity and the linguistic realization of the subject responsible for the 

causal construal? 

 

Research question 2.  

Do the prototypical profiles remain robust, or are they sensitive to the 

distinct context of each discourse type? 

 

Research question 3.  

Do the basic causality aspects play an equally important role to 

characterize and distinguish the connectives? 

 

To answer these questions, we made use of newspaper articles, 

spontaneous conversations over telephone, TV talk show or interview 

programs, and Sina Weibo messages (the counterpart of Twitter in Mainland 

China) as the empirical databases. Results from statistical analyses 

demonstrated that the connectives, REASON or RESULT, differ systematically 

with regard to the prototypical subjectivity features that they tend to express 

and that the distinctions remain robust across the three discourse types. The 

propositional attitude of the consequent is found to be the strongest indicator 

in characterizing the subjectivity property of the connectives and making 

distinctions between them. 
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In order to gain insight into native speakers’ preferences for using a certain 

connective in a specified subjectivity environment, we conducted a 

crowdsourcing experiment study in Chapter 4. It is a connective insertion 

task finished by large numbers of native speakers of Mandarin Chinese. A 

group of causal coherence relations, half being subjective and half objective 

with respect to the subjectivity feature of each causality aspect, were presented 

to the participants with connectives removed from the original texts. 

Participants were asked to choose from a list of candidate connectives the most 

suitable one to complete the text. Based on the findings concerning the result 

connectives, we formulated four hypotheses: 1) kějiàn will be chosen to 

express predominantly causal relations with a subjective profile, 2) yúshì will 

be chosen to express predominantly causal relations with an objective profile, 

3) suǒyǐ and yīncǐ will be chosen in both profiles, yet 4) relatively more often, 

yīncǐ will be chosen in the objective profile. The usage patterns of the 

connectives obtained in the experiment converge considerably with the 

patterns identified in the corpus data. Moreover, it was also found that the non-

specific connectives suǒyǐ and yīncǐ tend to co-occur with modality words and 

therefore can express the subjectivity or objectivity of the causal relation in a 

clearer or more precise sense. 

Causal discourse relations in Chinese can be signaled with a single 

connective marking the cause, or a single connective marking the result, as 

most western languages do (single marking), but they can also be signaled 

with both the cause and the result explicitly marked with a joint use of two 

connectives (double marking). In the last empirical study, Chapter 5, we 

explored this rather Chinese-specific marking means (double marking) from 

the perspective of subjectivity. The data under analysis are the double marking 

instances we came across in the two corpus studies. Given that each causal 

connective has been found to be characteristic of their individual profile of 

subjectivity, the following two research questions will be addressed.  

 

Research question 4.  

What is the subjectivity profile of a double marking causal relation, 

compared to that of the composing single marking relations? 

 

Research question 5.  

What rhetorical effects can be interpreted of a causal relation that is 

doubly marked, given that causal connectives are characteristic of the 

prototypical meaning and use individually? 



 

Chapter 2 

 

How subjective are Mandarin REASON connectives?       

A corpus study of spontaneous conversation, microblog 

and newspaper discourse1 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

2.1.1 Connectives and subjectivity  

 

Connectives like because, but and and function as important linguistic devices 

to explicitly signal coherence relations in discourse. In most languages, there 

is more than one connective to mark a single type of coherence relation, be it 

causal, conditional, or another. Specifically, previous studies on causal 

connectives, which include REASON connectives like because and RESULT 

connectives like so, have found that language users systematically prefer one 

connective over another to express a specific type of causal coherence 

relations. This holds, for example, for the REASON connectives omdat vs want 

in Dutch, parce que vs puisque in French, and jìrán vs yóuyú in Mandarin, all 

roughly equal to their English counterpart because ( Li et al., 2016; Sanders 

& Spooren, 2015; Zufferey, 2012). These differences are especially 

interesting because they provide insight into the specific function underneath 

the individual lexical form that each connective takes. 

Linguists studying connectives agree that, in addition to its grammatical 

role as a coherence marker, each connective is also inherently meaningful with 

an expressive function in both the semantic and the pragmatic senses (Dijk, 

1979; Knott & Sanders, 1998; Sanders et al., 1992). In this paper, we focus on 

the meaning and use of Mandarin REASON connectives jìrán ‘since’, yīnwèi 

and yóuyú ‘because’. As illustrated in examples (1)-(3)2, they are not equally 

 
1 This chapter is a slightly adapated version of Xiao, H., Li, F., Sanders, T.J.M., and 

Spooren, W.P.M.S. (2021). How subjective are Mandarin REASON connectives? A corpus study 

of spontaneous conversation, microblog and newspaper discourse. Language and Linguistics 

22(1). 

2 All illustrating causal constructions except (5), (6) and (7) are taken from our corpora 

(see Section 2.3.1 for detailed introduction). The unmarked connective is the one originally 
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suitable to express the causal relation holding between the antecedent (P) and 

the consequent (Q) in each of the three fragments and their respective 

contexts. 

 

(1) Jìrán/*Yīnwèi/*Yóuyú P [Ø shuō yě shì qiǎngbǎozhōng de jùyīng,] 

Q [Ø shìbùshì qiàn wǒ yīshǒu cuīmiánqǔ a?] 

Jìrán/*Yīnwèi/*Yóuyú P [(you) say I am a big baby in the cradle,] Q 

[isn’t it that (you) owe me a lullaby?]  

 

(2) Yīnwèi/?Jìrán/*Yóuyú P [liàng dà fú dà], Q [zài rénshēng de Lütú 

shàng, zhǐyǒu kāikuò zìjǐ de xīnxiōng, tiāndì cáihuì kāikuò!] 

Yīnwèi/?Jìrán/*Yóuyú P [generosity brings happiness,] Q [during the  

life journey, only by maintaining generous oneself, can his world be 

wide open!] 

 

(3) Yóuyú/?Yīnwèi/*Jìrán P [liánxì fāngshì hěnzǎo jiù shānchú le,] Q 

[wǒ xiànzài zhǐyǒu tā péngyǒu de]. 

Yóuyú/?Yīnwèi/*Jìrán P [(her) contact information has long been 

deleted,] Q [now I only have her friend’s (contact information).] 

 

All three relations can be classified in terms of the tripartite system 

defined in Sweetser (1990). The causal relation holding in (1) corresponds to 

the speech act domain: “I” raised the question “isn’t it that (you) owe me a 

lullaby” because “(you) say I am a big baby in the cradle”. Jìrán is the sole 

proper connective that naturally links the two segments here. The relation in 

(2) corresponds to the epistemic domain: the speaker3 concludes that “[…], 

only by […] can his world be wide open” based on the argument “generosity 

brings happiness”. This argument-claim relation between the two segments 

needs to refer to the speaker for interpretation. Yīnwèi is the connective that 

was originally used in the text, which is certainly adequately used, but, 

 

used in the corpus text; the question mark <?> indicates a possible alternative; the star key <*> 

indicates an improper option. The symbol <Ø> in Mandarin text indicates a null subject (pro-

drop) which is made explicit and put in ( ) in the corresponding translated text. <P> and <Q> 

stand for the cause segment (the antecedent) and the consequence segment (the consequent), 

respectively. 

3 The “speaker” refers to the first-person participant, which may be the speaker in oral 

speech, the writer in written texts, and the blogger in microblog messages. 
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intuitively, jìrán is also acceptable. The relation in (3) corresponds to the 

content domain: the fact that “(his) contact information has long been deleted” 

leads to the fact that “now I only have her friend’s ([…])”. The cause-

consequence relationship exists out there in the physical world, independent 

of anyone’s personal attitude or perspective. Yóuyú is the original connective 

used in this example, but yīnwèi may also fit. The apparent division of labor 

among jìrán, yīnwèi and yóuyú suggests that Chinese speakers categorize 

causally related events by choosing different causal connectives, but at the 

same time, the overlap in some cases also shows that these connectives cannot 

be adequately distinguished only by the type of causal relation they typically 

signal. 

The differences and similarities between jìrán, yīnwèi, and yóuyú have 

been widely discussed in literature. Some studies have taken into 

consideration the order and the information status of P and Q in the causal 

construction. It is found that jìrán normally signals forward causal structure4 

(jìrán P, Q), wherein P “obligatorily” expresses given information (Eifring, 

1995, p. 49); yóuyú resembles jìrán in that it most often expresses given 

information in P and links forward structures (yóuyú P, Q); yīnwèi, by contrast, 

is more flexible, yet it favors to some extent the backward structure (Q, yīnwèi 

P) and tends to provide new information in P (Guo, 2008; Zhong & Zhang, 

2013; Zhao & Yao, 2016).  

The above findings are very inspiring and provide explanations for the 

focalization characteristics and the correlative usage of the connectives. With 

respect to focalization, jìrán P, for never providing pragmatically new 

information, normally cannot be focalized; yóuyú P, only when introducing 

new information, can be focalized but need to be explicitly marked with the 

COP shì ‘be’(Q, shì yóuyú P); yīnwèi, given its flexibility, though tends to be 

focalized, a marker of focalization is not necessarily required (Q, (shì) yīnwèi 

P) (Liu, 2002; Xing, 2002; Li & Liu, 2004; Li, 2011; Zhong & Zhang, 2013). 

Regarding the preferred correlative markers in the matrix clause (Q), jìrán 

usually correlates with the connective nà/nàme ‘then’ and the adverb jiù ‘then’, 

while yīnwèi/yóuyú most often with the connective suǒyǐ ‘so’ and both jiù and 

cái ‘only then’. First, it has been argued that causality and inferentiality are 

 
4 Forward/ backward causal construction has been termed, among others, as basic/non-

basic order in Sander, Spooren, and Noordman (1992); forward/backward linking in Li and 

Thompson (1989) and Biq (1995); zìrán/tèyì yuxu ‘natural/special order’ in Li and Liu (2004); 

initial/final causal clause sequences in Song and Tao (2009). 
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inherent in the semantics of nà/nàme, in terms of the logical relationship 

between the two connected segments (e.g. Lü, 1999; Wang, 2015). Using 

nà/nàme to introduce Q makes it more salient as inferred from the premise 

(the given information) provided by jìrán P. Moreover, both nà/nàme and 

suǒyǐ may refer back to factual P, while only suǒyǐ may refer back to P capable 

of expressing new information (Eifring, 1995, pp. 384-385). That is why suǒyǐ 

is usually taken by yīnwèi (and sometimes by yóuyú), while jìrán usually takes 

nà/nàme as the correlative marker in the matrix clause. Second, in the Q-

segment, the correlative adverb jiù 5  (for either jìrán, yīnwèi, or yóuyú) 

functions to assert an opinion that is already, or (as the speaker believes) 

should be, known and accepted by both the speaker and the addressee(s). The 

use of cái, on the other hand, is “to assert the speaker’s own opinion 

(pragmatically new information) when there is a presupposition […] of an 

opposite sort of opinion toward the subject of the discourse” (Biq, 1988, pp. 

75-76).  

Though it seems that the information status can explain major differences 

between jìrán, yīnwèi, and yóuyú in actual language use, one property seems 

to be more central to all these findings: subjectivity. It has long been 

established that jìrán is the prototypical connective expressing inferential 

causal relations, while yīnwèi is typical in expressing expositive/descriptive 

causal relations (e.g. Huang, 1998; Xing, 2001; Guo, 2008 and works cited 

there). It is also found that the difference between jìrán and yīnwèi lies in that 

jìrán constructions entail presupposition and inter-subjectivity, i.e., both P and 

Q are known and (at least as far as the speaker believes) acceptable to both the 

speaker and the addressee(s), but this is not necessarily so with yīnwèi 

constructions (Eifring, 1995, p. 384; Zhong & Zhang, 2013). Furthermore, 

based on the domain analysis (Shen, 2003; Sweetser, 1990), jìrán is found to 

be used predominantly in the subjective domain (i.e. epistemic and speech act 

domains), yet yóuyú, by sharp contrast, is more frequently used in the 

objective domain (i.e. content domain); “yīnwèi is more subjective than yóuyú” 

(Li, 2011, p. 492; Li & Liu, 2004; Li et. al., 2016). 

Nevertheless, we still lack a comprehensive subjectivity framework (but 

see Li et al., 2016) and a solid empirical basis (e.g. a statistically evaluated 

corpus study using systematically selected data) for a fuller picture of these 

connectives’ subjectivity profile (and the causal relations they signal). In this 

 
5 For a more extensive discussion of the differences and similarities between jiù and cái, 

please refer to Hole (2004) and Jin and Du (2014), and the vast literatures mentioned there.  
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paper, we will perform a systematic analysis of the degree of subjectivity 

associated with them. To be specific, we take an integrated approach that 

considers the degree of subjectivity encoded in four aspects of a causal 

construction that are expressed by a certain connective. That is, in addition to 

domain of the causal relation, we also look at the propositional attitude of the 

consequent, e.g. fact vs judgment, the subject that is responsible for the causal 

construal, e.g. first-person vs third-person participant, and the linguistic 

realization of the subject, e.g. explicit vs implicit (elaborated in Section 2.2).  

 

2.1.2 Connective and discourse styles  

 

The above-mentioned studies on Mandarin REASON connectives are based on 

written discourse (but see Zhao & Yao [2016]). The analyses also lack in 

systematic statistic evaluations (but see Li et al., 2016). However, subjectivity 

can be reflected in not only the positioning of the speaker with respect to a 

content by choosing certain linguistic items and structures, but also in the 

speaker-addressee interaction in the communication event (De Smet & 

Verstraete, 2006). Will the findings in written discourse hold across discourse 

where messages are communicated via other distinct channels, say, 

spontaneous conversations and microblogging? In this section, we argue that, 

from both theoretical and empirical perspectives, it is highly necessary to add 

other discourse types, beside the written data, to the empirical foundation of 

the theoretical categorization of (Mandarin) REASON connectives.  

In the first place, written language differs substantially from spoken 

language in linguistic and textual styles. Chafe (1982, 1984) has studied and 

explained this issue from the dimensions of time and space distance in relation 

to the cognitive and social processes typical of writing versus speaking. First, 

during the creation stage, writers have the time to organize ideas and put them 

in well-planned linguistic structures, either simple or complex, and on solid 

argumentative foundation in order to stand the test of readers in different 

places and time periods. Therefore, written language is characteristic of being 

integrated. By contrast, the speaking process proceeds along real-time 

spontaneous interaction between speaker and addressee. For the sake of time 

pressure on both sides and of the “immediate context” that helps convey the 

“situational content” (Biber, 1986a, 1986b), the turns in spoken interaction are 

relatively short and there is also not much need nor the possibility to produce 

expressions of high lexical density or to integrate clauses into clause 

complexes. Therefore, spoken language is fragmented, with less complex 
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sentences and using words of more general meaning. Second, given the 

differing writer/speaker-interlocuter distance along the space dimension, 

written language, being decontextualized (Kay, 1977), is more detached and 

the content is expressed in a more explicit way (Finegan, 1987). Spoken 

language, on the contrary, is more involving and interactional. The first-

person and second-person pronouns are more often used, as the interlocutors 

are situated in the Deictic Center of Communication ( Sanders & Spooren, 

2013, 2015; Sanders & Sweetser, 2009).  

To some extent, communication via social media (Twitter, Facebook, 

Microblog, etc.) is distinct from communication via both traditional writing 

and speaking. It is true that the production process of texts in social media is 

controlled by the sender while the recipient(s) are unable to intervene 

(Voiskounsky, 1997), which allows for the editing and planning of texts and 

ideas like in writing. The communication, nevertheless, also features 

instantaneity and efficiency. Consequently, the time pressure on both the 

sender and the recipient(s) may affect their strategy of choosing and using 

linguistic devices. Moreover, the sender often aims to exchange opinions 

and/or initiate interaction from the recipient(s) in a more direct and explicit 

way, for example, by using first and second person references like in fragment 

(4). 

 

(4) Q [Wǒ bù jièyì nǐ de tǎoyàn,] yīnwèi P [Ø huózhe bìngfēi zhǐwèi 

qǔyuè nǐ.] 

Q [I don’t mind your dislike,] yīnwèi P [(I) am not living to please 

you.]  

 

Due to this speech-like profile, though technically typed and text-based, 

this type of internet-mediated discourse has recently been claimed to be 

oralized written text (Yus, 2011) or computer-mediated conversation 6 

(Herring, 2011). In other words, the technical, cognitive and social factors 

related to the networked environment have made this type of specially 

interactive written discourse as “an emergent register” (Ferrara et al., 1991), 

with the characteristics of both written and spoken languages. 

In the second place, studies based on data other than only written 

discourse from some European languages have found either robust or variable 

 
6 For earlier terms used by other authors, please refer to Yus (2011, p. 175) and Herring 

(2011, p. 2). 
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pictures of the REASON connectives under analysis. French parce que has a 

dominant use in the content domain in written language, yet it is roughly 

equally distributed in spoken language over the content, the speech act and the 

epistemic domains; puisque, on the contrary, stays robust across spoken and 

written discourse: it is never used in the content domain and more often used 

in the epistemic than in the speech act domain (Zufferey, 2012). German weil 

‘because’ seems to be reserved for the content domain in written texts, but in 

spontaneous conversations it can also express epistemic relations (Günthner, 

1993, referred to in Sanders & Spooren, 2015; Keller, 1995). Spooren and 

colleagues (2010) conducted a comprehensive analysis of omdat and want by 

looking at the domain of use, the propositional attitude, the identity of the 

responsible subject and the linguistic realization of the subject. In both written 

and spoken data, want is more subjective than omdat with respect to all the 

four features (the identity of the responsible subject differed between written 

and spoken discourse, yet without strong effect). This clear and stable 

difference was confirmed in the follow-up study based on more varied data, 

i.e. written texts, spontaneous conversation and online chat interactions 

(Sanders & Spooren, 2015). 

Will the meaning and use of the reason connectives in Mandarin Chinese 

remain robust or differ significantly across a range of distinctive discourse 

styles, given the linguistic-textual features and the sender-addressee 

interactions typical of each style? This is the essential question we are going 

to explore in this study.  

 

2.1.3 Research questions 

 

This chapter aims at drawing a fuller picture of the subjectivity profiles of 

Mandarin REASON connectives jìrán, yīnwèi and yóuyú. To that end, we made 

a corpus study using spontaneous conversation, microblog and newspaper 

discourse as the empirical data resources. The first two research questions we 

address are: 

 

RQ1.  

What is the prototypical subjectivity profile of each connective with 

regard to the relation domain, the propositional attitude of the consequent, 

the identity and the linguistic realization of the subject responsible for the 

causal construal? 
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RQ2.  

Do the prototypical profiles remain robust or do they vary across corpora 

due to the contextual differences?  

 

In naturally occurring language, jìrán and yóuyú mainly signal forward 

causal structures (jìrán/yóuyú P, Q). Yīnwèi, on the other hand, can signal both 

forward and backward structures (yīnwèi P, Q and Q, yīnwèi P). In view of 

the functional nature of the two sequences, it is found that in both spoken and 

written data, the backward sequence Q, yīnwèi P typically expresses 

“interactionally motivated” causal relations; the forward sequence “yīnwèi P, 

Q” expresses “ideationally (propositionally)” determined causal relations 

(Biq, 1995, p. 51). The “final” yīnwèi clause performs predominantly an 

“interactional” function with corresponding features of “negation, strong 

assertions, contrastiveness/comparison, and modality”, as in (5); the “initial” 

yīnwèi clause mainly performs an “information-sharing” function by 

providing more background information for an event or evidence for a 

statement, as in (6) ( Song & Tao, 2009, p. 87).  

  

 

(5) Q [dāngshí wǒ céng xiǎng, búdàn rénrén yīnggāi xuédiǎn xīnlǐxué, 

zhìguózhě sìhū yě yīng zuān-zuan zhèmén xuéwen.] Yīnwèi P 

[guīgēndàodǐ xīnlǐ jiùshì shìqì hé mínxīn.] 

Q [I was thinking then that not only should everybody study a little 

psychology, but the ruling party should especially do so,] because P 

[after all mentality has a lot to do with morale and popular 

sentiments.’]  (adapted from Song & Tao, 2009, p. 89) 

 

(6) Jiù zài zhè nián qī yuè, yīnwèi P pàntú chūmài, Q Huáng Jìng bèi 

mìmì dàibǔ. 

In July of the same year, because P [a traitor sold him out (to the 

government),] Q [Huang Jing was secretly arrested.]       

   (adapted from Song & Tao, 2009, p. 93) 

 

 Li et al. (2016) investigated the two positions of yīnwèi in written data 

from the perspective of subjectivity. The “sentence-initial yīnwèi” is found to 

typically express objective content relations existing between facts and 

independent of SoC, while the “inter-sentential yīnwèi” expresses subjective 

relations with judgments and implicit SoCs. The authors claim that the 
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subjective profile of “inter-sentential yīnwèi” enables “final” causal clause to 

perform the interactional function; accordingly, the “information-sharing” 

function of “initial” causal clause relies on the objective profile of “sentence 

initial yīnwèi”.  

Inspired by the above interesting findings, with microblog data, i.e., the 

oralized written text, added for the first time in literature to the empirical basis 

next to written and spoken data, we are curious about the answers to research 

question 3, and lastly, research question 4. 

 

RQ3.  

What are the subjectivity profiles of forward- and backward-linking 

yīnwèi? Is the respective profile robust or is it sensitive to the context 

characterized by discourse in each corpus? 

 

RQ4.  

Do the factors under investigation, namely, the four subjectivity features 

and the ordering of causality events, play an equally important role in 

specifying each connective? 

 

 

2.2 An integrated approach to subjectivity 

 

Subjectivity is an inherent feature of human language. “It is in and through 

language that man constitutes himself as a subject” (Benveniste, 1971, p. 224). 

This has been clearly reflected in the linguistic categorization of causal 

relations in discourse. An important notion involved in making the distinctions 

between causal relations is the subject of consciousness (SoC): “an animate 

subject, a person, whose intentionality is conceptualized as the ultimate source 

of the causal event, be it an act of reasoning or some ‘real-world’ 

activity”(Pander Maat & Sanders, 2000, p. 64). Specifically in the present 

study, in order to systematically operationalize the complex notion of 

subjectivity, we employ an integrated approach by investigating (1) what 

domain a causal relation falls into and whether its interpretation requires 

reference to an SoC; (2) who functions as the SoC; (3) how the SoC is realized 

linguistically; and (4) what are the propositional attitudes expressed in the 

consequent (PropAtt hereafter)given the situation/argument in the antecedent.  

This multi-dimensional concept of subjectivity (Li et al., 2013, 2016; 

Sanders & Spooren, 2013, 2015; Spooren et al., 2010) has integrated the 
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influential views of Lyons (1977, 1982), Traugott (1989, 1995) and Langacker 

(1990). Lyons points out the importance of the expressive function of 

language for the “expression of attitude and personality” (1977, p. 50) and 

characterizes subjectivity as “the way in which natural languages, in their 

structure and in their normal manner of operation, provide for the locutionary 

agent’s expression of himself and of his attitudes and beliefs” (1982, p. 102). 

Traugott (1982, 1989) takes a diachronic perspective studying the 

development of epistemic meanings in, for example, the auxiliary verb must 

and the discourse marker while. It is argued that the evolution of epistemic 

meaning of must in (7) from the deontic meaning of must in (8) and the change 

of discourse marker while from temporal meaning in (9) to concessive 

meaning in (10) indicate the tendency that meanings become increasingly 

situated in the speaker’s subjective belief or attitude toward the proposition 

(Traugott, 1989, p. 35). This “expressiveness” of language that increases in 

such “a pragmatic-semantic process” is first defined as subjectivity (Traugott, 

1995, p. 47) and later refined as “speaker attitude or viewpoint” (Traugott, 

2010, p. 30). 

 

(7) He must have worked very hard because he got a promotion. 

(8) He must pass the exam for A1 before he can register the course for 

A2.  

(9) He turned off the light while leaving. 

(10) He didn’t agree with her, while he didn’t say it. 

 

Following this notion of subjectivity, an utterance is considered subjective 

if its interpretation requires an SoC who evaluates and objective if not. The 

utterance (11) is presented as an opinion, the interpretation of which must refer 

to the speaker. Yet (12) expresses a fact in the content world, wherein no 

evaluation or personal viewpoint is present nor responsible for its truth.  

 

(11) Nijmegen is a lovely Dutch city. 

(12) Nijmegen is located in the province of Gelderland.  

 

When an SoC must be referred to for interpreting an utterance, the 

difference lies in the identity of the SoC. This is in line with the notion of 

subjectivity as closeness to the communicative “here and now” (Traugott, 

1989, 1995) or the Deictic Center of Communication (Sanders et al., 2009), 

i.e., the present time, location and participant role of the speech event. When 
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the SoC coincides with the speaker, it is then part of the deictic center. The 

SoC’s attitudes and viewpoints are directly expressed in the first person voice 

(Sanders, 2010). For example, by saying “I find Nijmegen a lovely city”, the 

SoC “I” is making a personal judgment; whereas in “He thought Nijmegen is 

a lovely city”, the SoC “he” and what “he thought” are outside the immediate 

context of the communication. What is expressed in the third person voice 

“he” takes its value as simply part of the discourse uttered by the speaker, 

which is not a judgment, but a description (Benveniste, 1971). Consequently, 

it is less expressive (subjective). Hence, the distinction between speaker SoC 

and character SoC is made to evaluate the degree of subjectivity of an 

utterance.  

Focusing on the perspective of the participant under the framework of 

cognitive grammar, Langacker (1990) studies the “gradience” of subjectivity 

in the construal of a particular entity or situation. More specifically, the 

construal of the participant is considered as maximally objective when the 

he/she is put on-stage, observable as an object or explicitly referred to as part 

of the ground, i.e., the speech event, its participants, and its immediate 

circumstances expressed via language (pp. 7-9). By contrast, the construal is 

maximally subjective when the participant is put “off-stage”, observing the 

scene as (a member of) the audience and remaining implicit in the utterance. 

For example, the opinion in (11) is construed to a more subjective degree, with 

the speaker responsible for the evaluation but remaining off-stage; whereas 

the construal will be relatively objectified in case that the speaker “I” is put 

“on-stage” (e.g. I think Nijmegen is a lovely city. Or, Nijmegen is a lovely city 

to me.). Therefore, the implicit reference to the SoC is regarded as encoding a 

higher degree of subjectivity than the explicit reference. 

Finally, since we are studying causal coherence and connectives in 

discourse, the causal relation itself is where all the subjectivity elements 

discussed above are anchored. Causality is a basic category in human 

cognition and natural language, and can be subdivided further into different 

sets of relations (Sanders & Spooren, 2009, pp. 207-208). In this study, we 

follow the trichotomous classification by Sweetser (1990), as has been 

illustrated by examples (1)-(3) in Section 2.1.1: the content domain, the 

epistemic domain and the speech-act domain. Content domain causality 

connects two events/situations that are causally related to each other in the 

content world. It is generally an objective relation. Based on whether or not 

intentionality (of SoC) is involved, content domain causality is further divided 

into non-volitional content causality (e.g. The ground is wet now because it 
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has been raining this afternoon.) and volitional content causality (e.g. They 

want to postpone the game because the ground is still wet.) (Degand & Pander 

Maat, 2003; Evers-Vermeul, 2005; Stukker et al., 2008). The epistemic 

causality (e.g. It must have rained this afternoon, because the ground is wet.) 

originates from the mental world of the SoC who builds up the causal relation 

through personal reasoning. The same is true with speech act causality. For 

example, the causal relation in “May I have some salt, because I find the fish 

a bit light?” does not hold without referring to the SoC who makes the request 

because he/she personally “find[s] the fish a bit light”. The degree of 

subjectivity increases from the non-volitional content domain to the volitional 

content domain and the epistemic/speech act domain. 

 

 

2.3 Methodology 

 

2.3.1 Corpus and data collection  

 

The empirical database for this study stems from a written corpus, a spoken 

corpus and a microblog corpus. The written corpus (a total of 163,393,972 

Chinese characters) consists of newspaper texts from People’s Dail (Wu, 

1995). 50 fragments of jìrán were randomly selected. As yīnwèi and yóuyú 

both can be used as either a connective or a preposition, and due to the 

extremely high frequency (of yīnwèi in particular) in a large corpus like this, 

we randomly selected 100 fragments with yīnwèi and 100 with yóuyú and then 

manually counted for only the connective uses. This resulted in 81 fragments 

with connective yīnwèi and 68 fragments with connective yóuyú. Furthermore, 

we excluded 14 occurrences of shì(COP)yīnwèi and 3 of shì(COP)yóuyú, both 

literally translated as “be because” and usually occurring in the form of “Zhī 

(PRT) suǒyǐ Q, shì (COP) yīnwèi/yóuyú P”. 7 Lastly, from the 67 yīnwèi- and 

65 yóuyú-fragments, we randomly selected 50 of each for coding and 

empirical analysis. 

 
7 This structure has a specific function similar to the cleft sentence “Q, and that is because 

P”, wherein P is explicitly focalized and provides pragmatically new information. We abstract 

away from this special case as it differs from the rest on not only the syntactic level, but more 

importantly, on the pragmatic level. 
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The microblog corpus, a sub-corpus of BCC8 (Xun et al., 2016) is made 

of posts in the year 2013 on Sina Weibo, the most popular microblogging 

platform in China, akin to Twitter. The texts amount to 2,263,211,538 Chinese 

characters. Among all the occurrences, first we followed the same steps for 

collecting the written data, and then excluded those from institutional accounts 

to avoid the well-edited and planned linguistic features mirroring newspaper 

texts. In the end, 50 fragments with jìrán, yīnwèi and yóuyú were randomly 

selected. 

The spoken corpus consists of conversations on telephone and TV talk-

show programs. The telephone corpus (Fung et al., 2005) contains 897 calls 

between Mandarin speakers in Mainland China, each lasting 10 minutes (150 

hours in total). The transcripts amount to 2,030,730 Chinese characters. The 

corpus of TV talk-show conversations contains about 55 hours (92 texts) of 

Luyu You Yue (28 texts from MLC [2005]), Xinwen Huiketing and Shihua 

Shishuo (translated respectively as A Date with Luyu, People in the News and 

Tell It Like It Is) (Glenn et al., 2013, 2014, 2015; Walker et al., 2013, 2014, 

2015). The transcripts of this part amounts to 911,816 Chinese characters. 

These programs were chosen for their characteristics of being interactive, 

casual and entertaining, which provide a proper setting for spontaneous 

language use. The total size of the spoken corpus is 205 hours’ audio speech 

with the transcripts of 2,942,546 Chinese characters. Table 1 presents the 

overall frequencies of jìrán, yīnwèi and yóuyú in the spoken corpus.  

 
Table 1. Frequencies of jìrán, yīnwèi and yóuyú in the spoken corpus 

 Jìrán Yīnwèi Yóuyú 

Telephone conversation (2,030,730) 151 3071 101 
TV talk show conversation (911,816) 43 1757 44 

   

All the fragments with jìrán and yóuyú were manually selected, 

disregarding repeated cases, false starts, incomplete sentences where Q-

segments cannot be specified, shiyóuyú and the prepositional uses of yóuyú. 

This resulted in 102 valid fragments with jìrán and 61 with yóuyú. 50 of each 

were randomly selected for final analysis. For yīnwèi, due to the extremely 

high frequencies and potentially large amount of invalid cases in spoken 

conversations, we first selected 200 occurrences in telephone speech and 200 

in TV program conversations. In this process, we randomly jumped over the 

 
8 BLCU (Beijing Language and Culture University) Chinese Corpus:  

http://bcc.blcu.edu.cn. 
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corpus to avoid getting many fragments in one text. Following the same 

procedure that was used for yóuyú, we ended up with 81 connective yīnwèi, 

from which 50 were randomly selected for the analysis.  

In the end, the complete dataset under analysis consists of 450 fragments 

(50 per connective per corpus). See Table 2 for an overview. 

 
Table 2. Number of sampling fragments in each corpus 

 Newspaper Conversation Microblog  

Connective (LDC) (LDC & MLC) (BCC) Total 

Jìrán 50 50 50 150 

Yīnwèi 50 50 50 150 

Yóuyú 50 50 50 150 

 

2.3.2 Model of analysis 

 

All the sampling constructions were annotated for the four subjectivity 

features discussed in Section 2.2, each containing several categories indicating 

varying degrees of subjectivity (Table 3). A similar model was employed in 

studies on Dutch and Mandarin REASON connectives (Li et al., 2016; Sanders 

& Spooren, 2015; Spooren et al., 2010). In the present study, we made 

modifications to some categories and explained in the corresponding 

Subsections. 

  
Table 3. Model of integrated subjectivity 

Subjectivity feature high.....................Subjectivity degree...................low 

Domain Speech-act/Epistemic…Volitional content...Non-volitional content 

PropAtt Speech-act/Judgment…Mental act…Physical act…Fact 

Identity of SoC Speaker...Character...No SoC 

LingReal-SoC Implicit…Pro-drop…Explicit…Absent 

 

Causality domain  

 

Following Sweetser (1990), the causal relation expressed in each fragment 

was annotated as speech act domain, epistemic domain or content domain. 

The content domain was subdivided into volitional and non-volitional content 

domains based on whether or not an SoC is involved in conceptualizing this 

causal relation. To systematically check the analyst’s intuitions for domain of 

use, a framework of paraphrase test developed by Sanders (1997) was 

employed. See Table 4.  
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In the speech act domain, only utterances in the form of a (rhetorical) 

question and an imperative were considered in Li and colleagues (2016), 

which are referred to as “explicit” cases here. However, in this study, speech 

act is meant in the classical Austinian sense that an utterance can also be a 

social act, such as a declaration, a question, a promise, namely, a performative 

utterance (Huang, 2006). That is, speech act utterances include also (or even 

more often) declaratives carrying the illocutionary and/or the perlocutionary 

value of a speech act: suggesting, warning, commanding, offering, etc. 

targeting at the addressee (Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969). 

 

 
Table 4. Paraphrase test for determining domain 

Domain Paraphrase test 

Speech act 
The fact that P leads to the SoC (speaker) here and now 

asking/warning/suggesting/offering/promising, etc. the addressee that Q. 

Epistemic The fact that P leads to the SoC’s conclusion here and now that Q. 

Vol. content9 The fact that P leads to the SoC’s intentional physical/mental act that Q. 

Non-vol. 
content 

The fact that P leads to the fact that Q. No intentionality is involved. 

P : the cause segment   Q : the result segment 

 

The decisive rule for determining such “implicit” cases lies in the 

communicative here and now and the presence of addressee: the speaker here 

and now motivates the speech act targeting the addressee. Example (13), from 

our spoken corpus, presents an instance of the “implicit” speech act causality. 

The speaker here and now suggests the addressee (you) “take the initiative to, 

uh, to contact him”. At first sight, example (14) seems to be similar, but this 

is not a case of speech act causality. It is not a suggestion located here and 

now but in the historical past “dāngshí (at that time)”, targeting the addressee 

there and then. Accordingly, Q is to express the speaker’s personal opinion 

rather than to motivate/perform a speech act.  

 

(13) Nǐ jìrán P [bǎ tā dāngwèi hǎopéngyǒu dehuà,] Q [nǐ jiù yīnggāi qù 

zhǔdòng, è, qù zhǎo tā a.] 

Jìrán P [you regard him as a good friend,] Q [then you should take 

the initiative to, uh, to contact him.] 

 

 
9  In figures and tables hereafter, volitional and non-volitional content relations are 

delimited as Vol. content and Non-vol. content, respectively; identity of SoC as IdSoC. 
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(14) “Nǐ jìrán P [Ø xǐhuān fǎlǜ,] Q [dāngshí Ø jiù yīnggāi xuǎn fǎlǜ.”] 

Dàyé de! Wǒ nàshì kǎobùshàng hǎo me? 

“Jìrán P [(you) were interested in law studies,] Q [then at that time 

(you) should apply for it”.] Damn it! Didn’t he know that my scores 

were not good enough? 

 

Examples (15)-(17) present the epistemic, the volitional and the non-

volitional content causality, respectively. 

 

(15) Guóxué, hóngyáng zhōnghuá yōuxiù wénhuà. Jìrán P [Ø shì 

shùnhūrénxīn, yīnghūcháoliú de shìyè,] Q [Ø bìrán huì fāzhǎn xiàqù 

de.] 

Sinology carries forward the outstanding culture of China. Jìrán P 

[(it) is a cause in harmony with people’s wish and the popular trend,] 

Q [surely (it) will continue to develop.] 

 

(16) Yīnwèi P [wǒ shuō wǒ shì nǐ tóngshì,] Q [ránhòu tāmen jiù dǎ wǒ].  

Yīnwèi P [I said I was your colleague,] Q [then they beat me.]  

 

(17) Dàn dào 80 niándài, yóuyú S1 P [yàzhōu yìxiē guójiā hé dìqū gǔlì 

chūkǒu, zhùzhòng chǎnpǐn zhīliàng,] S2 Q [zījīn liúrù zēngjiā,] S3 

[jīngjì chíxù fāzhǎn.] 

But by the 1980s, yóuyú S1 P [some Asian countries and regions 

promoted exports and paid attention to product quality,] S2 Q [the 

capital inflows increased.] S3 [The economy continued to develop.]  

 

In (17), the three segments, S1 “some Asian countries and regions 

promoted exports and paid attention to product quality”, S2 “the capital 

inflows increased”, and S3 “the economy continued to develop”, form a causal 

chain: S1 leads to the consequent S2, which in turn leads to the consequent S3. 

For cases like this, we simply annotated the first causal relation, leaving out 

the second one. However, when such a causal chain is embedded inside a 

double-marked fragment “REASON connective S1, S2, RESULT connective S3” 

like (18), we divided up P and Q in between the two correlative connectives. 

Therefore, (18) was annotated as a volitional content relation following the 

paraphrase test: the fact that “the activity venue was nearby the sea, it was 

very cold at night” leads to the intentional act “put on an extra coat while 

leaving (for it)”. 
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(18) Yóuyú P [S1huódòng chǎngdì kàojìn hǎibiān, S2 wǎnshàng tèbié 

lěng,] suǒyǐ Q [S3 chūmén de shíhòu Ø duō jiā le jiàn yīshang.]  

Yóuyú P [S1 the activity venue was nearby the sea, S2 (it would be) 

very cold at night,] suǒyǐ ‘so’ Q [S3 (I) put on an extra coat while 

leaving (for the activity).]  

 

Propositional attitude of the consequent 

 

In a causal coherence relation linking a consequent Q to an antecedent P, P is 

given as the premise or simply a fact in the content world, which usually is 

not subject to evaluations. The resulted consequence or the claim, however, is 

where the SoC’s viewpoints/evaluations are accommodated. Therefore, the 

propositional attitude of Q-segment (or PropAtt) is taken as a feature 

indicating the subjectivity degree of a given relation. We made a classification 

into five types10: Q expresses (1) a speech act if it represents a performative 

utterance targeting the addressee and initiated by the SoC in the 

communicative here and now; (2) a judgment if it concerns the SoC’s personal 

feelings, opinions, attitudes, etc. in response to the assumption or argment in 

P; (3) a mental act if the predicate represents an intentional activity involving 

the change of mind or the forming of an opinion, e.g. decision-making, that 

takes place in the mental world of the SoC; (4) a physical act if the predicate 

represents an intentional act by the SoC, taking place and observable in the 

physical world; (5) a fact if it describes an event or situation independent of 

the SoC’s intention, be it in the mental or the physical world. Accordingly, the 

Q-segment “you should take the initiative to, uh, to contact him” in (13) was 

annotated as a speech act, “surely (it) will continue to develop” in (15) as a 

judgment, the intentional act “they beat me” in (16) as a physical act, “the 

capital inflows increased” in (17) as a fact, and “today (I) decide to take a 

break” in (19) as a mental act. 

 

(19) Q [Tiàole liǎngtiān cāo, jīntiān Ø juédìng xiūxí yītiān,] yīnwèi P [Ø 

méiyǒu yīfú huàn le.] 

Q [After exercising for two days (in a row), today (I) decide to take a 

break,] yīnwèi P [(I) have no outfits to change.]  

 

 
10 For other classifications of the propositional attitude of Q, please refer to Li et al. (2016, 

p. 25) and Spooren et al. (2010, p. 244). 
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(20) Q [Ó, lánqiú Ø dào bùshì hěn xǐhuān,] yīnwèi P [Ø gèzi bùshì hěn 

gāo.] 

 Q [Well, basketball, (I) don’t like it very much,] yīnwèi P [(I) am not 

tall.] 

 

Note that in some cases, the line between judgment and mental act is not 

quite clear, since both develops in the mental world of the SoC. To specify the 

subtle differences and maintain consistency in our coding, we always refer to 

the context for the interpretation. If the interpretation of an utterance does not 

fundamentally change the meaning of the utterance in the context, then we 

would code it as the interpretation suggests. If the context denotes a change of 

state or the forming of an idea at a particular point in time, such as (19), it was 

coded as mental act. For example, if it evokes the evaluative desire of the 

speaker, which is static and evaluative, as in (20), then it is coded as judgment; 

if the context does not allow us to distinguish between the two, then we would 

code it as “ambiguous” and later use the objectivity bias (see Section 2.3.3). 

 

Identity of SoC 

 

When a speech participant is responsible for the conceptualization of the 

causal relation, we made a distinction between the speaker SoC and the 

character SoC. Relations conceptualized by the speaker are more subjective 

than those by the character in the communication event; relations that hold 

independent of an SoC are the least subjective. In the above example (20), the 

relation between “(I) am not tall” and “well, basketball, (I) don’t like it very 

much” is construed from the speaker’s personal point of view. In (21), that 

“he accepted the tough mission” leads to “he then devotes himself to it” is a 

relation conceptualized by the character (he: QIU Jinghua) while the speaker 

is simply the reporter.  

 

(21) Rán'ér, qiūjìnghuá bùshì ruòzhě. Tā jìrán P [Ø jiēle shuàibǎng,] Q [Ø 

biàn quánxīnshēn de tóurù.] 

 However, QIN Jinghua was not a loser. Jìrán P [he ‘tā’ accepted the 

tough mission,] Q [he then devoted himself to it.] 

 

In the annotating stage, we encountered a few fragments with first person 

plural “we” acting as the SoC. The speaker presents something on behalf of 

both herself and the other(s), all of whom are responsible for drawing the 
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causal link between the two segments, e.g. (22). Such cases (eight in total) 

were first coded as having a speaker+ SoC and later merged into the category 

of speaker SoC in the stage of statistical analysis.  

 

(22) Q [Wǒmen bù fǒurèn shāngyè diànyǐng de jiàzhí], yīnwèi P [jìnjǐnián 

shāngyè diànyǐng sìhū gèng yǒu kàntóu, fǎn'ér wényìpiàn chéng le 

“chòu dàjiě”.] 

Q [We do not deny the value of commercial films,] yīnwèi P [in recent 

years the commercial films seem more worth seeing than the art 

pieces, which instead are poor in quality.] 

 

Linguistic realization of SoC  

 

Following Langacker’s (1990) view of subjectivity as a gradient phenomenon 

related to the implicit or explicit construal of an entity, we take the LingReal-

SoC as another subjectivity feature. The explicit reference to the SoC 

objectifies the construal of the causal relation to some extent. An implicit SoC, 

on the other hand, indicates a more subjective construal. As evaluations by 

SoC are manifest in the consequent, we only look at Q for this feature. 

Given that Chinese is a typical pro-drop language (Huang, 1989), and pro-

drop occurs especially often in spontaneous and informal discourse like 

conversations and microblogs, in this study, we set pro-drop as a separate 

category in addition to the implicit/explicit dichotomy used in previous 

studies. (23) illustrates this phenomenon: the dropped-off speaker SoC “I” in 

Q, can be easily identified from the previous utterance “Oh, uh, me too”.  

 

(23) Ó, è, wǒ yěshì. Yóuyú, yóuyú P [Ø zuìjìn gōngzuò bǐjiào máng,] Q 

[Ø yě méiyǒu tiāntiān kàn àoyùnhuì.] 

Oh, uh, me too. Yóuyú, yóuyú P [recently, (I) am busy,] Q [(I) do not 

watch the Olympic Games every day.] 

 

As the dropped SoC is actually present and recoverable in the context, we 

suppose pro-drop is a stronger marker of subjectivity than an explicit SoC, but 

not as strong as an implicit SoC. Cases without SoC (annotated as absent in 

our model), are the least subjective.  

Another possibility in Chinese is to drop the syntactic subject shared by 

both P and Q and position it, instead, in front of the sentence-initial 

connective. In such cases, when the prepositioned subject acts as SoC, Q was 
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coded as having an explicit SoC. For example, (21) was coded as having an 

explicit SoC, i.e., tā ‘he’. 

 

2.3.3 Coding strategy for ambiguous cases  

 

During the coding stage, we encountered some ambiguous cases with regard 

to the causality domain and the PropAtt (respectively, 11 and 7 cases out of 

450), for which we aimed at consistency by choosing, slightly arbitrarily, the 

objective option (objectivity bias). By way of example, we here discuss two 

of these cases. 

When both volitional and non-volitional content interpretations were 

acceptable, we opted for the non-volitional. For example, (24) was coded as 

non-volitional content domain in our study, although the consequent “(I) 

watch (NBA) wherever (I) can” might be an intentional act (volitional) or 

simply a fact due to the outside force “(I) do not have (my) own TV” (non-

volitional).  

When ambiguity occurred between interpreting Q as expressing judgment 

versus mental act, we opted for the interpretation of mental act. An example 

is (25), which can be interpreted as a judgment by the writer (the journalist) 

based on her observation of the situation that “the Community farmers” face, 

or as a mental act of the character in the speech event, i.e., “the Community 

farmers” themselves, that they (start to) “worry more about […]” under the 

circumstances provided in P.  

 

(24) Yīnwèi P [zuòwéi xuéshēng Ø méiyǒu zìjide diànshì, [ suǒyǐ Q [néng 

zài nǎ kàn (NBA) wǒ jiù zàinǎ kàn.]  

Yīnwèi P [as a student, (I) don’t have my own TV,] suǒyǐ ‘so’ Q [I 

then watch (NBA) wherever I can.] 

 

(25) Q [Gòngtóngtǐ nóngmín duì dìngyú běnyuè 15 rì zài rìnèiwǎ huīfù de 

wūlāguī huíhé màoyì tánpàn gèngwèi yōulǜ,] yīnwèi P [jíshǐ àn 

gòngtóngtǐ tíchū de jiāng nóngyè bǔtiē xuējiǎn 30% de fāng'àn, tāmen 

de nián shōurù yě jiāng jiǎnshǎo 210 wàn ōuzhōu huòbì dānwèi.]  

Q [The Community farmers worry more about the Uruguay Round of 

trade negotiations scheduled to resume in Geneva on the 15th of this 

month,] yīnwèi P [even if the Community proposes a 30% reduction 

in agricultural subsidies, their annual income will still be reduced by 

2.1 million in European currency.]  
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2.3.4  Procedure 

 

Of all the 450 fragments under analysis, 120 were first coded independently 

by two native speakers studying coherence in Mandarin discourse. 

Discrepancies were discussed in order to better define the coding criteria. 

Then another 90 fragments were coded independently by them and the 

Cohen’s kappa was calculated. The kappa coefficients are: domain κ = 0.72; 

PropAtt κ = 0.74; IdSoC κ = 0.79; LingReal-SoC κ = 0.84. The kappa’s 

indicate that the coding is sufficiently reliable. All discrepancies were 

discussed. Two fragments remained in discrepancy over domain (volitional vs 

non-volitional content) and two over PropAtt (judgment vs mental act). For 

these cases, we opted for the objective alternative (objectivity bias introduced 

in the above Subsection). Final agreement was reached upon all the fragments 

concerning IdSoC and LingReal-SoC.  

For each of the four subjectivity features, a log-linear analysis was carried 

out to get the best fitting model of the relationship between connective, 

subjectivity and corpus (to answer RQ1 and RQ2). The same analysis was 

made for the relationship between corpus, subjectivity and the 

forward/backward linking yīnwèi’s (Fwd/Bwd yīnwèi hereafter) (to answer 

RQ3). To address RQ4, the relative importance of each factor involved in 

predicting the meaning and use of a particular connective, we carried out an 

analysis of conditional inference trees and random forests as introduced in 

Levshina (2015) and Tagliamonte and Baayen (2012). 

 

 

2.4 Results 

 

Results of the log linear analyses concerning research RQ1 and RQ2 are 

presented separately in terms of the four subjectivity features (Subsections 

2.4.1-2.4.4). The results concerning RQ3 are presented in SubSection 2.4.5. 

We used an alpha level of .05 for all these statistical tests. The outputs of the 

conditional inference trees and the random forests analyses are presented in 

Subsection 2.4.6.  
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2.4.1 Domain 

 

Data with respect to domain are summarized in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 
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The log-linear analysis resulted in a model containing two significant two-

way interactions. The fit of the resulting model was moderate, χ2 (16, N = 450) 

= 24.93, p = .07. The first significant interaction was that between Corpus and 

Domain, χ2 (6, N = 450) = 22.08, p < .01. The other is between Connective and 

Domain, χ2 (6, N = 450) = 250.80, p < .001. A cross-table analysis was made 

for a closer look at these interactions. See Tables 5 and 6. 

 
Table 5. Distribution of domain categories in each corpus 

 (frequencies and standardized residuals) 

Domain 

Corpus  Speech act Epistemic Vol. content Non-vol. content Total 

Newspaper Count 14 54 39 43 150 
Std. Res. -2.6 1.3 -.3 1.2  

Conversation Count 27 43 41 39 150 
Std. Res. .1 -.3 .0 .5  

Microblog Count 42 39 43 26 150 

Std. Res. 2.7 -.9 .3 -1.7  

Total  83 136 123 108 450 

 

Seen from the standardized residuals, the interaction Corpus*Domain is 

mainly caused by a relatively low amount of Speech act in the newspaper 

corpus (s.r. = -2.6) and a high amount in microblogs (s.r. = 2.7); the slightly 

fewer occurrences of Non-vol. content in microblogs (s.r. = -1.7) also 

contribute to this interaction to some extent. Example (26) illustrates a typical 

speech act relation in the microblog corpus.  

 

(26) Q [Náqǐ diànhuà de shíhòu qǐng wéixiào,] yīnwèi P [duìfāng néng 

gǎnjué dào!] 

Q [Please smile while picking up the phone,] yīnwèi P [people on the 

other side can feel it!] 

 
Table 6. Co-occurring of domain categories and connective 

 (frequencies and standardized residuals)  

Domain 

Connective  Speech act Epistemic Vol. content Non-vol. content Total 

jìrán Count 61 69 19 1 150 

Std. Res. 6.3 3.5 -3.4 -5.8  
yīnwèi Count 19 57 48 26 150 

Std. Res. -1.6 1.7 1.1 -1.7  
yóuyú Count 3 10 56 81 150 

Std. Res. -4.7 -5.2 2.3 7.5  

Total  83 136 123 108 450 
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The interaction Connective*Domain was mainly caused by the extremely 

high amount of jìrán expressing Speech act (s.r. = 6.3) and Epistemic (s.r. = 

3.5) rather than Vol. content (s.r. = -3.4) or Non-vol. content (s.r. = -5.8); and 

by the extremely low frequency of yóuyú in Speech act (s.r. = -4.7) and 

Epistemic (s.r. = -5.2) yet high frequency in Vol. content (s.r. = 2.3) and Non-

vol. content (s.r. = 7.5). Yīnwèi seems to have a slight preference for Epistemic 

(s.r. = 1.7), whereas it is relatively rare in Speech act (s.r. = -1.6) and Non-vol. 

content (s.r. = -1.7). 

Example (15), repeated here as (27), is the typical use of jìrán in the 

epistemic domain: the SoC comes to the conclusion “surely (it) will continue 

to develop” based on the premise that “(it) is a cause in harmony with […]”; 

example (1), repeated here as (28), exemplifies an instance of jìrán used in the 

speech act domain: the SoC asks “isn’t it that (you) owe me a lullaby” because 

“(you) say I am a big baby in the cradle”.  

 

(27) Guóxué, hóngyáng zhōnghuá yōuxiù wénhuà. Jìrán P [Ø shì shùn hū 

rénxīn, yīng hū cháoliú deshìyè,] Q [Ø bìrán huì fāzhǎn xiàqù de.] 

Sinology carries forward the outstanding culture of China. Jìrán P (it) 

is a cause in harmony with people’s wish and the popular trend, Q 

surely (it) will continue to develop. 

 

(28) Jìrán P [Ø shuō yě shì qiǎngbǎo zhōng de jùyīng,] Q [Ø shìbùshì qiàn 

wǒ yīshǒu cuīmián qǔ a?] 

Jìrán P [(you) say I am a big baby in the cradle,] Q [isn’t it that (you) 

owe me a lullaby?]  

 

Example (29) illustrates the typical use of yóuyú in a volitional content 

relation: the fact that “corruption violates the law by nature” leads to the 

intentional act that “people engaged in corruption (intentionally) take various 

means to cover up”. Example (3), repeated here as (30), illustrates the typical 

use of yóuyú in a non-volitional content relation: the fact that “(her) contact 

information has long been deleted before” leads to the fact that “now I only 

have her friend’s ([…])”, wherein no evaluation nor intention of an SoC is 

involved. 

 

(29) Yóuyú P [fǔbài xíngwéi shǔyú wéijì wéifǎ xìngzhì,] Q [gǎofǔbài de 

rén yībān yào cǎiqǔ zhǒngzhǒng shǒuduàn jìnxíng yǎnshì.] 
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Yóuyú P [corruption violates the law by nature,] Q [people engaged 

in corruption generally take various means to cover up.] 

 

(30) Yóuyú P [liánxì fāngshì hěnzǎo jiù shānchú le,] Q [wǒ xiànzài zhǐyǒu 

tā péngyǒu de.] 

Yóuyú P [(her) contact information has long been deleted before,] Q 

[now I only have her friend’s (contact information).] 

 

Yīnwèi showed largely a neutral profile, but with a slight preference to the 

epistemic domain, as in (31), and the volitional content domain, as in (32). 

The two relations can be paraphrased respectively as follows: the fact that 

“you know everything (in your home country)” leads to the speaker’s 

conclusion that “[…], you should be able to […]”; the fact that “[…], I had 

too much food […]” leads to “my” intentional act to “first have a banana for 

digestion”. 

 

(31) Q [Rúguǒ nǐ yǒu- yǒu zhè yībǎi wàn Ø yìnggāi néng zài zìjǐ de zǔguó 

shēnghuó dé gèng- bǐ dào wàiguó qù, qù gènghǎo,] yīnwèi P [nǐ 

shénme dōngxī dōu zhīdào.] 

Q [If you have, have a million (Rmb), (you) should be able to live a 

better, compared to, to living abroad, better life in your home country,] 

yīnwèi P [you know everything (in your home country).]  

 

(32) Āiyā, nèitiān zǎoshang yīnwèi P [tóu yītiān wǎnshàng wǒ chī de 

tàiduōle, chī bùxià,] suǒyǐ ‘so’ Q [Ø chīle xiāngjiāo qīngqīng chángzi.] 

Oops! That morning, yīnwèi P [the night before that morning, I had 

too much food and couldn’t eat any more next morning,] suǒyǐ ‘so’ Q 

[(I) first had a banana for digestion.] 

 

2.4.2 Propositional attitude of the consequent 

 

Data with respect to PropAtt are summarized in Figures 3 and 4. The log-

linear analysis resulted in another model containing two significant two-way 

interactions. The fit of the model was adequate, χ2 (16, N = 450) = 26.81, p = 

0.14. The first interaction was that between Corpus and PropAtt, χ2 (6, N = 

450) = 21.15, p < .01. The second was between Connective and PropAtt, χ2 (6, 

N = 450) = 269.83, p < .001. The interactions were further elaborated on by a 

cross-table analysis summarized in Tables 7 and 8. 
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Table 7. Distribution of PropAtt categories in each corpus 

 (frequencies and standardized residuals) 

                       PropAtt  

Corpus  Speech act Judgment Mental act Physical act Fact Total 

Newspaper Count 14  54  18  24 40 150 
Std. Res. -2.6  1.3  .4  -.5  1.0  

Conversation Count 27  43  16  28 36 150 
Std. Res. .1  -.3  .1  .3  .3  

Microblog Count 42  39  15  28 26 150 

Std. Res. 2.7  -.9  -.3  .3  -1.4  

Total  83  136  49  80  102  450 

 

 

The standardized residuals in Table 7 demonstrate that the interaction 

Corpus*PropAtt was mainly caused by the variant distributions of Speech act 

over corpora: significantly low in Newspaper (s.r. = -2.6) yet high in 

Microblog (s.r. = 2.7). The Q-segment of fragment (26), “please smile while 

answering the phone”, is a typical speech act utterance in the microblog 

corpus. 

 
Table 8. Co-occurring of PropAtt categories and connective 

 (frequencies and standardized residuals) 

                        PropAtt  

Connective  Speech act Judgment Mental act Physical act Fact Total 

jìrán Count 61  69  13  6 1 150 
Std. Res. 6.3  3.5  -.8  -4.0  -5.7  

yīnwèi Count 19  57  24  28 22 150 

Std. Res. -1.6  1.7  1.9  .3  -2.1  
yóuyú Count 3  10  12  46 79 150 

Std. Res. -4.7  -5.2  -1.1  3.7  7.7  

Total  83 136  49  80  102  450 

 

The interaction Connective*PropAtt was caused by numerous instances 

of jìrán expressing Speech act (s.r. = 6.3) and Judgment (s.r. = 3.5) yet very 

low numbers of Physical act (s.r. = -4.0) and Fact (s.r. = -5.7). It was also 

causedby few instances of yóuyú expressing Speech act (s.r. = -4.7) and 

Judgment (s.r. = -5.2) while a great many Physical act (s.r. = 3.7) and Fact 

(s.r = 7.7). The Q-segments in yīnwèi fragments express relatively more 

Judgment (s.r. = 1.7) and Mental act (s.r. = 1.9) while less Speech act (s.r. = -

1.6) and Fact (s.r. = -2.1).  

The Q-segments of the relations in (27), “surely (it) will continue to 

develop”, and in (28), “isn’t it that (you) owe me a lullaby”, express 
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respectively the prototypical propositional attitudes of Judgment and Speech 

act in jìrán fragments. The Q-segment in (29), “people engaged in corruption 

generally take various means to cover up”, and in (30), “now I only have her 

friend’s (contact information)”, express respectively Physical act and Fact in 

yóuyú fragments. Those in (31) “[…], (you) should be able to […]” and in 

(22) “we do not deny the value of commercial films”, illustrate respectively 

Judgment and Mental act in yīnwèi fragments.  

 

 

2.4.3 Identity of SoC 

 

Figures 5 and 6 summed up data regarding the identity of SoC. The log-linear 

analysis resulted in a third model containing two significant two-way 

interactions. The fit of the resulting model was adequate, χ2 (12, N = 450) = 

16.03, p = .19. The first significant interaction was between Corpus and 

IdSoC, χ2 (4, N = 450) = 37.54, p < .001. The other was between Connective 

and IdSoC, χ2 (4, N = 450) = 163.86, p < .001. Tables 9 and 10 present the 

cross-table analysis. 
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Table 9. Distribution of IdSoC types in each corpus (frequencies and standardized residuals) 

  Identity of SoC  

Corpus   Speaker Character No SoC Total 

Newspaper Count 63  44  43 150 

Std. Res. -2.8  3.8  1.2  
Conversation Count 96  15  39 150 

Std. Res. .7  -2.0  .5  
Microblog Count 108  16  26 150 

Std. Res. 2.0  -1.8  -1.7  

Total  267  75  108 450 

 

 

As shown by the standardized residuals, the interaction Corpus*IdSoC 

was mainly caused by significantly fewer Speaker SoC (s.r. = -2.8) yet more 

Character SoC (s.r. = 3.8) in the corpus of Newspaper; in Microblog, by 

contrast, there were more Speaker SoC (s.r. = 2.0), yet the frequency of both 

Character SoC (s.r. = -1.8) and No SoC (s.r. = -1.7) was relatively low; 

Character SoC in Conversation is less frequent than expected (s.r. = -2.0). See 

examples (28) and (29) respectively for typical fragments with Speaker SoC 

(I) in microblog posts and Character SoC (people engaged in corruption) in 

newspaper texts.  
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Table 10. Co-occurring of each IdSoC type and connective 

 (frequencies and standardized residuals) 

  Identity of SoC  

Connective   Speaker Character No SoC Total 

jìrán Count 132  17  1 150 
Std. Res. 4.6  -1.6  -5.8  

yīnwèi Count 95  29  26 150 
Std. Res. .6  .8  -1.7  

yóuyú Count 40  29  81 150 
Std. Res. -5.2  .8  7.5  

Total  267  75  108 450 

 

 

The interaction Connective*IdSoC can be well demonstrated by the 

numerous frequencies of jìrán co-occurring with Speaker SoC (s.r. = 4.6) but 

few frequencies of No SoC (s.r. = -5.8); and from very high frequency of yóuyú 

with No SoC (s.r. = 7.5) and low frequency with Speaker SoC (s.r. = -5.2).  

Fragments (27) shows the prototypical use of jìrán with Speaker SoC. 

Example (30) illustrates a yóuyú instance without SoC involved: the causal 

relation between “(her) contact information has long been deleted before” and 

“now I only have her friends” holds regardless of the intentionality of either 

the speaker “I” or anyone else. 

 

 

2.4.4 Linguistic realization of SoC  

 

Data with respect to the last subjectivity feature, LingReal-SoC, are 

summarized in Figure 7. Although in the newspaper corpus, three cells had 

expected counts less than 5, which marginally violates assumptions in the chi-

square test and log-linear analysis (Field, 2011, pp. 692 & 710), for the sake 

of comparability, we still used the log-linear procedure. 

The log-linear analysis generated a model containing a significant three-

way interaction between Connective, LingReal-SoC and Corpus, χ2 (12, N = 

450) = 25.37, p = .01. In other words, the overall pattern of LingReal-SoC co-

occurring with connectives differs across corpora. Details can be seen in Table 

11. 
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Table 11. Co-occurring of LingReal-SoC categories and connective in each corpus 

(frequencies and standardized residuals) 

                                          LingReal-SoC  

  Implict Pro-drop Explicit Absent  

   count s.r. count s.r. count s.r. count s.r.  

News- 

papera  

jìrán 34 3.9 4 1.4 11 -1.3 1 -3.5  

yīnwèi 16 .4 0 -1.4 26 2.5 8 -1.7  

yóuyú 3 -3.5 2 .0 11 -1.3 34 5.2  

Total   53  6  48  43  150 

Conver- 

sationb  

jìrán 28 4.2 7 -.2 15 -.4 0 -3.6  

yīnwèi 6 -1.9 8 .1 25 2.0 11 -.5  

yóuyú 5 -2.2 8 .1 10 -1.6 27 4.0  

Total   39  23  50  38  150 

Micro- 

blogc  

jìrán 26 2.0 11 -.1 13 -.2 0 -2.9  

yīnwèi 25 1.7 8 -1.0 11 -.4 6 -.9  

yóuyú 2 -3.7 15 1.1 13 .2 20 3.8  

Total  53  34  37  26  150 

a: χ2 (6, N = 150) = 82.99, p < .001; b: χ2 (6, N = 150) = 62.19, p < .001; 

c: χ2 (6, N = 150) = 47.57, p < .001 
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Seen from the raw frequencies and standardized residuals, LingReal-SoC 

with regard to jìrán was not sensitive to discourse types: in all three corpora, 

jìrán co-occurred predominantly with Implicit and rarely any Absent. The 

three-way interaction was resulted mainly from the different behaviors of 

yīnwèi and yóuyú across corpora.  

The category involved in yóuyú is especially Pro-drop, the frequency of 

which is relatively low in newspapers (count = 2) while high in microblogs 

(count = 15). (18), repeated here as (33), illustrates a yóuyú fragment in 

microblogs having a null subject “I”, the SoC responsible for the intentional 

act “(I) put on an extra jacket […]”. 

The categories involved in yīnwèi are Implicit and Explicit. There was a 

small amount of implicit SoC instances in the corpus of Conversation (count 

= 6; s.r. = -1.9), while many occur in Microblog (count = 25; s.r. = 2.0). 

Moreover, the occurrences of Explicit in Microblog (count = 11; s.r. = -.4) are 

relatively fewer than those in Conversation (count = 25; s.r. = 2.0) and 

Newspaper (count = 26; s.r. = 2.5). Example (26), repeated here as (34), 

illustrates a typical use of yīnwèi having an implicit SoC in microblog posts: 

the blogger suggests “please smile while picking up the phone” because 

“people on the other side can feel it”, but he/she remains implicit in the 

utterance. Example (24), repeated as (35) below, illustrates an explicit SoC 

co-occurring with yīnwèi in oral communication. 

 

(33) Yóuyú P [huódòng chǎngdì kàojìn hǎibiān, wǎnshàng tèbié lěng,] 

suǒyǐ Q chūmén de shíhòu Ø duō jiā le jiàn yīshang.] 

Yóuyú P [the activity venue was close by the sea, it would be very 

cold at night,] suǒyǐ ‘so’ Q [(I) put on an extra jacket while leaving 

home (for the activity).]  

 

(34) Q [Náqǐ diànhuà de shíhòu qǐng wéixiào,] yīnwèi P [duìfāng néng 

gǎnjué dào!] 

Q [Please smile while picking up the phone,] yīnwèi P [people on the 

other side can feel it!] 

 

(35) Yīnwèi P [zuòwéi xuéshēng Ø méiyǒu zìjide diànshì,] suǒyǐ Q [néng 

zài nǎ kàn (NBA) wǒ jiù zàinǎ kàn.]  

Yīnwèi P [as a student, (I) don’t have my own TV,] suǒyǐ ‘so’ Q [I 

then watch (NBA) wherever I can.] 
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2.4.5 Forward-linking and backward-linking yīnwèi’s 

 

Yīnwèi stands out among the three connectives for often linking both forward 

and backward causal relations. Presented in Figure 8 is the distribution of the 

categories of each subjectivity feature in the two sequences.  

 

 

 

The log-linear analyses for the relationship between causality order, 

subjectivity, and corpus were summarized in Table 12. For each of the four 

subjectivity features, we obtained a model containing three sets of two-way 

interactions. The fit for each model was adequate (p ≥ 0.38).  
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Table 12. Yīnwèi: relationships between causality order, subjectivity and corpus  

Effects Chi-Square df Sig. Goodness-of-Fit (Pearson) 

Corpus*Domain 
CausalityOrder*Corpus 
CausalityOrder*Domain 

17.01 
13.32 
23.15 

6 
2 
3 

.009 

.001 

.000 

χ2(6, N = 150) = 6.45, 
p = .38 

Corpus*PropAtt 
Causalityorder*Corpus 
Causalityorder*PropAtt 

17.71 
11.90 
29.37 

8 
2 
4 

.024 

.003 

.000 

χ2(8, N = 150) = 8.29, 

p = .41 

Corpus*IdSoC 
CausalityOrder*Corpus 
CausalityOrder*IdSoC 

15.85 
17.97 
15.23 

4 
2 
2 

.003 

.000 

.000 

χ2(4, N = 150) = 4.20, 
p = .38 

Corpus*LingReal-SoC 
CausalityOrder*Corpus 

CausalityOrder*LingReal-SoC 

26.14 
9.47 

29.13 

6 
2 

3 

.000 

.009 

.000 

χ2(6, N = 150) = 3.96, 
p = .68 

 

Directly relevant to RQ3 are the two-way interactions between the 

causality order and each subjectivity feature. They showed that the 

subjectivity characteristics of yīnwèi used in the two positions differed 

significantly from each other. The lack of three-way interactions demonstrated 

that this relationship was not dependent on the factor of corpus. A cross-table 

analysis on the interaction between Fwd/Bwd yīnwèi’s and subjectivity was 

singled out and presented in Table 13. 

 
Table 13. Co-occurring of Fwd/Bwd yīnwèi and each category of the four subjectivity 

features (frequencies and standardized residuals) 

 Fwd yīnwèi Bwd yīnwèi  

  Count Std. Res. Count Std. Res.  Total 

 
Domain 

Speech act 1 -1.6 18 .9 150 

Epistemic 4 -2.6 53 1.4 

Vol. content 17 1.7 31 -1.0 

Non-vol.content 13 2.8 13 -1.6 

 
 
PropAtt 

Speech act 1 -1.6 18 .9 150 

Judgment 4 -2.6 53 1.4 

Mental act 4 -.7 20 .4 

Physical act 15 3.3 13 -1.8 

Fact 11 2.6 11 -1.4 

 
IdSoC 

Speaker 13 -1.9 82 1.1 150 

Character 9 .8 20 -.5 

No SoC 13 2.8 13 -1,6 

 
LingReal-
SoC 

Implicit 0 -3.3 47 1.8 150 

Pro-drop 8 2.2 8 -1.2 

Explicit 15 .1 47 .1 

Absent 12 2.6 13 -1.4 
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Fwd yīnwèi displayed a clear objective profile in that it co-occurred 

significantly more often with the objective categories of each feature, i.e., 

Non-vol. content (s.r. = 2.8), Physical act (s.r. = 3.3), Fact (s.r. = 2.6), and No 

SoC (s.r. = 2.8). By contrast, Bwd yīnwèi showed an apparent preference for 

the more subjective categories, i.e., Epistemic and Judgment (both, count = 53; 

s.r. = 1.4), Speaker SoC (82 out 150, s.r. = 1.1) and Implicit (s.r. = 1.8); 

however, it co-occurred less frequently with the objective categories, e.g., 

Physical act (s.r. = -1.8), Non-vol. content and No SoC (both, s.r. = -1.6).  

Example (36) illustrates the use of Fwd yīnwèi signaling a non-volitional 

content relation: the fact that “(they) live close to each other” leads to the fact 

that “(they) often encounter on the way to market”; Q-segment “(they) often 

encounter on the way to market” is a physical fact; and there is no need to 

refer to an SoC for the interpretation of this causal relation. Example (31), 

repeated here as (37), illustrates Bwd yīnwèi signaling an epistemic relation: 

the fact that “you know everything ([…])” leads to the conclusion “[…], you 

should be able to […]”, which is constructed by the speaker who is put implicit 

in the utterance. 

 

 

(36) Yīnwèi P [Ø zhù dé jìn,] Q [Ø chánghuì zài mǎicài lùshàng xiāngyù.] 

Yīnwèi P [(they) live close to each other,] Q [(they) often encounter 

(each other) on the way to market.] 

 

 

(37) Q [Rúguǒ nǐ yǒu- yǒu zhè yībǎiwàn, Ø yìnggāi néng zài zìjǐ de zǔguó 

shēnghuó dé gèng- bǐ dào wàiguó qù, qù gènghǎo.] Yīnwèi P [nǐ 

shénme dōngxī dōu zhīdào.] 

Q [If you have, have a million (Rmb), (you) should be able to live a 

better, compared to, to living abroad, better life in your home country.] 

Yīnwèi P [you know everything (in your home country).] 

 

  

Another significant interaction that caught our attention was that between 

causality order and corpus. Previous studies by Biq (1995) and Song and Tao 

(2009) have found different distributions of the two sequences in written vs 

spoken discourse. For a close look at the results from our data, we made a 

cross-table analysis (Table 14) to illustrate this specific interaction.  
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Table 14. Distribution of Fwd/Bwd yīnwèi in each corpus 
 (frequencies, percentages and standardized residuals) 

 Fwd yīnwèi Bwd yīnwèi 

 Count Perc. Std. Res. Count Perc. Std. Res. Total 

Newspaper 8 16% -1.1 42 84% .6 100% 

Conversation 22 44% 3.0 28 56% -1.7 100% 

Microblog 5 10% -2.0 45 90% 1.1 100% 

 

Across the three corpora, backward sequence occurred more frequently 

than forward sequence. The overwhelming predominance was found in the 

corpora of Newspaper and Microblog. In Conversation, however, the 

occurrence of forward sequence was significantly more than expected (s.r. = 

3.0), a typical instance of which is (36) above. (38) exemplifies a backward 

sequence in microblogs (90%).  

 

(38) Q [Zhíchǎng yǒngyuǎn bùhuì tàipíng,] yīnwéi P [rénxīn yǒngyuǎn 

dōu bùhuì tàipíng.] 

Q [There will never be peace in career,] yīnwéi P [there will never be 

peace in people’s mind.] 

 

 

2.4.6 The relative importance of subjectivity features  

 

To measure the importance of the four subjectivity features, and the causality 

order as well, in predicting the occurrence of jìrán, yīnwèi, or yóuyú, we 

carried out a conditional inference trees analysis and random forests analysis11. 

These are non-parametric tree-structure models of regression and 

classification, with the advantage of unbiased feature selection and the 

returned p values presenting the respective confidence level (Levshina, 2015, 

pp. 291-300).  

Figure 9 is the conditional inference tree that represents the decision rules 

determining the use of jìrán, yīnwèi or yóuyú under the specified condition. 

Splits were made upon the random selection of the pre-specified features. 

Causality order (Node 1) proved to have the strongest association with the 

split: backward structure directly predicts almost only yīnwèi (Node 9). 

Among the forward structures, PropAtt (Node 2) was the most important 

feature. If it was Speech act or Judgment, the predicted connective was 

 
11 Both analyses were enabled by R-package “party” (Levshina, 2015, pp. 291-300).  
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predominantly jìrán (about 85% of the 147 fragments, Node 3). If it was 

Physical act or Fact, the IdSoC (Node 6) determined the further distinction. 

In the case of Speaker SoC or No SoC, seen in Node 7, yóuyú accounted for 

80% of the 126 cases, while there was hardly any jìrán. Character SoC, as 

shown in Node 8, predicted mainly yóuyú (60%), but also jìrán and yīnwèi 

(both roughly 20%). Mental act predicted moderately equal chances of jìrán 

and yóuyú (both slightly over 40%, Node 5). No impact of domain or the 

LingReal-SoC was detected. The predictive value of this model was 

substantial (C = 0.84).  

 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Conditional inference tree (the outcome of the binary recursive partitioning) 

 

 

Figure 10 is the outcome of the random forests analysis that suggests the 

conditional impact of variables on the connectives’ profiles. In our case, 

Causality order had the strongest impact, followed in turn by PropAtt and 

Domain. The IdSoC and LingReal-SoC had weak impact on the predictions. 

The predictions of this model were substantial as well (C = 0.85). 
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Figure 10. Conditional importance of each subjectivity feature 

 

 

2.5 Summary of results and discussion 

 

The statistical analysis consisted of two parts. First, we carried out a general 

log-linear analysis for each subjectivity feature, which provided us with the 

best-fit model for the relationship between connective, subjectivity and 

corpus; the follow-up crosstable analysis enabled us to examine the 

interactions contributing to the resulted models. Second, to measure the 

relative importance of the independent factors, i.e., the four subjectivity 

features and the causality order, in predicting the meaning and use of one 

connective other than another, we employed the conditional inference trees 

and random forests analyses. Subsections 2.5.1-2.5.3 present the summary of 

the results and a discussion of the four research questions. 

 

2.5.1 Research questions 1 and 2 

 

The linguistic and textual differences typical of discourse in each corpus is, to 

a large extent, supported by our data. More specifically, it follows the 

significant two-way interactions between corpus and domain/Propst/IdSoC. 

Interestingly, we did not find a corpus effect on the interactions between 

connective and domain/PropAtt/IdSoC. This strongly supports the analysis 

that these three subjectivity characteristics are intrinsic to jìrán, yīnwèi and 

yóuyú. Analysis of the standardized residuals showed that across corpora, (1) 
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jìrán systematically and prototypically signals relations of the subjective 

domains, i.e. speech act and epistemic relations, in which Q-segments are 

predominantly instances of speech act and judgment; the subjective causal 

relations and propositional attitudes are conceptualized predominantly by 

speaker SoC. (2) Yóuyú, by contrast, was found to systematically and 

prototypically signal relations in the objective domains, i.e. volitional and 

non-volitional content relations, generally involving no SoC and an extremely 

high number of Q-segments expressing physical act and fact. (3) Yīnwèi co-

occurs roughly equally with both the subjective and objective categories, with 

a slight inclination to relations in the epistemic and volitional content domains, 

to propositional attitude of judgment, mental act and fact, and to speaker SoC. 

The interaction between connective and LingReal-SoC, however, 

appeared sensitive to corpus variation. This is worth special attention, because 

it is directly related to research question 2: does the semantic-pragmatic 

profile of a given connective remain robust or does it vary across corpora?  

It might be possible that this result was an accidental issue due to the low 

expected counts in three cells of written corpus (see Subsection 2.4.4). 

However, the three-way interaction regarding this feature was also found in 

Li and colleagues (2016: 31), which adds to our confidence that the linguistic 

reference to SoC in a causal construction tends to be influenced by the context 

in which it occurs.  

The standardized residuals in Table 11 (Subsection 2.4.4) provided us 

with insight into the specific interactions. Jìrán co-occurred predominantly 

with implicit SoC in all three corpora, which corresponds with the subjective 

profile formulated by the interactions between jìrán and the other three 

features domain/PropAtt/IdSoC. As for yóuyú, it was pro-drop that appeared 

sensitive to discourse types: especially rare in newspapers yet numerous in 

microblogs. A possible explanation is that the formal-informal style contrast 

between newspaper and microblog discourse has contributed to this variation. 

To our knowledge, no literature has yet associated pro-drop in Chinese with 

the notion of subjectivity. Its particular influence (if any) on the subjectivity 

profile of yóuyú remains unclear, which might be a topic worth exploring in 

the future. Nevertheless, the most objective category, i.e., absent SoC, takes 

up the great majority of the occurrences in each corpus, which confirms the 

objective profile of yóuyú as established with regard to domain, PropAtt, and 

IdSoC. 

Things become more complicated with yīnwèi: the frequency of implicit 

SoC is relatively high in microblogs and low in spontaneous conversations, 
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whereas the pattern with explicit SoC is just the opposite. In other words, the 

construal of SoC appears more subjective in the context of microblogs than 

oral communication. Note that this agrees with our findings that the microblog 

texts tend to have relatively more subjective characteristics than the 

conversations (see Tables 5, 7 and 9 for the distribution of domain, PropAtt 

and IdSoC categories across corpora). Seen from our data, causal relations 

constructed in conversations do feature the description of everyday 

experience, as can be seen in (32), repeated here as (39). Bloggers, while 

constructing a causal event, seem to aim at conveying their personal opinions, 

which gives rise to a more subjective context characteristic of argumentation, 

e.g. (38), repeated here as (40). 

 

(39) Āiyā, nèitiān zǎoshang, yīnwèi P [tóu yītiān wǎnshàng wǒ chī de 

tàiduōle, chī bùxià,] suǒyǐ Q [Ø chīle xiāngjiāo qīngqīng chángzi.] 

Oops! That morning, yīnwèi P [the night before that morning, I had 

too much food and couldn’t eat any more next morning,] suǒyǐ ‘so’ Q 

[(I) first had a banana for digestion.] 

 

 

(40) Q [Zhíchǎng yǒngyuǎn bùhuì tàipíng,] yīnwéi P [rénxīn yǒngyuǎn 

dōu bùhuì tàipíng.] 

Q [There will never be peace in career,] yīnwéi P [there will never be 

peace in people’s mind.] 

 

To sum up, the above results and discussion provide answers to research 

questions 1 and 2. First, jìrán, yīnwèi, and yóuyú are distinctively categorized 

in terms of subjectivity: jìrán is the most subjective connective, yóuyú the least 

subjective; yīnwèi is neutral in general. Similar as its counterpart because in 

English, yīnwèi has a hypernym-status as a causal connective (Knott & 

Sanders, 1998), capable of marking causal relations that are prototypically 

expressed by either jìrán or yóuyú. Second, the prototypical subjective profile 

of jìrán and objective profile of yóuyú are robust across discourse of either 

newspaper, spontaneous conversation, or microblog. Yīnwèi is basically 

neutral across all discourse types, especially with regard to the features of 

domain, PropAtt and the identity of SoC, although the linguistic construal of 

SoC seems to be more subjective (implicit) in microblog texts while less 

subjective (explicit) in conversations and newspaper texts.  
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2.5.2 Research question 3 

 

Zooming in on yīnwèi, we analyzed the subjectivity profiles of Fwd yīnwèi 

and Bwd yīnwèi individually. It was found that the ‘two’ yīnwèi’s differed 

systemically from each other with respect to every feature and that the 

distinctions were all independent of corpus variation. More specifically, Fwd 

yīnwèi proved to be very objective, signaling prototypically the volitional and 

non-volitional content relations with predominant Q-segments of physical act 

and fact. The SoC (either speaker or character) was explicitly referred to or 

was simply absent (no SoC) in the consequent. Bwd yīnwèi, by contrast, 

showed a tendency to co-occur with more subjective categories: epistemic 

relations and Q-segments expressing judgment which are conceptualized 

predominantly by speaker SoC, either implicit or explicit.  

Moreover, we also found a significant distributional variation of forward 

and backward causal constructions across corpora. In all three corpora, 

backward construction Q, yīnwèi P is more frequent, which conforms to the 

reports in literatures using written and spoken data (Biq, 1995; Song & Tao, 

2009).  

However, unlike the above-mentioned studies, the extreme inclination 

towards backward structure was found in our microblog corpus, rather than in 

the corpus of conversations. We found many instances of forward structure 

yīnwèi P, Q in conversation data (44%). The explanation might lie in the fact 

that the type of the spoken database varies in each study, in terms of the 

speaker-addressee relationship and the setting of communication (having an 

audience or not). What are used are telephone speech between friends in Song 

and Tao (2009) and daily conversations in Biq (1995), while in the current 

study, the conversations are over telephone (most of them do not previously 

know each other) and TV talk-show programs. It can be argued from the socio-

cultural perspective (Young 1994) that, in conversational exchanges, the 

reasoning model of “yīnwèi P, (suǒyǐ ‘so’) Q”, namely, the inductive 

reasoning from premise to conclusion, e.g. (39), is considered more 

collaborative and considerate. The analytic causality, where conclusions are 

directly imposed upon the addressee, e.g. (40), could be a face-threatening act 

(Brownand Levinson 1987) to both the speaker and the addressee. Another 

possible concern of this premise-first preference might be that, by attributing 

causality to the circumstances first, speakers avoid taking much personal 

agency.  
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2.5.3 Research question 4 

 

The analyses of conditional inference trees and random forests provided a 

clear picture of the importance status of the five independent factors. More 

specifically, causality order was the most effective feature in the model. 

However, since there are barely any case of backward causal constructions 

signaled with jìrán or yóuyú in our data, this effect applies only to yīnwèi. This 

has been confirmed by the distinctive profiles of yīnwèi defined in the two 

positions. PropAtt was the second important feature. Speech act or judgment 

predicted predominantly the occurrence of jìrán, whereas physical act or fact 

predicted that of yóuyú. IdSoC came in the third place. Among the Q-segments 

that express physical act or fact, when the Speaker SoC or No SoC is involved, 

the connective observed is substantially yóuyú; when it is Character SoC, the 

observations contain mainly yóuyú, but also some jìrán and yīnwèi. The 

predicted results have reflected, to a large extent, the profiles of connectives 

generated through log-linear analyses. Given the fact that each feature is 

selected automatically by the program, the subjectivity features defined in the 

present study (and the previous studies alike) are reliably justified for their 

significance of categorizing causal connectives.  

 

 

2.6 Conclusion  

 

In this chapter, we aim to gain a better insight into the cognitive system 

underlying people’s categorization of causal relations by focusing on the 

semantic-pragmatic profiles (the meaning and use) of Mandarin REASON 

connectives jìrán, yīnwèi and yóuyú. Taking an integrated approach to 

subjectivity, we analysed the prototypical subjectivity profiles of causal 

constructions signaled by these connectives in terms of four features, each as 

a subjectivity predictor. The modification we have made to the existing model 

of analysis (Li et al., 2016), more specifically, a finer distinction of categories 

within the features of PropAtt and LingReal-SoC, enabled us to evaluate more 

precisely the prototypical subjectivity profile of each connective. Moreover, 

our statistical analysis and conclusions are built upon systematically selected 

discourse that is as distinct as printed newspapers, spontaneous conversations, 

and microblog posts. The range of discourse types provide a solid basis for 

establishing the specific profiles of the connectives. Furthermore, the relative 

strength of domain, PropAtt, IdSoC, LingReal-SoC, and causality order in 
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distinguishing one connective from another is also measured. From both a 

theoretical and a methodological perspective, our study adds Mandarin 

Chinese, which is typologically different from European languages, to the 

database of languages that demonstrate the significance of the integrated 

account for the cognitive mechanism underlying the coherence relations in 

discourse, specifically here, causal coherence, and the linguistic markers that 

express them, namely, causal connectives. 

This study is also prone to some limitations. First, the objectivity bias we 

have taken for ambiguous cases contributes to the reliability of the analyses, 

but it may affect their validity (over-coding of objective features). 

Nonetheless, as the total number of ambiguous cases is rather low (for details, 

see Section 2.3.3), we believe the bias will not have a significant effect on the 

results. Secondly, following our coding rules, there is a high correlation 

between a relation domain and the corresponding PropAtt. The correlation 

only breaks down in the case of volitional content domain in which the 

PropAtt is either mental act or physical act, both involving the intentionality 

of SoC. This explains why domain is not present in the conditional inference 

trees, whereas PropAtt has displayed great importance in the model. An 

interesting issue for follow-up research is whether the predictor domain is 

needed in a parsimonious but cognitively plausible model of analysis.  

The present study has generated some topics that are worth studying in 

the future. It might be interesting to further explore the possible pragmatic and 

cognitive implications associated with the linguistic device pro-drop in 

discourse and the linguistic reference to SoC (implicit vs explicit) in yīnwèi 

fragments, the two categories found to vary across our corpora. Last, our 

explanation for the relatively frequent occurrences of forward yīnwèi 

construction in our spoken data, which is now stated in socio-cultural terms, 

is tentative at best; systematically selected and more varied spoken data 

resources are definitely needed for a clearer discussion of this topic.  
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Appendix 1 Relative frequency of jìrán, yīnwèi and yóuyú across 

corpora  

 

The table below presents the relative frequencies of jìrán, yīnwèi and yóuyú 

occurring in the corpus of newspaper, spontaneous conversations and 

microblog discourse (per million characters). Analysis of the standardized 

residuals shows that yóuyú is typical in newspaper articles and atypical in 

spontaneous conversations (on telephone and TV programs); whereas for 

yīnwèi, which overall is the most frequent connective, the opposite holds12. 

Jìrán is also atypical in newspapers. In microblogs, none of these connectives 

is found to occur significantly more or less than expected.  

 
The occurrence of jìrán, yīnwèi and yóuyú in each corpus per million characters 

 (relative frequencies and standardized residuals) 

 Jìrán  Yīnwèi Yóuyú 

Newspaper a  Count 10.25  145.47 228.98 

 Std. Res. -2.53  -9.58 26.64 

Conversation a&b Count 65.93  1640.76 49.28 

 Std. Res. 1.26  4.09 -11.50 

Microblog c Count 17.62  276.23 27.37 

 Std. Res. -0.21  0.78 -1.87 

a from Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC); b from Media Language Corpus (MLC);  
c from Beijing Language and Culture University Chinese Corpus (BCC) 

χ2 (4) = 962.42, p < .001

 
12 These frequencies are based on string searches in the corpora; the frequencies therefore 

disregard the fact that yīnwèi and yóuyú can also be used as prepositions. For a brief view of 

the frequencies of the connective vs prepositional uses of yīnwèi and yóuyú, please refer to 

Section 2.3.1 Corpus and data collection. 



 

Chapter 3 

 

Suǒyǐ ‘so’, they are different: an integrated subjectivity 

account of Mandarin RESULT connectives in 

conversation, microblog and newspaper discourse1  

 

3.1  Introduction 

 

Discourse is not an arbitrary set of utterances but the mental representation of 

the utterances that are interrelated, or coherent, in Hobbs’ (1979) term. For 

example, people do not generally interpret the two segments in example A 

below as presenting two independent events. They identify a causal relation 

between the two: the first segment “it is going to be a nice day tomorrow” acts 

as the reason for the following segment “you are lucky”. The causal relation 

can be more explicitly illustrated by fragment A1 or A2. 

 

A It is going to be a nice day. You are lucky. 

A1 It is going to be a nice day tomorrow, so you are lucky. 

A2 You are lucky, because it is going to be a nice day tomorrow. 

 

A coherence relation is an aspect of meaning of two or more discourse 

segments that cannot be described in terms of the meaning of the segments in 

isolation (Sanders et al., 1992, p.2). It is characterized in terms of the 

inferences that can be drawn between discourse segments (Hobbs, 1979). 

Take fragment B for example. Here, several relations can be inferred between 

the two segments. It can be additive, as in B1; it can be causal, as in B2; it can 

also be concessive, as in B3. 

 

B Tom loves winter. He is a professional skier. 

B1 Tom loves winter, and he is a professional skier. 

B2  Tom loves winter, because he is a professional skier. 

B3 Tom loves winter, but then, he is a professional skier. 

 
1 This chapter is submitted for publication as Xiao, H., Li, F., Sanders, T.J.M. & Spooren, 

W.P.M.S. Suǒyǐ 'so', they are different: the subjectivity approach to the meaning and use of 

Mandarin RESULT connectives.  
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Coherence is a cognitive and not a linguistic entity in that creating a 

coherent interpretation does not necessarily depend on its linguistic realization 

in the discourse (Hobbs, 1979; Knott & Dale, 1994; Mann & Thompson, 1986; 

Sanders et al., 1992; Sanders & Spooren, 2001). Nonetheless, coherence 

markers have important functions to help people build the mental 

representation of the relationship between discourse segments. In this study, 

we focus on one of the discourse coherence relations and the expressing 

coherence markers, namely, the causal relations and causal connectives (with 

which we mean the coordinating and subordinating conjunctions that express 

coherence relations at discourse level). Empirical studies using either corpus 

data of natural discourse or experimental methods have found that RESULT 

connectives such as ‘so’ and ‘as a result’ in several languages differ 

systematically in their prototypical meaning and use. The differences have 

been successfully modelled in terms of subjectivity. This holds, for instance, 

for daardoor ‘as a result’ vs daarom ‘that’s why’ vs dus ‘so’ in Dutch, as a 

result vs for this reason in English, de ce fait ‘as a result’ vs c’est pourquoi 

‘ that’s why’ vs donc ‘so’ in French, and yúshì ‘as a result’ vs kějiàn ‘therefore’ 

in Chinese (e.g. Anderson, 2016; Li et al., 2013; Pander Maat & Degand, 2001; 

Pander Maat & Sanders, 2000, 2001).  

The linguistic categories of causal connectives show that language users 

distinguish between different types of causal relations. Focusing on the 

meaning and use of four Mandarin RESULT connectives2 kějiàn, suǒyǐ, yīncǐ, 

and yúshì, the current study aims to investigate the system underlying the 

distinctions between the causal connectives. Though highly similar on both 

syntactic and semantic levels, these connectives are not freely interchangeable 

in actual language use. For example, the mutual substitution of kějiàn and 

yúshì in fragments3 (1) and (2) gives rise to serious acceptability problems. 

Neither the semantic nature of the two connectives nor the semantics of the 

two relations allows for the exchange. Kějiàn ‘therefore’, literally meaning ‘it 

can be seen that’, is intrinsically indicative of a personal perspective and/or 

motivation when drawing a conclusion. Hence, in (1), the reasoning from the 

 

2 Other Mandarin RESULT connectives cóng'ér, yīn'ér and yǐzhì are not included in this 

study because of their extremely low frequencies, especially in spoken and microblog discourse. 

3 All the illustrative fragments in this paper are from our corpora (see Section 3.3.1 for 

detailed information). The symbol <Ø> in Mandarin text stands for a null subject (pro-drop), 

which is recovered and put in parentheses ( ) in the translated text. The asterisk <*> and the 

question mark <?> indicate a problematic and a doubtful use of the connective, respectively. 
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antecedent (P) “we always describe a beauty as having big eyes and a small 

mouth” to the consequent (Q) “having a pair of big eyes seems to be a 

necessary feature of a standard beauty” is well acceptable even in the absence 

of the epistemic marker sìhū ‘seem to’. Yúshì can be interpreted as 

‘thereupon/as a result’. It usually introduces a consequence or an activity 

triggered by the situation in P, as can be seen in (2): that “the villagers nearby 

saw that […]” leads to their action “came to find Běiyīng Wēn one after 

another, […]”. When it comes to suǒyǐ ‘so’ and yīncǐ, literally meaning ‘for 

this [reason]’, it is doubtful whether they fit well in (1). Intuitively, the 

acceptability of suǒyǐ and yīncǐ is largely increased by the presence of sìhū 

‘seem to’ in the Q-segment, which helps to soften the impact of the purely 

subjective flavor of reasoning from P to Q. The use of suǒyǐ and yīncǐ in (2) 

leads to two readings of the relation. One is from the perspective of the 

participants, “the villagers nearby”, who take the intentional action “came to 

find Běiyīng Wēn […]” because “they saw that […]”. In this case, the speaker 

acts as a reporter/narrator of the causal event (i.e., a pair of events that stand 

in a causal relation to each other). The other is from the perspective of the 

speaker, who acts as a conceptualizer herself and, based on her observation, 

concludes that “(the villagers nearby) came to find Běiyīng Wēn […]” because 

“they saw that […]”. 

 

 

(1) P [Wǒmen xíngróng měinǚ zǒng shuō dà yǎnjīng, xiǎo zuǐbā,] 

1PL describe beautiful:woman always say big eye, small mouth 

 P [We always describe a beauty as having big eyes and a small mouth,] 

 

kějiàn / *yúshì / ?yīncǐ / ?suǒyǐ, 

it can be seen/thereupon/for this reason/so   

 

Q [yōngyǒu yīshuāng dà yǎn sìhū shì gòuchéng biāozhǔn měinǚ de 

bìyào yīnsù.]  

own one:CLF big eye seem COP form standard beautiful:woman 

ATTR necessary factor  

Q [having a pair of big eyes seems to be a necessary feature of a 

standard beauty.] 

 

(2) P [Fùjìn cūnmín kàndào yǎng jī yǒulìkětú, shì zhèngjīngbābǎi de zhìfù 

lù,] 
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Nearby villager see raise chicken have:profit:may:expect, COP 

serious ATTR make:fortune way 

P [The villagers nearby saw that raising chickens was profitable, (and) 

a serious way to get rich,] 

 

yúshì/ *kějiàn/ ?yīncǐ/ ?suǒyǐ  

thereupon/it can be seen/for this reason/so 

 

Q [Ø fēnfēn zhǎodào Wēn Běiyīng, yāoqiú zuò jīchǎng de yǎngjīhù.] 

ADV find Wēn Běiyīng, require become chicken:farm GEN 

raise:chicken:family 

Q [(the villagers) came to find Běiyīng Wēn one after another, asking 

for joining the chicken farm as chicken farmers.] 

 

Previous studies have provided valuable inspirations for the interpretation 

of the above relations. The typical function of kějiàn to express the inferential, 

or epistemic (to use Sweetser’s [1990] term), causal relations and its capability 

to signal a judgment or to draw a conclusion (Li et al., 2013; Lü, 1999, p. 335; 

Xing, 2001, pp. 40-41) explain why it is the most appropriate connective for 

the relation illustrated in (1). Historically, kějiàn has gone through a 

grammaticalization process from a phrasal verb (“can see”) to a discourse 

connective (“it can be seen that”) that specializes in expressing personal 

attitudes, comments and judgments (Li, 2012). Such an expressive property 

makes it suitable to occur in causal relations perceived from a heavily personal 

point of view, without necessarily resorting to explicit epistemic or 

perspective markers, nor to some common ground between the speaker and 

the addressee. For example, kějiàn (and intuitively only kějiàn) fits in the 

reasoning trajectory from P to Q in this example: “P [Those women first make 

a requirement, that is, he should be a good-tempered man.] Kějiàn Q [women 

in that country are very miserable.] Their first requirement for a man is to be 

good tempered.” 

Yúshì is characteristic of introducing a dynamic and narrative Q that 

indicates an action or a change of state triggered by the situation in P; 

moreover, the cause-consequence relation holding between P and Q tends to 

be temporally related as well, that is, P happens prior to Q and leads to Q (Guo, 

2006; Lü, 1999, p.636; Xing, 2001, p. 527; Zhao, 2003). This distinctive 

profile of yúshì helps to explain the interpretation of the coherence relation 

holding in (2). The multiple possible readings when marked with suǒyǐ and 
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yīncǐ correspond to the multiple functions of the two connectives in expressing 

various types of causal relations, be it expositive, narrative, or argumentative 

(or, in Sweetser’s [1990] term, content or epistemic) (Guo, 2006; Li et al., 

2013; Zhao, 2003). 

The differences between kějiàn, suǒyǐ, yīncǐ, and yúshì seem to be aligned 

on the subjectivity-objectivity continuum, that is, to introduce the END state 

of a causal event as a judgment/conclusion, an (intended) action, or sometimes 

a fact in the world. Nevertheless, the study of Mandarin RESULT connectives 

has rarely been conducted systematically from the perspective of subjectivity. 

An exception is the study by Li et al. (2013), which, however, is restricted to 

the analysis of written discourse.  

Written and spoken discourse differ substantially with respect to linguistic 

and textual features, given the producing and the receiving processes that 

differ in writing and speaking. Due to the reader-writer distance in both time 

and space dimensions, written language is usually more explicit, detached, and 

produced in more integrated and well-planned structures. In contrast, spoken 

language is less explicit but more involving and interactional, since both 

speaker and addressee have access to the immediate context here and now (see 

Chafe, 1982, 1984; Clark, 1996; and the references cited in Xiao et al., 2021, 

Chapter 2). Text-based communication between interlocutors on 

microblogging platforms in social media such as Microblog, Twitter and 

Facebook has been described as “oralized written text”, as if it is a hybrid of 

written text and oral speech (Voiskounsky, 1997; Yus, 2011, p. 174).  

Such linguistic variations in discourse make explicit the speaker’s 

positioning with regard to the content as well as the speaker-interlocutor 

interaction in the communication event (cf. De Smet & Verstraete, 2006). It 

has been found that written language and spoken language differ in terms of 

subjectivity: the marking of subjectivity via the use of mental state predicates 

occurs most frequently in conversational language but hardly in written 

language (Nuyts, 2001, p. 396). An interesting question to ask is whether the 

difference in subjectivity will also be reflected in the linguistic expression of 

causal relations in different types of discourse. 

A few cross-medium studies on the categorization of causal connectives 

have revealed interesting patterns. For example, French parce que ‘because’ 

is used significantly more often to express speech act and epistemic relations 

in telephone speech than in writing, while the use of puisque ‘because’ is 

constant: in both speech and writing, it is not found in the content domain, and 

is used more often in the epistemic than in the speech act domain (Zufferey, 
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2012). Dutch omdat and want ‘because’ and Chinese jìrán ‘since’, yīnwèi and 

yóuyú ‘because’ differ systematically from each other in terms of subjectivity, 

and the distinctions remain largely stable across oral speech, written texts and 

internet-mediated texts (Sanders & Spooren, 2015; Xiao et al., 2021, Chapter 

2).  

It is as yet unknown whether or not the subjectivity characteristics of 

Mandarin RESULT connectives are sensitive to the specific context of different 

discourse types. To get insight into the issue, it is necessary to extend the 

empirical foundation of the analysis. Working on corpus data of naturalistic 

discourse: newspaper articles, spontaneous conversations, and microblog texts, 

we intend to answer the following questions: 

 

RQ1. a: What is the prototypical meaning and use of the RESULT 

connectives kějiàn, suǒyǐ, yīncǐ, and yúshì in terms of subjectivity 

in distinctive discourse types? 

b: Does the prototypical profile of each connective remain robust or 

does it vary across the distinctive discourse types? 

 

RQ2:  In what way do the different discourse types show variation with 

respect to subjectivity, as far as causal constructions are concerned? 

 

RQ3: Are the various subjectivity features encoded in causal 

constructions equally important in characterizing the connectives 

under study? 

 

We will first sketch the theoretical background of our approach to 

discourse coherence and subjectivity (Section 3.2), followed by the 

methodology section in which we introduce the data used in this study and our 

model of analysis (Section 3.3). In Section 3.4 we present the results, followed 

by a discussion of the results (Section 3.5) and the conclusion (Section 3.6).  

 

3.2 An integrated approach to subjectivity 

 

The meaning and use of connectives have been accounted for in terms of the 

categories of the relations they tend to express.4 Sweetser (1990) distinguished 

 
4 The dichotomous accounts for relation categories are, among others, external/internal 

(Halliday & Hasan, 1976; Martin, 1992), subject matter/presentational (Mann & Thompson, 
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for example between content domain, epistemic domain and speech act 

domain. This is basically a cognitively oriented account that focuses on the 

conceptual meaning relations between two discourse segments (Sanders et al., 

1992). When two events/situations are causally related to each other in the 

content world, the relation is classified as an instance of content causality, 

such as (2) in the previous section: that “the villagers” take the real world 

action “came to find Běiyīng Wēn [...]” is because “they saw [...]”. Fragment 

(1) illustrates an instance of epistemic causality, which is construed from the 

speaker’s point of view: based on her argument “we always describe a beauty 

as having [...]”, she draws the conclusion “having [...] seems to be [...]”. A 

relation holds in the speech act domain when the speaker performs and 

motivates a speech act5  targeting an addressee, as exemplified in (3): the 

speaker suggests “you (the addressee) eat as usual” based on her argument 

“you only gain weight if [...]”.  

 

(3) A: P [Wǒ gēn nǐ shuō, bù chīfàn nǐ zhǐhuì zēngféi.] 

  1SG to 2SG say, NEG eat:meal 2SG only MOD increase:fat 

  P [I tell you what, you only gain weight if you do not have normal 

 meal.] 

 

B: èng. 

  INJ 

  Uh. 

 

A: Suǒyǐ Q [wǒ jiànyì nǐ gāi zhàocháng chīfàn.] 

  So 1SG suggest 2SG should as:usual eat:meal 

     Suǒyǐ Q [I suggest you eat as usual.] 

 

One thing worth special attention is that the causal relations exemplified 

above all involve a subject of consciousness (SoC), “an animate subject, a 

person, whose intentionality is conceptualized as the ultimate source of the 

causal event, be it an act of reasoning or some ‘real-world’ activity” (Pander 

 

1988); objective/subjective (Pander Maat & Degand, 2001); semantic/pragmatic (Dijk, 1979; 

Sanders, 1997; Sanders et al., 1992;); propositional/illocutionary (Sanders & Spooren, 1999). 

5 Speech act is meant here in the classical Austinian sense that an utterance can also be a 

social act, such as a declaration, a question, a promise, a piece of advice, namely, a performative 

utterance (Austin, 1962; Huang, 2006). 
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Maat & Sanders, 2000, p. 64). By contrast, the interpretation of a causal 

relation like example (4) does not require a responsible participant, i.e., there 

is no SoC: the fact “having alcohol for the first time” leads to the consequence 

“I feel a bit dizzy”, which is not an intended act. Therefore, over and above 

Sweetser’s trichotomy, relations in the content domain are further refined into 

volitional relations, such as example (3), and non-volitional relations, such as 

example (4). 

 

(4) P [Jīntiān shì Ø píngshēng dìyīcì hējiǔ a wèi, chún shēngpíjiǔ (hòuwèi 

zhēnxīn nánhē).]  

Today COP this:life first:time drink:alcohol PRT PRT, pure draft:beer 

(after:taste real:heart awful) 

P [Today, (I) have had alcohol for the first time in (my) life, the pure 

draft beer (honestly, the aftertaste is awful).] 

 

Yúshì Q [Ø xiànzài yǒudiǎn yūn.] 

As a result now have:bit dizzy. 

Yúshì Q [(I) feel a bit dizzy now.] 

 

An integrated notion of subjectivity has been proposed to give a more 

detailed account of the distinctions between causal connectives, which takes 

into account both the domain-specific nature of the causal relations and 

whether or not an SoC is involved in the causal construal (Pander Maat & 

Degand, 2001; Pander Maat & Sanders, 2000, 2001). Specifically, the 

differences and similarities between connectives have been investigated in 

view of the distance between the speaker and the SoC, or the degree of the 

speaker involvement in the construction of the causal relation. Subjectivity is 

operationalized in terms of three relational aspects, each as a predictor of 

subjectivity encoded in the construction. The first aspect is the relational 

domain that a connective is typically used in, namely, the non-volitional, the 

volitional, the epistemic, or the speech act. The consequent, i.e. the END 

situation of the causal relation plays a vital role in determining the relation 

types (see “Modification to the analytical model” in Section 3.3.2 for more 

details). The propositional attitude expressed in the result segment can be an 

inevitable consequence or an act resulting from an external or uncontrollable 

force (non-volitional), an intentional activity (volitional), a personal 

opinion/conclusion (epistemic), or a performative utterance (speech act). The 
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degree of subjectivity indicated in these relations increases in the following 

order: non-volitional, volitional, and epistemic/speech act relations.  

The second aspect that indicates subjectivity is the identity of SoC, which 

is closely related to the communicative here and now or the Deictic Center of 

Communication of the construction of the causal relation (Sanders et al., 2009; 

Traugott, 1989, 1995). When the speaker is responsible for the causal 

interpretation, she is identical with the SoC and what are expressed are the 

inner thoughts or the intentional acts of the speaker herself. In other words, 

there is a high degree of speaker involvement. When a third-person character 

is the SoC, both he and the causal event are situated outside the communicative 

here and now of the speaker. In this case, the speaker is presenting the causal 

relation construed from the character’s perspective. Hence, the speaker is 

distanced from the SoC, i.e., the speaker involvement is relatively decreased.  

Speech act relations take place in the communicative here and now. The 

SoC is necessarily the speaker herself. In epistemic relations, the SoC is 

generally the speaker, but there are also contexts where the words are 

verbalized by the speaker, while the content is that of a character, for example: 

“That guy must be a lawyer, she thought”. In volitional content relations, the 

SoC is the agent of a volitional act, be it the speaker or a character. In the case 

of non-volitional relations, in which one event leading to another as a concrete 

fact, independent of anyone’s intentionality, there is no SoC, and consequently 

non-volitional relations expresses the minimum degree of subjectivity.  

Another subjectivity feature concerns the linguistic realization of the SoC. 

Following Langacker, (1990), the subjective or objective construal of an SoC 

depends on whether it functions as the subject or the object of the conception 

of the causal relation. If an SoC is explicitly referred to, it is put “on-stage” 

and becomes part of the object of the conception; if there is no explicit 

reference to an SoC, i.e., if the SoC is “off-stage”, it is the subject of the 

conception described by the utterance. In other words, a linguistically explicit 

SoC is objectively construed, whereas an implicit SoC is subjectively 

construed.  

The assumption of the integrated approach is that it allows for a fine-

grained distinction of the communicative function of connectives. This has 

been supported by several analyses in different languages, among which 

Mandarin Chinese, using authentic corpus data as well as experimental 

methods (e.g., Degand & Pander Maat, 2003; Pander Maat & Sanders, 2001; 

Sanders & Spooren, 2015; Stukker et al., 2008; Spooren et al., 2010; Xiao et 
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al., 2021, Chapter 2). In this study, we will employ this approach to the study 

of four Mandarin RESULT connectives kějiàn, suǒyǐ, yīncǐ, and yúshì. 

 

3.3 Data and model of analysis  

 

3.3.1 Corpus, data type and collection 

 

Our datasets 6  consist of three corpora: newspaper articles, spontaneous 

conversations, and microblog messages. These materials were selected 

because they are reasonably representative of written, spoken and internet-

mediated discourse in terms of the producing/reception processes and 

potentially the variation of subjectivity.  

The newspaper articles were collected from Rénmín Rìbào ‘People’s 

Daily’ (time span: 1991-1996). It is part of the Mandarin Chinese News Text 

corpus LDC95T13 (Wu, 1995). Microblog data7 were taken from Sina Weibo 

‘Sina Microblog’. Akin to social networking app Facebook or Twitter, Sina 

Weibo is the most popular microblogging platform in China. Our data are 

taken from the posts in the year 2013, which is a sub-corpus of BCC (Xun et 

al., 2016).  

Incorporated in the spoken corpus are conversations over telephone and 

in TV interview/talk-show programs. The telephone data consist of two parts. 

One is from LDC2005S15/T32 (Fung et al., 2005), which contains 897 calls 

between Mandarin speakers from Mainland China (about 150 hours’ audio 

and transcripts of 2,030,730 Chinese characters). The other part is from 

LDC96S34/T16 (Canavan & Zipperlen, 1996; Wheatley, 1996), which 

contains 120 calls between family members from Mainland China (about 18.3 

 
6  We used the following resources to create our datasets: LDC: Linguistic Data 

Consortium, hosted by the University of Pennsylvania. https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/; BCC: 

Beijing Language and Culture University Corpus Center (BLCU BCC). http://bcc.blcu.edu.cn/; 

MLC: Media Language Corpus, developed by the Monitoring and Research Center of National 

Broadcast Media Language Resources, Communication University of China. 

http://ling.cuc.edu.cn/RawPub/ 

7 The microblog fragments under analysis are (predominantly) from the personal data. The 

corpus BCC makes no distinction between personal and official accounts. We read through the 

downloaded fragments and left out those seemingly coming from the official accounts. It is a 

content-based screening method, in which posts containing brand/company/institution names, 

advertisements, professional subjects from journalism, financial, IT field, etc. were discarded. 
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hours audio and transcripts of 303,906 Chinese characters). TV interview/talk-

show conversations are extracted from four programs: Lǔyù yǒu yuē ‘A Date 

with Luyu’, Shíhuà shíshuō ‘Tell It like It Is’, Qiāngqiāng sānrénxíng ‘Behind 

the Headlines’, and Xīnwén huìkètīng ‘People in the News’. These data stem 

from two corpus resources. One is Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC), from 

which we obtained in total 93 hours’ audio and corresponding transcripts of 

1,199,777 Chinese characters (Glenn et al. 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016; Walker et 

al. 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016). The other is MLC (2005), from which we made 

use of the transcripts for the programs Lǔyù yǒu yuē (1,994,244 Chinese 

characters) and Qiāngqiāng sānrénxíng (5,903,852 Chinese characters).  

From each corpus, 50 fragments marked with kějiàn, suǒyǐ, yīncǐ and 

yúshì, respectively, were randomly collected for further analysis (600 

fragments in total). The tokens kějiàn and yúshì do not function only as 

discourse connectives. Kějiàn can also be a verbal phrase ‘can see’ or an 

adjective phrase ‘visible’; yúshì very often occurs in phrases such as děngyú 

shì or xiāngdāngyú shì ‘be equal to’. For this reason, special attention was 

paid to make sure that only causal connective uses of kějiàn and yúshì were 

collected. Table 1 presents an overview of the complete datasets and the 

corpus information. 

 
Table 1. Corpus size, discourse type and number of sampling fragments for analysis 

 Kějiàn Suǒyǐ  Yīncǐ Yúshì Total 

Newspaper (163,393,972) 50 50 50 50 200 

Microblog (2,263,211,538) 50 50 50 50 200 

Conversations: Telephone (2,334,636) and 
TV interview/talk-show (9,097,873) 

50 50 50 50 200 

Total 150 150 150 150 600 

 

 

3.3.2 Model of analysis  

 

In line with the integrated notion of subjectivity introduced in Section 3.2, we 

analyzed each fragment in terms of three subjectivity features and followed a 

three-step procedure in annotation. The first is to annotate the domain of the 

causal relation, which is essentially related to the propositional attitude 

expressed in the consequent, i.e., the END status of the causal event (referred 

to as PropAtt hereafter). The second is to identify the subject responsible for 

the causal relation, i.e., the identity of SoC (IdSoC). The third step is to 

annotate the linguistic realization of the SoC (hereafter LingReal-SoC). Each 
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feature contains several categories that differ in their degree of subjectivity 

(Table 2). Subsequently, the analysis tests whether there are systematic co-

occurring patterns between each connective and the subjectivity features, and 

whether or not the patterns remain robust across corpora. 

 

 
Table 2. Model of integrated subjectivity 

Subjectivity feature high.....................Subjectivity degree...................low 

PropAtt (Domain) Speech act/Judgment … Mental act … Physical act … Fact 

Identity of SoC Speaker … Character … No SoC 

LingReal-SoC  Implicit … Pro-drop … Explicit … Absent 

 

 

The basis of this model was built up in previous studies on Dutch causal 

connectives (Sanders & Spooren, 2015; Spooren et al. 2010) and Mandarin 

causal connectives (Li et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016; Xiao et al., 2021, Chapter 

2). The major difference is that we have merged the domain of the relation 

and the propositional attitude of the result segment (Table 3).  

 

 
Table 3. Paraphrase test for determining domain and the domain-PropAtt correlation 

Domain  PropAtt  Paraphrase test 

Speech act Speech act The fact that P leads to the speaker here and now  
asking/suggesting/offering/commanding, etc. the 
addressee that Q. 

Epistemic  Judgment  The fact that P leads to the SoC’s conclusion here 
and now that Q. 

Vol. content  Mental/Physical act The fact that P leads to the SoC’s intentional 
mental/physical act that Q. 

Non-vol. content Fact  The fact that P leads to the fact that Q. No 
intentionality is involved. 

P : the cause segment   Q : the result segment 

  

 

Modification to the analytical model  

  

Compared to the previous studies, the current model has left out the relation 

domain as a subjectivity predictor. The reason for this is that the value of 

domain can be predicted on the basis of the value of PropAtt. 
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Domain and PropAtt are conceptually different: the former stands for the 

category of coherence relation holding between P and Q; the latter concerns 

only the propositional content of Q. Nevertheless, the domain of a causal 

relation depends substantially on the property of the END status of a causal 

relation. This has been well supported in the literature. For example, the 

paraphrase test (Sanders, 1997) is widely used to systematically analyze 

coherence relations. This test states that a relation is pragmatic (speech act and 

epistemic domain) if it has a Q-segment that expresses a(n) 

advice/claim/conclusion, whereas semantic relations (content domain) have 

Q-segments expressing fact/action. A similar correlation between the two 

concepts is demonstrated in the analysis of the construction “p, parce que 

‘because’ q” by Groupe Lambda-I (1975) and Lambrecht, Bordeaux and 

Reichle (2006) referred to in Zufferey (2012). These authors find that in the 

content domain, the END situation in p is something which “must be known 

by the hearer” (e.g. is part of his/her world knowledge), while it is “not known” 

in the epistemic and speech act domains (e.g. is a speaker’s conclusion) 

(Zufferey, 2012, p. 140). They further conclude that p in the epistemic domain 

contains a conclusion, and a speech act in the speech act domain (Zufferey, 

2012). Another reason for discarding domain as a predictor is that PropAtt 

plays an essential role in determining the property of the complex sentence in 

Chinese. Zhao (2003, pp. 27-28) claims that the jìngtài ‘static’ or dòngtài 

‘dynamic’ and the yǐrán ‘realis’ or wèirán ‘irrealis’ status of a complex 

sentence depends on the status of the Q-segment being static or dynamic and 

being realis or irrealis. 

The domain-PropAtt correlation is also manifest in the study on Mandarin 

causal connectives in written discourse (Li et al., 2013, pp. 93-95, 2016, pp. 

29-31). Specifically, a Q-segment of speech act and judgment figures in the 

speech act and the epistemic domain, respectively, whereas the content 

domain (both volitional and non-volitional) correlates with fact (mental and 

physical). An approximation of the model is that intentionality was not 

considered strictly as a rule of distinguishing between the cases within either 

mental fact or physical fact. This obscures, to some extent, the predictive 

power of these two categories, since intentionality is the key element in a 

subjectivity account. However, it should be noted that whether or not there is 

involvement of intentionality in the Q-segment is taken into account in the 

paraphrase test for the volitional/non-volitional domain, which adds to our 

argument for leaving out domain or PropAtt when the correlation occurs.  
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In the latest version of the integrated subjectivity model (Xiao et al., 2021, 

Chapter 2), PropAtt is classified on the basis of both the propositional content 

of the Q-segment and the involvement of an SoC in it. The direct outcome of 

this classification is a high correlation between domain and PropAtt. Given 

that PropAtt stood out as the most decisive variable in the analyses of random 

forests and conditional inference trees (see Section 2.4.6 in that chapter), it 

seems to make sense to keep PropAtt in the model and leave out domain.  

In short, dropping domain as a separate variable makes the model more 

parsimonious and descriptively adequate. That is why the present study uses 

the updated three-variable model. Other modifications regarding the 

categorization of PropAtt and LingReal-SoC are presented in the respective 

sections. 

 

Propositional attitude of the consequent 

 

PropAtt is classified into five categories, which is based on the propositional 

content of the result segment (Q), and whether or not intentionality is involved 

in it. The degree of subjectivity increases successively from fact, physical act, 

mental act, to judgment/speech act. 

First, Q is annotated as speech act if it represents a performative utterance, 

namely, an illocutionary or perlocutionary act that is intended for the 

addressee and initiated here and now by the speaker (cf. Footnote 5 and Table 

3 in this chapter). For example, in fragment (3), repeated as (5) for 

convenience,8 that “you only gain weight if […]” leads the speaker (I) to 

suggest you (the addressee) to “eat as usual”.  

 

 

(5) A: P [Wǒ gēn nǐ shuō, bù chīfàn nǐ zhǐ huì zēng féi.] 

P [I tell you what, you only gain weight if you don’t have normal 

meal.] 

 

B: En… 

 Uh… 

 

A: Suǒyǐ Q [wǒ jiànyì nǐ gāi zhàocháng chīfàn.] 

 Suǒyǐ Q [I suggest you eat as usual.] 

 
8 For ease of reading, we dropped the interlinear glossing in the repeated examples.  
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Secondly, Q is annotated as judgment when it expresses feelings, opinions, 

attitudes, beliefs and evaluations. In other words, the interpretation of what is 

expressed has to refer to the person who judges, concludes, evaluates, etc. An 

example is (1), repeated as (6), in which Q expresses the speaker’s opinion 

that “having a pair of big eyes seems to be a necessary feature of a standard 

beauty”. 

 

(6) P [Wǒmen xíngróng měinǚ zǒng shuō dà yǎnjīng, xiǎo zuǐbā.] Kějiàn, 

Q [yōngyǒu yīshuāng dà yǎn sìhū shì gòuchéng biāozhǔn měinǚ de 

bìyào yīnsù.] 

P [We always describe a beauty as having big eyes and a small mouth.] 

Kějiàn, Q [having a pair of big eyes seems to be a necessary feature 

of a standard beauty.] 

 

Thirdly, Q is annotated as mental act if the predicate represents an 

intentional activity indicating a change of mental state or an opinion/decision 

coming into being that takes place in the mental world of the agent. For 

example, in (7), “he” came to the decision of “deliver[ing] the money order to 

the county of Nanyue by himself”.  

 

(7) P [Jiàoshījié zàijí, xìnhuìkuǎn zài yínháng zhìshǎo zhōuzhuǎn yī 

xīngqí.] 

Teacher:festival coming, mail:post:money in bank SUPL:little turn 

over one week 

P [Teacher’s Day is around the corner, and mail transfer via bank 

would take at least one week.] 

 

Yúshì, Q [tā juédìng bǎ huìpiào qīnzì sòng dào nányuè xiàn.] 

Thereupon, 3SG decide PREP post:ticket self deliver to Nanyue:PRO 

county 

Yúshì, Q [he decided to deliver the money order to the county of 

Nanyue by himself.] 

  

Fourthly, Q is annotated as physical act if the predicate represents an 

intentional activity of the agent taking place and observable in the physical 

world. An example is (2), repeated below as (8): Here Q expresses the action 

of the villagers of “com[ing] to find Běiyīng Wēn one after another, asking 

for joining the chicken farm as chicken farmers”. 
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(8) P [Fùjìn cūnmín kàndào yǎng jī yǒu lì kě tú, shì zhèngjīngbābǎi de 

zhìfù lù.] Yúshì Q [Ø fēnfēn zhǎodào Wēn Běiyīng, yāoqiú zuò 

jīchǎng de yǎng jī hù.] 

P [The villagers nearby saw that raising chickens was profitable, a 

serious way to get rich.] Yúshì Q [(the villagers) came to find Běiyīng 

Wēn one after another, asking for joining the chicken farm as chicken 

farmers.] 

 

Fifthly, and last, Q expresses a fact if it describes an event or situation 

which is caused or takes place independent of any speech participant’s 

intentionality, namely, an inevitable and/or unintended consequence, be it in 

the physical or the mental world. In example (9), “in the past, there was a joke 

in Liuzhou, […]” illustrates a fact in the world, i.e., the existence of a joke in 

the local area. 

 

(9) P [Suāntān yěshì Liǔzhōu jiētóu zuì pǔbiàn de xiǎochītān zhīyī,]  

Sour:stall also:COP Liuzhou street:head SUPL common ATTR 

small:eat:stall of:one 

P [Sour food stall is also one of the most popular street food stalls in 

Liuzhou,] 

 

yīncǐ, Q [guòqù liǔzhōu yǒu jù wánxiàohuà shuō, xiǎng kàn Liǔzhōu 

měinǚ, qù suāntānshàng zhǎo, kěndìng shì zuìduō de.] 

for this (reason), past Liuzhou have CLF joke saying, want see 

Liuzhou beautiful:woman, go sour:stall:on search, sure COP 

SUPL:many PRT 

yīncǐ, Q [in the past, there was a joke in Liuzhou, “If you want to see 

Liuzhou beauties, go to the sour-food stalls, where you find surely the 

most”.] 

 

Note that the illocutionary/perlocutionary value of a speech act can be 

presented either as an interrogative (question), an imperative or a declarative 

sentence. If Q has the form of a declarative sentence, it is sometimes unclear 

whether Q expresses a speech act or describes an act or fact. In such cases we 

checked whether Q expresses a speech event in the here and now and targets 

an addressee. If this is the case, as in example (5), we coded it as a speech act. 

However, the speech-act-like utterance in (10) “I then suggested that we may 

as well have a look at […]” does not take place, nor direct at the addressee, in 
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the current communicative here and now. Hence, it is not a speech act, but a 

description of what the speaker did at that moment. A proper paraphrase for 

the yīncǐ-segment is “I there and then made the suggestion that, I was not 

being logical, ‘we may as well have a look at the photos of real women’.” 

 

(10) P [Háiyǒu yīzhǒng qīngtóngqì, ràng wǒ juédé xiàng měirén yīyàng, 

shìba, yǒu zhèyàng yīzhǒng shěnměi.]  

Still:have one: CLF Bronze, let 1SG feel like beauty same, PRT, have 

this one:CLF aesthetic 

P [There is also a kind of Bronze that makes me feel it is a beautiful 

woman, such aesthetic, you know.] 

 

 

Yīncǐ Q [wǒ jiù tíyì, wǒ jiù xiā liánxì, wǒmen hái kěyǐ kànkan zhēnde 

nǚxìng de zhàopiàn.] 

For this (reason) 1SG EMP suggest, 1SG EMP blind relate, 1PL still may 

look:look real female ATTR photo 

Yīncǐ Q [I then suggested that, I was not being logical, “we may as 

well have a look at the photos of real women”.] 

 

In some cases, the Q-segment consists of more than one finite clauses. 

Consistently throughout the coding process, we focused on the propositional 

content expressed in the nucleus clause (Mann and Thompson 1988). When 

the clauses are in an additive relation, each being an individual nucleus, we 

took the first clause as the result segment for analysis; when they are in a 

hierarchical relation, we took the main clause (nucleus) for analysis. For 

example, in (11), the two segments following suǒyǐ are two parallel clauses 

connected by the coordinating connective bìng ‘and’. We annotated S1, which 

describes a fact (“[being] capable of labor work”), rather than S2, which is a 

mental act “took it as an honor”. In (12), S1 “The Ball (username of the 

blogger “I”) was very angry” and S2 “(I) then switched off your phone” form 

a causal relation: the fact that “The Ball was very angry” leads to the physical 

act “[to switch] off your phone”. We annotated it as a physical act, based on 

the nucleus, i.e., the Q-segment of this embedded causal structure.  

 

(11) P [Zhèxiē huà dāngshí dōu duì tóngxué yǐ shēnkè de qǐfā,]  

  These remark that:time all to student AUX deep ATTR enlighten 

P [All these words were very enlightening to the students at that time,] 
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suǒyǐ S1 Q [kàngdà bìyè de tóngxué, dōu huì láodòng shēngchǎn,] S2 

[bìng yǐcǐwéiróng.] 

so Counter:university graduate GEN student, all can labor:produce, 

and take:this:as:honor 

suǒyǐ S1 Q [the students who graduated from the Counter-Japanese 

Military and Political University were all capable of labor work,] S2 

[and took it as an honor.] 

 

(12) P [Nǐ shǒujīshàng de wēibó yèmiàn kāizhe, dàn Ø jūrán méiyǒu 

guānzhù běn Qiú,]  

2SG phone:on GEN microblog webpage open:TAM, but even neg:have 

follow 1SG Ball 

P [The microblog app on your phone was logged in, but (you) were 

not even following me, The Ball.] 

 

Yúshì S1 [běn Qiú hěn shēngqì,] S2 Ø [jiù bǎ nǐ shǒujī guānle.] 

As the result, 1SG Ball very angry, EMP PREP you phone switch:TAM 

Yúshì S1 [I, The Ball, was very angry,] S2 Q [(I) then switched off 

your phone.]  

  

The identity of SoC 

 

Our second step of annotation was to identify the SoC: whose perspective or 

intentionality is involved in the construction of the causal relation. In our study, 

the speaker, the writer, and the blogger are all first person SoCs, for which we 

used the term speaker SoC. The third person SoC, whose 

perspective/intentionality is not directly voiced but uttered by the speaker, is 

termed as character SoC and considered as adding less subjectivity to the 

construction than speaker SoC. When the PropAtt is an unintentional act or 

fact, it takes place or exists independent of an SoC. We labeled it as no SoC, 

which encodes the least degree of subjectivity.  

For example, in fragment (5), it is the speaker “I” who is responsible for 

the performative utterance “I suggest you eat as usual”. In (7), it is the 

character “he” who comes to the idea to “deliver the money order […] by 

himself”. In (9), “there was a joke in Liuzhou, […]” states the existence of an 

entity, which does not rely on any subject for interpretation. 
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The linguistic realization of SoC 

 

Once the SoC was identified, we coded the way it is linguistically realized. In 

line with Langacker (1990), we considered the implicit reference to SoC as 

indicating more subjectivity than the explicit case. As the intentionality of SoC 

is best reflected in the consequent, we analyzed only the Q-segment for this 

variable. 

In addition to the implicit-explicit dichotomy, we have set pro-drop as a 

third category. It is especially necessary in this study because Chinese is a 

typical pro-drop language (Huang, 1989), and pro-drop occurs frequently in 

spontaneous and informal contexts such as conversational exchanges and 

microblogs. To the best of our knowledge so far, no study has related this 

grammatical form to subjectivity. As the dropped SoC in the Q-segment is 

present and recoverable in the context, we assume its degree of subjectivity to 

be in between the implicit and the explicit categories. Cases without SoC are 

annotated as Absent and considered as encoding the minimal degree of 

subjectivity in our model. 

The explicit SoC in our coding also includes the explicit reference to an 

SoC in the accusative or possessive case. For example, the speaker in (13) is 

present in the Q-segment in the accusative case “me”. It was, therefore, 

annotated as an explicit SoC.  

 

 

(13) P [Wǒ bèn, shuōhuà zhīqián xūyào sīkǎo,] 

1SG stupid, say:word PREP:before need think  

P [Stupid as I am, I need to think before I speak.]  

 

 

suǒyǐ Q [liáotiān xiě yóujiàn zuì shìhé wǒ.] 

so, chat write email SUPL suit 1SG:OBJ  

suǒyǐ Q [online-chat and writing email suit me best.] 

 

Both Q-segments in “Propositional attitude of the consequent” (pp. 70-

71), “I suggest […]” in fragment (5) and “he decided to […]” in (7), are 

explicit cases of LingReal-SoC. Fragment (6) illustrates an implicit case: the 

speaker draws the conclusion “[…] seems to be […]” yet he/she is 

linguistically absent in the utterance. In example (8) “Ø came to find Běiyīng 
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Wēn […]” illustrates a pro-drop category. In (9) no SoC is responsible for the 

causal link, hence it was annotated as absent.  

 

 

3.3.3 Inter-coder agreement and objectivity bias 

 

The codebook for the present study has been tested and proved plausible in 

the study of Mandarin REASON connectives (Xiao et al., 2021, Chapter 2). Of 

the 600 fragments under analysis in this chapter, 180 fragments (30%) were 

annotated separately by two native speakers studying discourse. The inter-

coder agreement (cohen’s kappa) was substantial: PropAtt κ=0.80; IdSoC 

κ=0.87; LingReal-SoC κ=0.83. All the discrepancies were discussed 

afterwards. In the end, complete agreement was reached upon IdSoC and 

LingReal-SoC; s even cases regarding PropAtt remained in dispute.  

To settle the disputes, we referred to the context for justification. In 

principle, if the interpretation of an utterance does not fundamentally change 

the meaning of the utterance in the context, we would code it as the 

interpretation suggests.  

Four of the disagreements are upon the interpretation of Q as an epistemic 

conclusion or as a mental act. The difference between the two categories can 

be very subtle. By nature, a mental act is distinctive from a conclusion in that 

it implies a change of mental state, or an activity taking place within the 

mental world of the SoC, rather than the representation of an opinion, or state 

of the mind itself. For the subtleties, see (14), an example from spoken corpus, 

for which the preceding context is provided, and example (15), from the 

microblog corpus.  

 

 

(14) Dànshì bùguǎn tā zěnme nǔlì, nàxiē yuángōng dōu jiào tā gōngzǐ, 

huòzhě shì, jiùshì bǎ, bǎ tā dàngchéng yīgè fùyù, fùyù jiātíng de 

gōngzǐ.  

However no:matter 3SG how try, those employee all call him 

master:son, or COP, EMP:COP PREP- PREP him treat one:CLF rich, rich 

family GEN master:son 

However, no matter how hard he worked, those employees still 

addressed him, ‘young master’, or simply regarded him as a, as a 

wealthy, as the son from a wealthy family.  
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P [Zhújiàn de, tā jiù juédé zìjǐ de nǔlì méiyǒu shénme jiéguǒ, 

háowúyìyì.]  

Gradually PRT, he EMP think self GEN effort NEG:have what 

result,NEG:meaning  

P [Gradually, he simply felt that his efforts did not result in anything, 

(his efforts are) plain meaningless.] 

 

Yúshì Q [tā jiù xiǎng dāng yīmíng jǐngchá.] 

Thereupon he EMP want become one:CLF policeman 

Yúshì Q [he then wanted to become a police officer.]  

  

(15) P [Wǒmen láizì huíbùqù de dìfāng, zǒuxiàng huíbùlái de dìfāng,]  

1PL come:from return:NEG:to ATTR place, walk:to return:NEG:back 

ATTR place  

P [We come from a place where we can't go back and head for a place 

from where we can't return,] 

 

suǒyǐ Q [wǒ xiǎng zǒu màndiǎn.] 

so 1 SG want walk slow:PRT 

suǒyǐ Q [I want to go a bit slowly.] 

 

The ambiguity is caused by xiǎng ‘want’ in the predicate, which, 

depending on the context, can indicate both a mental act and an opinion. In 

(14), “he then wanted to become a police officer” indicates the change of his 

mind (from working hard to gain the employees’ recognition to wanting to 

take a different job). It is also implied by the condition presented in the context: 

all his efforts failed to change other people’s opinion of him as a son from a 

wealthy family; he felt frustrated with it. Moreover, this is also a typical 

narrative causality expressed by yúshì: an event takes place under some 

circumstances. The conjunction adverb jiù ‘then’ also indicates a process of 

reasoning. Therefore, we annotated it as mental act. However, “I want to go 

slowly” in (15) indicates to the SoC’s opinion. A natural paraphrase is “we 

come from […] and head for […]”, so my opinion is “to go slowly”. Hence, 

we annotated it as judgment. 

The remaining three disputes are over an intentional or unintentional 

reading of the causal link. If the context does not help, or if there is lack of 

context (esp. in microblogs), we resolved the dispute by opting for the 

unintentional reading. Example (16) is a microblog entry in our corpus. Due 
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to lack of context, it remains unclear whether the blogger’s notice of “the 

change of numbers” is saying that he/she intentionally pays close attention to 

the number, namely, an act, or that the change of number inevitably catches 

his/her attention, namely, a fact. We opted for the objective interpretation: fact.  

Note that in the complete dataset of 600 fragments, only 10 cases in total 

remain ambiguous. We take consistently the objectivity bias (i.e. choose an 

objective reading) for the coding of these cases.  

 

(16) P [Wǒ guānzhù hé fěnsī běnlái jiù shǎo,]  

1SG follow and fan ADV EMP few  

P [I just have a limited number of fans and following accounts,]  

   

yīncǐ Q [Ø duì shùzì biànhuà fēicháng mǐngǎn.] 

for this (reason) to number change very:much sensitive 

yīncǐ Q [(I) am very sensitive to the change of numbers.] 

  

3.4 Results 

 

We first carried out general log-linear analyses to look into the interactions 

between connective, subjectivity, and corpus. The analyses enabled us to 

observe the co-occurrence pattern of each connective and subjectivity feature 

and whether or not it is robust across corpora (RQ1 and RQ2). Results 

regarding PropAtt, IdSoC and LingReal-SoC are presented in Section 4.1 to 

Section 4.3. We used an alpha level of .05 and chi-square test for these 

statistical tests; Fisher’s exact test is used (see Section 4.3) when there is any 

category with expected frequencies less than five (Field, 2013, p. 335). In the 

cross-table analyses, we have used the Bonferroni correction test, which 

returns the adjusted residual values and an adjusted critical value of alpha for 

each individual test. Section 4.4 presents the results of the conditional tree 

analysis and random forest analysis that illustrate the predicative power of the 

three subjectivity features (RQ3).  

 

3.4.1 Propositional attitude of the consequent 

 

The frequencies and percentages of the five PropAtt categories observed in 

each corpus and in the relations signaled with each connective are presented 

in Figures 1 and 2 below, respectively. 
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The log-linear analysis resulted in a model containing two significant two-

way interactions. The fit of the model was substantial, χ2 (30, N = 600) = 13.65, 

p = 0.995. The first interaction was between Corpus and PropAtt, χ2 (8, N = 

600) = 24.07, p = .002. The second was between Connective and PropAtt, χ2 

(12, N = 600) = 451.95, p < .001. The interactions were followed up by 

crosstab analyses summarized in Tables 4 and 5.  

 
Table 4. Distribution of PropAtt categories in each corpus 

 (frequencies and adjusted residuals) 

 Speech 
act 

Judgment 
Mental 

act 
Physical 

act 
Fact Total 

 
 
 

Newspaper 
Count 6 91 17 62 24 200 

Adj. Res. -1.6 .5 .4 1.3 -1.7  

Conversation 
Count 3 95 14 55 33 200 

Adj. Res. -2.8  1.2 -.5 -.1 .5  

Microblog 
Count 21 78 16 49 36 200 

Adj. Res. 4.4 -1.7 .1 -1.2 1.2  

Total Count  30 264  47 166 93 600 

The adjusted critical value of a.r.= ±2.94. 

 

The adjusted residuals in Table 4 show that the significant interaction 

between Corpus and PropAtt was exclusively due to the corpus-sensitive 

distribution of Speech act. A significantly high occurrence was observed in 

Microblog (a.r. = 4.4). Fragment (17) illustrates a typical speech act causality 

from the microblog data.  

  

(17) P [Hūnyīn hé àiqíng bùtóng, tā yào de shì chángcháng jiǔjiǔ de 

shēnghuó,] 

Marriage and love NEG:same, 3SG require PRT COP long:long 

ever:ever ATTR life  

P [Unlike love, marriage aims for a long-term life,] 

 

suǒyǐ Q [yīdìng yào nàizhùxìngzi, zhǎo yīgè shìhé zìjǐ de rén lái yīqǐ 

shēnghuó.] 

so sure MOD bear:temper, find one:CLF suitable self ATTR person INF 

together live 

suǒyǐ Q [be sure to be patient and find a suitable person to spend the 

life together.] 
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Table 5. Co-occurring of PropAtt categories and connective 

 (frequencies and adjusted residuals) 

 Speech 
act 

Judgment 
Mental 

act 
Physical 

act 
Fact Total 

 
 
 

Kějiàn  
Count 1 149 0 0 0 150 

Adj. Res. -2.8 15.8 -4.1 -8.7 -6.1  

Suǒyǐ  
Count 18 59 10 39 24 150 

Adj. Res. 4.5 -1.3 -.6 -.5 .2  

Yīncǐ  Count 11 54 19 32 34 150 

 Adj. Res. 1.5 -2.3 2.5 -2.0 2.8  

Yúshì  Count 0 2 18 95 35 150 

 Adj. Res. -3.2 -12.2 2.2 11.3 3.1  

Total Count 30 264 47 166 93 600 

The adjusted critical value of a.r. = ±3.02. 

 

 

The adjusted residuals in Table 5 show that the co-occurring pattern of 

Connective and PropAtt varies a lot from one connective to another. Kějiàn 

expresses predominantly Judgments (149 out of 150, a.r. = 15.8). Yúshì 

behaves just the opposite. It barely expresses any subjective category like 

Speech act (a.r. = -3.2) or Judgment (a.r. = -12.2), but mainly the objective 

ones: Physical act (a.r. = 11.3) and Facts (a.r. = 3.1). Suǒyǐ and yīncǐ appear 

less extreme. Generally, suǒyǐ is more on the subjective side, as witnessed by 

the high adjusted residuals for Speech act (a.r. = 4.5).  

 In fragment (17) above, “be sure to be patient […]” illustrates the typical 

speech act case introduced by suǒyǐ. The Q-segment “there are often mice in 

this house” in fragment (18) is a claim (Judgment) by the SoC, which is almost 

the only type of PropAtt found in relations signaled by kějiàn. Yīncǐ tends to 

express factual Q-segments. Physical act occurs most frequently in yúshì 

relations, as exemplified by (8), repeated as (19): “came to find Běiyīng Wēn 

[…]”. Fragment (20) illustrates a factual Q-segment in yúshì cases: the 

appearance of “profiteers” is presented as a natural consequence due to the 

“rise in prices” on the tulip market.  
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(18) P [Qiángjiǎo, zhuōzi xià fàngzhe dú'ěr,] 

Wall:corner, table under lay:PRT poison:bait 

P [There are poisonous baits in the corners and under the table,]  

 

kějiàn, Q [zhè wū cháng yǒu hàozǐ chūmò.] 

it can be seen that this room often have mouse appear 

kějiàn, Q [there are often mice in this house.] 

 

(19) P [Fùjìn cūnmín kàn dào yǎng jī yǒulì kě tú, shì zhèngjīngbābǎi de 

zhìfù lù.] Yúshì Q [Ø fēnfēn zhǎodào Wēn Běiyīng, yāoqiú zuò jī 

chǎng de yǎng jī hù.] 

P [The villagers nearby saw that raising chickens was profitable, 

(which is) a serious way to get rich.] Yúshì Q [(the villagers) came to 

find Běiyīng Wēn one after another, asking for joining the chicken 

farm as chicken farmers.] 

 

(20) P [Suízhe jiàgé de shàngzhǎng, yǔ yùjīnxiāng zāipéi wú zhíjiē guānxì 

de rén yě cānyùle jiāoyì,]  

Follow:PRT price ATTR up:rise, with tulip plant NEG direct relation AT 

person also join:TAM transaction 

P [With the rise of the price, people who have no direct relationship 

with the cultivation of tulips also participated in the transaction,] 

 

yúshì Q [chūxiànle yīpī “dǎoyé”, xǔduō rén yīyè zhījiān chéngwéi 

fùwēng.] 

as a result appear:TAM one:CLF profiteers, many people one:night 

within become rich:man 

yúshì Q [there has been a surge of “profiteers”, many of whom 

became wealthy overnight.] 

 

 

3.4.2 Identity of SoC 

 

The frequencies and percentages of the three types of SoC identity observed 

in each corpus and in the relations marked with each connective are presented 

respectively in Figures 3 and 4 below. 
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The log-linear analysis based on the identity of SoC resulted again in a 

model containing two significant two-way interactions. One was between 

IdSoC and Corpus, χ2 (4, N = 600) = 30.98, p < .001. The other was between 

IdSoC and Connective, χ2 (6, N = 600) = 197.30, p < .001. The fit of the model 

was adequate, χ2 (18, N = 600) = 14.32, p = 0.708. The following crosstab 

analyses provide us an insight into the two interactions. 

 
Table 6. Distribution of IdSoC types in each corpus (frequencies and adjusted residuals) 

 Speaker Character No SoC Total  

 
 

 

Newspaper  
Count 108 68 24 200 

Adj. Res. -3.4 5.4 -1.7  

Conversation 
Count 132 35 33 200 

Adj. Res. 1.0 -1.6 .5  

Microblog 
Count 140 24 36 200 

Adj. Res. 2.4 -3.9 1.2  

 Total  Count  380 127 93  600 

The adjusted critical value of a.r. = ±2.77. 

 

The adjusted residuals in Table 6 show that the interaction between 

Corpus and IdSoC was largely due to the corpus-sensitive distribution of 

Speaker SoC and Character SoC. The former was relatively rare in Newspaper 

(a.r. = -3.4). The latter occurred relatively often in Newspaper (a.r. = 5.4) yet 

rarely in Microblog (a.r. = -3.9). Fragment (19) from our written data 

exemplifies a character SoC, i.e. “the villagers”, undertaking the physical act 

“came to find Běiyīng Wēn […]”.  

 
Table 7. Co-occurring of each IdSoC type and connective 

 (frequencies and adjusted residuals) 

 Speaker Character No SoC Total 

 
 
 

Kějiàn  
Count 150 0 0 150 

Adj. Res. 10.8 -7.3 -6.1  

Suǒyǐ  
  

Count 98 28 24 150 

Adj. Res. .6 -.9 .2  

Yīncǐ 
  

Count 80 36 34 150 

Adj. Res. -2.9 1.0 2.8  

 Yúshì  
Count 
Adj. Res. 
 

52 
-8.4 

63 
7.2 

35 
3.1 

150 
 

Total Count 380 127 93 600 

The adjusted critical value of a.r. = ±2.87. 
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The adjusted residuals in Table 7 cast light on the interaction between 

IdSoC and Connective. All fragments with kějiàn have a speaker SoC (n = 150, 

a.r. = 10.8). By contrast, yúshì co-occurred relatively rarely with Speaker SoC 

(a.r. = -8.4) and mainly with Character SoC (a.r. = 7.2) and No SoC (a.r. = 

3.1). As witnessed by the adjusted residuals, suǒyǐ fragments appeared neutral, 

although the absolute frequencies of Speaker SoC were rather high (98 out 

150). In yīncǐ fragments, the most subjective category Speaker SoC occurred 

less than expected (a.r. = -2.9), and the objective category No SoC almost 

reached significance (a.r. = 2.8 vs 2.87).  

Fragment (18) illustrates a typical kějiàn relation conceptualized by a 

speaker SoC: the speaker draws the conclusion that “there are often mice in 

this house”. Typical yúshì relations are exemplified by fragment (19) with a 

character SoC, “the villagers” who “came to find Běiyīng Wēn […]”, and by 

fragment (20) characteristic of a factual Q-segment describing a real-world 

event, i.e., “a surge of profiteers on the market of tulips”. A yīncǐ instance with 

no SoC is example (9), repeated below as (21), which introduces the fact of an 

old joke exiting in the local area. 

 

 

(21) P [Suāntān yěshì liǔzhōu jiētóu zuì pǔbiàn de xiǎochītān zhī yī,] yīncǐ, 

Q [guòqù liǔzhōu yǒu jù wánxiàohuà shuō, xiǎng kàn liǔzhōu měinǚ, 

qù suāntān shàng zhǎo, kěndìng shì zuìduō de.] 

 

P [Sour food stalls used to be one of the most popular street food stalls 

in Liuzhou,] yīncǐ, Q [in the past, there was a joke in Liuzhou, “If you 

want to see Liuzhou beauties, go to the sour food stalls. There you 

find surely the most”.] 

 

 

 

3.4.3 Linguistic realization of SoC 

 

Presented in Figure 5 are the frequencies and percentages of the four 

LingReal-SoC categories co-occurring with every connective in, respectively, 

the corpus of newspaper, conversation and microblog.  
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The log-linear analysis generated a model containing a significant three-

way interaction: Connective*LingReal-SoC*Corpus, χ2 (18, N = 600) = 36.51, 

p = .006, indicating that the co-occurrence of Connective*LingReal-SoC was 

moderated by Corpus. Table 8 below reveals the behaviors of the connectives, 

in Newspaper (p < .001, Fisher’s exact test), Conversation (p < .001, Fisher’s 

exact test), and Microblog (χ2 (9, N = 200) = 70.82, p < .001), respectively.9  

Across all the three corpora, kějiàn co-occurred predominantly with 

Implicit, rarely with Pro-drop and Absent; the pattern with Explicit varied 

from being rare in Newspaper (count: 2; a.r. = -5.6) and Conversation (count: 

6; a.r. = -5.0) to not so rare in Microblog (count: 11, a.r. = -.3). Contrary to 

kějiàn, in all three corpora, yúshì rarely occurred with Implicit. The pattern 

regarding Explicit and Pro-drop varied across corpora: relatively many 

 
9 We used Fisher’s exact test for the crosstabs in the newspaper and conversation corpora 

due to the observation that 4 cells had expected counts less than 5, which does not meet the chi-

square assumptions. For the corpus of microblog, all assumptions were met; hence, chi-square 

was used. 
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Explicit in Newspaper (count: 31; a.r. = 4.2), and relatively many Pro-drop in 

both Newspaper and Microblog (respectively, a.r. = 4.9 and 3.8). Suǒyǐ and 

yīncǐ appearred relatively neutral in all corpora.  

 
Table 8. Co-occurring of LingReal-SoC categories and connective in each corpus 

(frequencies and adjusted residuals) 

  LingReal-SoC  

  Implict Pro-drop Explicit Absent  

  Count  a.r.  Count  a.r. Count  a.r. Count  a.r.  

 

Newspaper  

Kějiàn 48 8.2 0 -1.9 2 -5.6 0 -3.0  

Suǒyǐ  25 .7 0 -1.9 17 -.5 8 1.0  

Yīncǐ 19 -1.3 1 -1.1 24 1.9 6 .0  

Yúshì 0 -7.5 9 4.9 31 4.2 10 2.0  

Total   92  10  74  24  200 

 

Conver-

sation  

Kějiàn 42 9.0 2 -1.3 6 -5.0 0 -3.6  

Suǒyǐ  10 -2.2 6 1.0 26 1.6 8 -.1  

Yīncǐ 12 -1.5 1 -1.9 24 .9 13 2.1  

Yúshì 1 -5.3 8 2.2 29 2.6 12 1.6  

Total   65  17  85  33  200 

 

Microblog  

Kějiàn 37 6.2 2 -3.4 11 -.3 0 -3.8  

Suǒyǐ  20 .4 8 -1.0 14 .9 8 -.4  

Yīncǐ 17 -.6 12 .6 6 -2.2 15 2.6  

Yúshì 1 -6.0 20 3.8 16 1.6 13 1.7  

Total  75  42  47  36  200 

The critical value of a.r. = ±2.96. 

 

Exemplified in (22) is kějiàn co-occurring with an explicit SoC in 

microblog; examples (23) and (24) demonstrate the use of yúshì with an 

explicit SoC in newspaper and pro-drop in microblog. 

 

(22) Tóngyì de zhuǎn. 

Agree PRT forward 

Forward (the post if you) agree. 

 

P [Huíguó dàjiā dōu shuō wǒ shòule.] 

Return:country everyone all say 1SG thin:TAM  

P [Back to China, everyone said that I had lost weight.] 

 

Kějiàn Q [wǒ zhīqián zhēnde yǒudiǎn pàng?] 

It can be seen that 1SG before real:PRT have:little fat? 

Kějiàn Q [I was really a bit fat before?] 
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(23) P [Hái zài běijīng shàng dàxué shí, xǔduō rén gàosù wǒ xīzàng zuì 

quē jiàoshī.] 

Still in Beijing in university time, many people tell 1SG Tibet SUPL 

lack teacher 

P [While still studying in university in Beijing, many people told me 

that Tibet was the worst with a shortage of teachers.] 

  

Yúshì Q [Ø tíqián bànnián wǒ jiù zài bìyè fēnpèi shēnqǐngshū shàng 

xiěxià “yuàn dào xīzàng cóngshì jiàoyù gōngzuò”.] 

Thereupon, in:advance half:year 1SG EMP on graduate assignment 

application:form on write:down “will go Tibet take education work” 

Yúshì Q [(I) wrote “I am willing to go to Tibet to work in education 

field” on the application form of graduation assignment half year in 

advance.] 

 

(24) P [Gāosān de shíhòu, bānzhǔrèn rènwéi wǒ yǐjīng yǒu dúlì shēngcún 

de nénglì]  

High:three ATTR time, class:director think 1SG already have 

independent survive ATTR ability, 

P [In the third year of high school, the teacher (charging the class) 

thought that I already had the ability to survive independently.]  

 

yúshì Q [Ø ràng wǒ tuìle xué.] 

thereupon let me quit:TAM school 

yúshì Q [(the teacher) let me quit school.] 

 

 

3.4.4 The relative importance of subjectivity features 

 

To measure the strength of each of the three subjectivity features in 

distinguishing between the RESULT connectives under study, we performed 

the conditional inference trees and random forest analyses enabled by the 

packages party and Rling in R (Levshina, 2015, pp. 291-300; R Core Team, 

2017). These are two non-parametric tree-structure models of regression and 

classification that well fit our data set, i.e., relatively small data size with 

multiple categorical variable feature. The conditional inference trees resulted 

in several splits (graphically represented as a tree) representing important 
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factors in the model (only significant splits are presented). The model also 

provides p-values representing the confidence level of each split. 

The conditional inference tree10 below (Figure 6) presents the decision 

rules for distinguishing kějiàn, suǒyǐ, yīncǐ, and yóuyú. The first split involves 

PropAtt: it sets apart Judgment from the rest. A further split within Judgment 

involves LingReal-SoC (Node 7), under which the 52 cases of Explicit (Node 

8) contain mainly suǒyǐ (40%) and kějiàn (35%) and a moderate amount of 

yīncǐ (20%). The 212 cases of Implicit/ProDrop (Node 9) contain 

predominantly kějiàn (60%); the rest are suǒyǐ and yīncǐ (each, about 20%).  

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Conditional Inference Tree predicting the occurrence of four RESULT connectives on 
the basis of PropAtt, LingReal-SoC, IdSoC 

 

 
10 To present only the relatively more predictive featurefeatures that make each split, we 

set 20 as the minimum number for each bin. This leads to the absence of the less predictive 

featurefeature IdSoC from the “tree”. The abbreviations in the tree graph: SpAct = speech act; 

MnAct = mental act; PhAct = physical act; KJ = kějiàn; SY = suǒyǐ; YC= yīncǐ; YS= yúshì. 
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The second split again relates to PropAtt and sets apart Speech act from 

Mental/Physical act and Fact, resulting in a bin containing mainly suǒyǐ and 

yīncǐ (respectively, 60% and 40% of the 30 counts, Node 4). The third split of 

PropAtt (Node 4) sets apart Physical act from Mental act/Fact. The 140 cases 

of Mental act/Fact (Node 5) contain equally yīncǐ and yúshì (both, nearly 40%) 

and about 25% of suǒyǐ. The 166 of Physical act (Node 6) contain 

predominantly yúshì (60%) and roughly an equal amount of suǒyǐ and yīncǐ 

(both, around 20%). The predictive accuracy of this model is moderate (C = 

0.53). In our case, there are four choices to be made (the four connectives). A 

random model would predict that each connective occurs in 25% of the 

observations. So, 0.53 is a considerable improvement over 0.25. 

The analysis shows that PropAtt played a role in three of the four 

significant splits in the data, suggesting that it was the most important factor 

in the model. This interpretation was confirmed in Figure 7, which was the 

result of the random forest analysis. It gave information about the importance 

status of the variables in distinguishing between the connectives under study. 

PropAtt stood out as the most important variable in the model. LingReal-SoC 

ranked second, followed by IdSoC. The fit of this model was moderate (C = 

0.53) but well above chance (C = 0.25).  

 

 Figure 7. Evaluation of conditional importance of the variables PropAtt, IdSoC and 
LingReal-SoC in distinguishing between kějiàn, suǒyǐ, yīncǐ and yúshì 
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3.5 Discussion 

 

3.5.1 Summary of results 

 

This study was carried out to answer three research questions. The first asks 

whether the connectives differ systematically with respect to their prototypical 

behaviors in term of subjectivity, the notion of which has been operationalized 

in terms of three aspects “the propositional attitude of the result segment”, 

“the identity of SoC” and “the Linguistic realization of SoC”, and whether the 

prototypical profile of each connective remain robust across naturally 

occurring conversations, microblog messages and newspaper texts. The 

second asks whether (and to what extent) the three discourse types differ with 

respect to these subjectivity related aspects, as far as the causal construction 

is concerned. The third research question asks which of the three subjectivity 

related aspects is the most important in determining the profile of a particular 

connective. 

To answer the first two questions, a systematic log-linear analysis was 

carried out for the relationship between connective, subjectivity and corpus. 

We have found two significant interactions PropAtt*connective and 

IdSoC*connective, and that they were not moderated by the factor corpus. The 

results strongly support the conclusion that the connectives have distinctive 

and robust subjectivity profiles regarding these two features.  

There was only one set of findings that ran counter to the robustness: the 

interaction LingReal-SoC*connective was found to be moderated by corpus 

(Section 3.4.3). This moderation was mostly related to the connectives kějiàn 

and yúshì (for details, see Table 8). Kějiàn instances had relatively rare explicit 

SoCs in newspaper and conversation data, while relatively frequent in 

microblogs. This may well be a direct reflection of the property of the 

connective kějiàn, and the register of microblog discourse as well. It is part of 

the subjectivity profile of kějiàn to express opinions from the first-person 

perspective (as witnessed by the findings regarding PropAtt and IdSoC in the 

above sections). This profile fits well with the content of micro-blog posts, 

which is usually about the bloggers’ own experiences, personal feelings or 

opinions. They themselves are often the participant of the speech event. This 

would naturally lead to relatively many cases of explicit references to SoC. By 

contrast, in writing or conversational communication, it can be expected that 

the speaker SoC is often drawing conclusions or exchanging opinions about 
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the speech event concerning a third-person participant. As a consequence, 

there might be relatively few cases of explicit reference to SoC in the utterance.  

For yúshì, the occurrences of pro-drop were more frequent than expected 

in newspaper and (especially) microblog data. A possible explanation is the 

different degree of “reviewability” (Clark & Brennan, 1991, p. 141) of the 

discourse in each corpus. Both microblogs and newspapers consist of written 

texts. When reference to the SoC is dropped out in the utterance, it is still 

retrievable from the context and therefore can be easily recovered by the 

addressee. In oral communication, however, messages are exchanged in a 

dynamic continuum. Frequent pro-drop might lead to ambiguous delivery of 

the message or hamper the communication flow. Another corpus sensitive 

finding concerned the case of explicit reference to SoC, which occurred more 

than expected only in newspaper discourse. This we think reveals the explicit 

character of written language (Finegan, 1987), especially with regard to 

formal writing like newspaper articles. 

Only with respect to the linguistic realization of SoC, corpus turned out to 

be a factor affecting the behaviors of the connectives, and that relevance was 

limited. Overall, the subjectivity profiles of the connectives have remained 

stable across corpora. To be precise, kějiàn displayed a highly subjective 

profile for co-occurring predominantly with implicit SoC in each corpus. Yúshì, 

by contrast, is the most objective connective, featuring rarely any implicit 

SoCs and mostly explicit or Absent. Suǒyǐ and yīncǐ had a generic character 

with respect to this feature. 

In sum, the study provides clear answers to RQ1. Kějiàn, suǒyǐ, yīncǐ, and 

yúshì as causal connectives are distinct from each other in terms of subjectivity 

and their specific subjectivity profile is robust across corpora. Kějiàn proves 

to be the most subjective connective, expressing predominantly judgments 

drawn by an implicit speaker SoC. Yúshì is the most objective connective, 

introducing typically factual consequents that are independent of an SoC, or 

intentional physical acts. The SoC that undertakes the physical act can be both 

the speaker and (significantly more often) the character who are mostly 

explicit referred to (and are dropped in microblogs). Suǒyǐ and yīncǐ are 

relatively neutral, both co-occurring with all PropAtt categories and a majority 

of speaker SoCs, as well as a moderate amount of character SoCs and no SoC. 

Nevertheless, suǒyǐ appears to be slightly more subjective in that it expresses 

significantly more speech acts; yīncǐ, in comparison, has less cases of speaker 

SoC while more cases of no SoC. Putting the connectives on a subjective-

objective continuum, the order would be kějiàn>suǒyǐ >yīncǐ>yúshì. 
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The answer to RQ2 is that the variation between different discourse types 

with respect to subjectivity is also reflected at the level of the causal 

construction, as witnessed by the two significant interactions of 

PropAtt*corpus and IdSoC*corpus. The differences are relatively small. 

Microblog has relatively many speech acts; newspaper has relatively many 

character SoCs (which are rare in microblog). It seems that microblog 

discourse is the most subjective, that newspaper discourse the most objective 

and that oral speech is in between.  

The answer to RQ3 follows from the findings from the conditional 

inference tree analysis and the random forest analysis (Section 3.4.4). The type 

of propositional attitudes expressed in the result segments proved to be most 

important in characterizing the meaning and use of the connectives and 

making distinctions between them. It is involved in three of the four 

significant splits of our data. The linguistic realization of SoC and the identity 

of SoC follow in a decreasing order of importance. 

 

3.5.2 Implications 

 

The prototypical subjectivity profiles of the four RESULT connectives under 

analysis are to a large degree compatible with the conclusions drawn by 

previous studies (for details see Section 3.1). However, the robustness of the 

profiles of suǒyǐ and yīncǐ does not match the findings of a study using written 

data (Li et al., 2013). In that study, both connectives co-occur with more 

physical facts (counterpart of physical acts and facts in our model), explicit 

and character SoC in novels than in news reports and newspaper opinion 

pieces. As the present study did not include data from novels into the analysis, 

there is no possibility for us to make direct comparisons. It could be argued 

that, compared to news reports and opinion pieces, the narratives in novels are 

more detached from the communicative here and now, and are more likely to 

be devoted to the description of the characters’ activities.  

Another point worth mentioning is our finding that yīncǐ bears an 

objective flavor. It occurs infrequently with speaker SoC and tends to favor 

the most objective category no SoC (Table 7), which is indicative of the 

objective non-volitional relation. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the 

significance is relatively small based on our corpus data. It requires more 

empirical studies (for example, using experimental methods) for a clearer 

picture of this objective tendency.  
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By and large, our findings derived from the modified model are consistent 

across our dataset in each corpus. This consistency confirms the validity of 

the integrated subjectivity approach to the semantic-pragmatic properties that 

are typical of each connective. Moreover, through the systematic analysis of 

data from theoretically different discourse varieties, we have gained more 

insight into the use of Mandarin causal connectives, especially in the speech 

act domain, which has been substantially restricted in previous studies using 

written data. In the present study, a case in point is suǒyǐ, which is found to be 

preferred in the speech act domain (Table 5). This finding suggests that suǒyǐ, 

which typically has a relatively neutral profile, has a subjective flavor. In this 

sense it differs from yīncǐ, the other relatively neutral RESULT connective. The 

potential of a finer-grained distinction between the two connectives is 

promising. 

Furthermore, the adapted model sets pro-drop apart as a separate category, 

as suggested in Xiao and colleagues (2021, Chapter 2), which makes possible 

the direct observation of the potential subjectivity character of this specific 

linguistic phenomenon. To the best of our knowledge, these two studies are 

the first to investigate the subjectivity characteristics of pro-drop. The model 

assumes that a dropped SoC is more subjective than an explicit SoC, but less 

subjective than an implicit SoC. Results show that pro-drop as a category 

rarely occurs in the fragments with subjective kějiàn but mostly in its objective 

counterparts with yúshì. It may be that pro-drop fits best in a volitional content 

environment. This is obviously an issue for further study, not only on causal 

relations, but also other categories of coherence relations, and potentially not 

only restricted to Mandarin Chinese, but also considering other pro-drop 

languages.  

 

 

3.6 Conclusion 

 

In this chapter, we have studied the subjectivity nature of four Mandarin 

RESULT connectives kějiàn, suǒyǐ, yīncǐ, and yúshì. It was founded on an 

adapted model of analysis that integrated three subjectivity features as 

subjectivity predictors, namely, the propositional attitude of the consequent 

(domain), the identity of SoC, and the linguistic realization of SoC. The 

investigation was based on authentic corpus data of spontaneous oral speech, 

microblog messages and newspaper articles. The analyses show that these 

connectives differ systematically from each other with regard to the three 
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subjectivity features, and the differences have remained by and large robust 

across discourse types from each corpus. The propositional attitude proved to 

be the most important feature, followed by the linguistic realization of SoC 

and the identity of SoC.  

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that causality and subjectivity are 

two cognitive notions that organize our knowledge of causal coherence 

relations. Notions like causality and subjectivity can help us explain the 

system underlying the categorization of causal relations and their linguistic 

expressions in everyday language use. In this study, we applied these notions 

to the analysis of Chinese RESULT connectives in three discourse types that 

are theoretically different in the overall contexts. In this way, it brings the 

subjectivity approach to Mandarin causal connectives to a more complete 

status and thereby provides a steppingstone for future studies. 
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Appendix 2 The relative frequency of kějiàn, suǒyǐ, yīncǐ and 

yúshì across corpora 

 

The table below presents the relative frequencies of kějiàn, suǒyǐ, yīncǐ and 

yúshì observed in the corpus of newspaper, spontaneous conversations and 

microblog discourse (per million characters)As witnessed by the standardized 

residuals, kějiàn, yīncǐ and yúshì are all typical in newspaper articles but 

atypical in conversational speech (yīncǐ being the most extreme case in this 

respect); the occurrence of suǒyǐ is just the opposite: typical in conversation 

and atypical in newspaper discourse. Moreover, in microblog, yīncǐ occurs 

less than expected on the basis of chance, which is similar as in conversations; 

while yúshì occurs almost as frequently as in newspaper texts.  

 
Relative frequency of connectives kějiàn, suǒyǐ, yīncǐ and yúshì in each discourse type 

 (per million characters)11 

 
Corpus 

          Target word 

kějiàn suǒyǐ  yīncǐ yúshì 

Newspapera Count 11.24 81.84 160.09 43.62 

 Std. Res. 5.63 -10.74 24.51 8.45 

Telephone & TV talk-showa Count 3.68 1414.95 20.09 13.30 

 St. Res. -2.39 5.10 -10.16 -6.33 

Microblogb Count 0.93 142.21 6.25 27.87 

 St. Res. -0.44 -0.70 -2.63 7.18 

      a from Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)  

    b from Beijing Language and Culture University Chinese Corpus (BCC)    
 χ2 (6) = 1053.5, p < .001  

 
11 The tokens of kějiàn and yúshì were searched (52 and 109 in written corpus, and 19 and 

124 in spoken corpus) and then manually calculated for causal connective uses. In microblog 

corpus, frequencies of the four connectives were obtained following the search strings and filter 

function enabled by the corpus of BCC (Xun et al. 2016). For example, to get the connective 

use of kějiàn, we first used the search string ke./c. All the hits were further filtered using the 

string .jian/c. The final concordance string for connective kějiàn is ke./c^^.jian/c (available at 

http://bcc.blcu.edu.cn/help). 



 

Chapter 4 

 

Subjectivity and causality in Mandarin:                             

a crowdsourcing experiment study on the meaning and 

use of RESULT connectives1 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

Recent empirical studies using corpus data have shown that the semantic-

pragmatic distinctions between causal connectives, like therefore and as a 

result, and causal coherence relations, like Argument-Claim and Cause-

Consequence, can be accounted for in terms of subjectivity. More specifically, 

the meaning and use of causal connectives have been found to relate 

systematically to the subjectivity features of a causal construction, which 

provides insight into how subjectivity and causality, as two cognitive 

principles, function in the characterization of causal connectives and 

coherence relations in naturalistic discourse (among many others, Andersson, 

2016; Degand & Pander Maat, 2003; Li et al., 2013; Pander Maat & Sanders, 

2001; Sanders & Spooren, 2015; Xiao et al., 2021, Chapter 2, submitted, 

Chapter 3).  

In these studies, the annotation and “feature analysis” of the causality 

fragments are based on a well-established theoretical framework. The 

fragments are usually annotated by the researchers themselves or by trained 

annotators strictly following a specific codebook. This guarantees the quality 

of the annotation, which adds to the validity and reliability of the conclusions 

drawn from corpus analysis. Nevertheless, the annotating process is subject to 

potential bias, for example the framework bias (Riezler, 2014; Scholman & 

Demberg, 2017a) and individual bias (Artstein & Poesio, 2005, 2008) (see 

Section 4.2).  

In this paper we adopt an experimental approach to elicit crowdsourced 

data (see Section 4.2 for further details), a method that has not been employed 

earlier in the study of Mandarin causal connectives. We focus on four result 

 
1 This chapter is submitted for publication as Xiao, H., Hout, R.W.N.M. van, Sanders, 

T.J.M. and Spooren, W.P.M.S. Subjectivity and causality in Mandarin: a crowdsourcing 

experiment study on the meaning and use of RESULT connectives 
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connectives, namely, kějiàn ‘therefore’ (literally ‘it can be seen that’), suǒyǐ 

‘so’, yīncǐ ‘for this reason’ and yúshì ‘as a result/thereupon’, to investigate 

how Mandarin Chinese encodes causal relations that differ in subjectivity.  

Systematic corpus studies using oral speech, microblog texts and various 

written genres find that these connectives have a clear and constant semantic-

pragmatic profile individually (Li et al., 2013; Xiao et al., submitted, Chapter 

3). Kějiàn is subjective in that it is used to present a conclusion or an inference 

based on the speaker’s argument, while the speaker 2  usually remains 

linguistically implicit in the utterance. An example is given in (1). Yúshì is 

more objective, as it typically introduces an act that is performed intentionally 

by an agent under particular circumstances. The agent can be either the first-

person speaker or a third-person character, who most often is explicitly 

referred to in the utterance (see example [2]). Another typical use of yúshì is 

to express a consequence that takes place independent of the intention of any 

speech participant, be it the speaker or a character, such as example (3). In 

general, suǒyǐ and yīncǐ can be used in all the above conditions. Yet compared 

to suǒyǐ, yīncǐ disprefers the subjective category speaker as the responsible 

agent or concluder and displays a slight tendency towards objective cause-

consequence relations.  

In the following examples, [P] is the antecedent (the cause segment), and 

[Q] the consequent (the result segment). 

 

 

(1) P [Qiángjiǎo, zhuōzixià fàngzhe dú'ěr,] kějiàn, Q [zhè wūzi cháng 

yǒu hào zǐ chūmò.] 

 P [There are poison baits in the corners and under the table,] kějiàn 

‘therefore’ Q [there are often mice in this room.] 

 

 

(2) P [Zǒngcái gēnjù duì gāngtiě shìchǎng de yùcè, rènwéi guò jǐ nián hòu 

gāngtiě jiàgé yīdìng huì shàngzhǎng,] yúshì, Q [tā juédìng gòuzhì 

dàliàng liánjià shèbèi, guǒduàn shàngmǎ.] 

P [ According to the prediction for the steel market, the president 

believed that steel prices would certainly rise in a few years, yúshì ‘so’ 

Q [ he decided to purchase a lot of cheap facilities to start decisively. 

 
2 The “speaker” refers to the first-person participant, which may be the speaker in oral 

speech, the writer in written texts, or the blogger in microblog texts. 
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(3) Suízhe zhīshí xìnxī rìyì zēngduō, dān kào “dǎtīng” xiǎnrán yǐjīng 

búgòu. Yúshì shèjí dào gèhánggèyè de zhuānyè zīxún gōngsī biàn 

yìngyùn’érshēng. 

P [With knowledge and information increasing every day, it is 

obviously not enough anymore to rely on "asking around" alone.] 

Yúshì ‘As a result’ Q [ professional consulting companies serving all 

kinds of industries came into being.] 

 

The distinctions between these connectives have been defined in terms of 

subjectivity, more precisely, in terms of the prototypical subjectivity features 

of the integral causality aspects (see Section 4.3.1). An interesting and 

unanswered question is whether each connective’s subjectivity profile is 

reflected in the interpretations that untrained, non-expert (in other words, 

naïve) informants make of the connectives. In other words, will the features 

annotated in corpus studies, and the conclusions that have been drawn be 

validated? To answer this question, we set up a crowdsourcing experiment in 

which naïve participants were asked to select a best-fit connective to express 

a causal relation, which is subjective or objective in accordance with the pre-

defined features.  

We expect the main findings to be reflected in the crowdsourcing 

experiment. Our hypotheses about the choices of the participants between the 

connectives in our experiment are as follows: 

 

1) kějiàn will be chosen to express predominantly causal relations with 

a subjective profile,  

2) yúshì will be chosen to express predominantly causal relations with 

an objective profile,  

3) suǒyǐ and yīncǐ will be chosen in both profiles, yet  

4) compared to suǒyǐ, yīncǐ will be chosen relatively more often in the 

objective profile.  

  

4.2 Crowdsourcing experimentation and discourse annotation 

 

Crowdsourcing, as it is called, is the act of engaging the “crowd”, a 

nonspecific public group, to accomplish a task which was once designated to 

just a specialized few (cf. Howe, 2008; Crowdsourcing, n.d.). It is a sourcing 
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model originally used in industry, but now also commonly used in academia. 

In various research fields, among which natural language studies, the 

crowdsourced data have proved to be at least as reliable as data by experts. 

For example, Zaidan and Callison-Burch (2011) obtained near professional-

quality translation (as by professional translation agencies) for an Urdu-to-

English translation task by non-professional translators using Amazon 

Mechanical Turk (MTurk). In natural language annotation tasks for word 

similarity, recognizing textual entailment, word sense disambiguation and the 

like, non-expert annotations collected with MTurk all showed high agreement 

with existing gold standard labels provided by expert annotators (Snow et al., 

2008).  

More recently, the crowdsourcing approach has gained attention in 

discourse annotation studies. First of all, in a connective insertion task, the 

reliability of the crowdsourcing method for annotating discourse coherence 

relations was tested and proved (Scholman & Demberg, 2017a). In this study, 

six types of annotated discourse relations from both the Penn Discourse 

Treebank (PDTB, Prasad et al., 2008) and the Rhetorical Structure Theory 

Discourse Treebank (RST-DT, Carlson et al., 2003) were assigned to 

participants recruited with Prolific Academic (a crowdsourcing platform 

alternative to MTurk tailored for academic research). They were asked to 

indicate their interpretation of the relations by inserting a connective from a 

list of candidate connectives. The results were consistent with the expert 

annotations available in the two corpora. Another study reports a rapid and 

successful development of a Japanese corpus with discourse annotations using 

a two-stage crowdsourcing approach: (i) first determine the existence of a 

discourse relation between a clause pair of segments and (ii) then label it 

(Kawahara et al., 2014). Also, through crowdsourcing experimentation, it was 

found that a conjunction, and sometimes more than one valid connection 

between discourse units, can often be inferred alongside an explicit discourse 

adverbial (Rohde et al., 2015; Rohde et al., 2016). Another finding is that 

examples and specifications in discourse can have both elaborative and 

argumentative interpretations for readers. In other words, conjunctions not 

only function to illustrate/specify a situation but also to provide an argument 

for a claim (Scholman & Demberg, 2017b). Another relevant finding is that 

the Spanish causal connective puesto que ‘given that’ is preferred more than 

porque ‘because’ when native speakers express subjective relations in 

discourse (Santana et al., accepted).  
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Crowdsourcing discourse annotations has many advantages. First, it is 

commonly recognized as a more efficient and economical way to collect large 

amount of data, as well as a large number of respondents, since naïve 

participants are more “widely available” (Krippendorff, 2004). This 

subsequently helps to decrease considerably the individual bias generated in 

annotation tasks that are usually performed when only a limited set of 

annotators is used (Artstein & Poesio, 2005, 2008). Moreover, the non-expert 

background of participants prevents them from performing under influence of 

implicit or tacit expert knowledge (Riezler, 2014) and helps them to base their 

judgments on the intuition and knowledge developed in the actual use of 

language as a native speaker.  

In addition, in the current study, by conducting the connective insertion 

task, the so-called framework bias can also be avoided since participants do 

not need to follow a specific codebook as in traditional annotation tasks 

(Riezler, 2014; Scholman & Demberg, 2017a). The findings, therefore, 

provide insights into the subjectivity of Mandarin result connectives from a 

different perspective. It thus contributes to and complements our 

understanding gained from corpus-based studies, in which the annotation is 

conducted by a limited number of expert or trained annotators following a 

defined theoretical framework.  

 

4.3 Method 

 

The current experiment was hosted by LingoTurk, which is “an open-source, 

freely available crowdsourcing client/server system aimed primarily at 

psycholinguistic experimentation” and “enables user-friendly local hosting of 

experiments as well as condition management and participant exclusion” 

(Pusse et al., 2016, p. 57). We have made use of an existing paradigm, which 

has been employed in studies in Santana et al. (accepted) and Scholman and 

Demberg (2017a, 2017b). 

 

4.3.1 Material and experimental design 

 

The materials used in the experiment consisted of two parts: experimental 

relations (causal) and filler relations (concessive and instantiation). All were 

extracted from the sub-corpus of newspaper texts of LDC95T13 (Wu, 1995). 

We have confined our material selection to feature articles to have consistency 

in writing style. Using only newspaper texts was deemed sufficient as the 
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register for material extraction because it guarantees that participants are not 

influenced by style variations, and we know from other studies that the 

fundamental subjectivity profile of a causal connective does not vary with 

register variation (Xiao et al., 2021, Chapter 2; submitted, Chapter 3). 

Therefore, the results are generalizable to other registers.  

To investigate whether the subjectivity profile of a causal relation has an 

influence on participants’ choice of connective, we created two conditions: 

subjective and objective, namely, the argument-claim relations and the cause-

consequence relations. We chose experimental items that are as unambiguous 

as possible with respect to three aspects that are crucial to defining the 

subjectivity profile of a causal relation (cf. Xiao et al., submitted, Chapter 3).  

The first aspect is the propositional attitude expressed in the consequent. 

A causal relation represents a causal link between a cause segment and a result 

segment. The result segment can express different propositional attitudes. In 

example (1), it expresses an inference or a conclusion (“there are often mice 

in this room”), whereas in example (3) it expresses a fact (“professional 

consulting companies serving all kinds of industries came into being”). The 

second aspect is the identity of the subjectivity of consciousness (SoC), i.e., 

the person “whose intentionality is conceptualized as the ultimate source of 

the causal event, be it an act of reasoning or some ‘real-world’ activity” 

(Pander Maat & Sanders, 2000, p. 64). For example, in example (1), the causal 

relation has to refer to the speaker for interpretation; in example (2), it is the 

third-person character he, the president, who comes to decide “to purchase a 

lot of […]” in the cause situation “ steel prices will […]”; in example (3), no 

SoC is responsible for the fact that “professional consulting companies […] 

came into being”. The third aspect is about the linguistic reference to the SoC. 

In example (1), the speaker remains implicit, yet the character “he” in example 

(3) is referred to explicitly in the utterance. 

For the subjective condition, we used relations that encode a maximum 

degree of subjectivity with regard to the above three aspects: a 

claim/conclusion as the result, from the perspective of the speaker SoC, who 

remains implicit (argument-claim relation). Relations in the objective 

condition encode the maximum degree of objectivity: they express a factual 

result that does not involve the intentionality of an SoC (non-volitional content 

relation) or an act that is performed intentionally by a character SoC, who is 

explicitly referred to in the utterance (volitional content relation).  

Sometimes it was necessary to simplify the fragments for experimental 

purposes (e.g., deleting some attributive or adverbial phrases), but care was 
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taken that this did not affect the naturalness of the phrasing, the 

appropriateness of the connective in the context. The goal of the adaption was 

to help participants focus on the judgment task while not much distracted by 

specific writing styles.  

This procedure resulted in selecting 24 subjective causal relations 

(originally marked with kějiàn, suǒyǐ and yīncǐ, eight for each connective) and 

24 objective causal relations (originally marked with suǒyǐ, yīncǐ and yúshì, 

also eight for each). Fragments originally marked with kějiàn and yúshì occur 

only in one condition because the former is highly specified in expressing 

subjective relations and the latter specializes in expressing objective relations 

(Li et al., 2013; Xiao et al., submitted, Chapter 3). The 48 experiment items 

were equally divided over two lists, each containing 12 subjective items (4 

kějiàn, 4 suǒyǐ and 4 yīncǐ) and 12 objective items (4 suǒyǐ, 4 yīncǐ and 4 yúshì).  

In addition, we selected 16 filler items: eight concessive relations marked 

with dànshì ‘but’ and eight instantiation relations marked with bǐrú ‘for 

example’. These items were chosen because they are distinctive from the test 

items with regard to the semantic relationship holding between two 

connecting segments. Dànshì and bǐrú are the most prototypical markers 

expressing respectively concessive and instantiation relations, and they stand 

out quite clearly from the test connectives in the sense of semantics as well. 

These 16 filler items were placed randomly in both lists, resulting in two 40-

item lists in the end.  

To facilitate interpretation of the coherence relations, one context 

sentence (C1/C2) was provided, respectively, before and after the two 

segments that are linked to each other, i.e., the antecedent P and the 

consequent Q. Thus, each item takes the form of C1 + P // potential connective 

// Q + C2. While displaying each item, the two context sentences were greyed 

out and the two segments were in black font. In doing so, participants could 

focus on the task of choosing a connective, while at the same time using the 

contextual information for a precise judgment and interpretation. Before and 

after the potential connective, punctuation marks that were present in the 

original fragment were removed and double slashes ( // ) were added to avoid 

a possible influence of punctuation marks on the participants’ choice of a 

particular connective. We also paid attention that none of the candidate 

connectives, or their synonyms such as rán'ér vs dànshì, both meaning 

“but/however”, appeared anywhere in the experimental items. All original 

connectives were stripped from the fragments.  
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Examples (4), (5) and (6) are examples of experimental items, which 

illustrate respectively the subjective condition (conclusion Q, implicit speaker 

SoC), the objective condition with a factual Q involving no SoC, and another 

objective condition with physical act Q and explicit character SoC (he, the 

president). 

 

(4) Zhè jǐ nián, jīnshuǐcūn zài zhuǎnràng tǔdì shǐyòngquán, pāimài 

cūnbànqǐyè guòchéng zhōng shōurù le 100 duō wàn yuán. 

In the past few years, Village Jīnshuǐ has earned more than one million 

yuan in the process of transferring rights of land use and auctioning 

village-running enterprises. 

 

Zhè 100 duō wàn yuán de shōurù shì yǐ cūnlǐ fùchū làiyǐshēngcún de 

tǔdì hé cūnbànqǐyè wéi dàijià délái de //________ // zhè bǐ qián de zài 

tóurù kějiù fēitóngxiǎokě le. 

P This income of more than 1 million yuan was obtained at the 

expense of the land and village enterprises that the village relied on 

//________ // Q the reinvestment of this money is simply  

not a small issue. 

 

Àn guīdìng, cūn jítǐ shōurù yìngdāng yòng yú jiàn jítǐ qǐyè ānzhì láolì, 

xiū qiáo pūlù děng gōngyì shìyè. 

According to the regulations, the collective income of the village 

should be used for the construction of collective enterprises to resettle 

labor, for repairing bridges, paving roads and other public welfare 

undertakings. 

  

(5) Dāngjīn shèhuì fēngōng yuè lái yuè xì, “géháng rú géshān”.  

Social division of labor is getting more and more fine-grained 

nowadays, "different trades being separated as by mountains." 

 

Suízhe zhīshì, xìnxī rìyì zēngduō, dān kào “dǎtīng” xiǎnrán yǐjīng 

bùgòu //________ // shèjí dào gèhánggèyè de zhuānyè zīxún gōngsī 

biàn yìngyùnérshēng. 

P With knowledge and information increasing every day, it is 

obviously not enough anymore to rely on "asking around" alone 

//________ // Q professional consulting companies serving all  

kinds of industries came into being. 
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Zīxún gōngsī zhújiàn chéngwéi běijīng de rèmén hángdang.  

Consulting gradually became a popular business in Beijing. 

(6) Gōngsī zài dàguīmó jiànshè shí, zhèng zhí shìjiè gāngtiě shēngchǎn 

de dīgǔ. 

The company was under large-scale construction when the world’s 

steel production was right at the bottom status. 

 

Zǒngcái gēnjù duì gāngtiě shìchǎng de yùcè, rènwéi guò jǐ nián hòu 

gāngtiě jiàgé yīdìng huì shàngzhǎng //________ // tā juédìng gòuzhì 

dàliàng liánjià shèbèi, guǒduàn shàngmǎ. 

P According to the prediction for the steel market, the president 

believed that steel prices would rise in a few years //________ // Q he 

decided to purchase a lot of cheap facilities to start decisively. 

 

Shìshí zhèngmíng dāngshí de yùcè shì wánquán zhèngquè de. 

As it turned out that the predictions at the time were completely 

correct. 

 

 

4.3.2 Participants 

 

A total of 151 native Chinese speakers (52 males; 98 females) participated in 

the experiment. They were recruited from two university-based WeChat 3 

groups in the Netherlands: Radboud University Nijmegen and Leiden 

University, with respectively 316 and 251 members at the time of distributing 

the experiment. Each participant was assigned a unique ID and was paid 4 

euros. Participants were randomly attributed to one of the two lists. 70 

participants (41 from Nijmegen, 29 from Leiden) completed list 1, 81 

participants (46 from Nijmegen, 35 from Leiden) completed list 2. The age of 

the participants ranges from 19 to 38, and their education level ranges from 

undergraduate to doctoral degrees. None of them reported growing up in a 

bilingual background (Chinese and a foreign language) or any reading 

disorder.  

 

 
3 WeChat (Wēixìn) is a Chinese messaging and social media app. It is the most widely and 

actively used app, with over 1 billion monthly active users across the world. 
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4.3.3 Procedure 

 

The experiment was hosted by LingoTurk (Pusse et al. 2016).4 The two lists 

of materials were published via two separate URLs. Participants completed 

individually one of the two lists. The presentation order of the items in each 

batch was randomized to avoid order effects. Researchers could keep track of 

the experiment progress through two other URLs. The experiment conforms 

completely to the standard experimental research into linguistic judgement of 

language fragments defined by the Ethics Assessment Committee Humanities 

(EACH) of Radboud University (https://www.ru.nl/eac-humanities/). 

On the first page, participants were presented with an introduction to the 

study. Next, they were presented with the consent form and informed that they 

could quit the experiment at any point without giving any reason. Upon 

accepting the consent form, they were asked cordially to provide background 

information on the following page: gender, age, nationality, level of education, 

whether or not raised in childhood in a bilingual environment (Chinese and a 

foreign language), and whether they had ever been diagnosed with a reading 

disorder. Then they entered the experiment interface (Figure 1 below), which 

contains a short instruction, a box with six candidate connectives, an extra 

button for manual answers, and a discourse fragment.  

   Figure 1. Screenshot of the experiment interface on LingoTurk 

 
4 We thank Erwin Komen from the Humanties Lab (Faculty of Arts, Radboud University) 

for his tremendous help in implementing the experiment.  
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Participants were asked to read the fragment carefully and then to “drag 

and drop” the connective in the box that best signaled the coherence relation 

between the two segments in black font, while taking into account the 

contextual sentences in grey font. Selecting a connective was mandatory in 

that participants could not proceed without such a choice. However, 

participants could click on the button dōu búshì ‘none of these’ and manually 

type in a connective that was more proper. In case they change their mind at 

this point, they could click on the button fǎnhuí ‘return’. Then they could use 

the “drag and drop” function again. The average time for completing the task 

is 00:17:00 for list 1 and 00:16:58 for list 2.  

 

 

4.4 Results 

 

4.4.1 Data cleaning  

 

We succeeded in collecting data from 151 individual participants. The system 

registered two different submissions by one single participant, whose 

background information was also missing. Therefore, both submissions from 

this participant were excluded. Choices by the remaining 150 participants 

(6000 observations) are presented in Figure 2 below. It shows that the 

distinction between the filler and the experimental items is successful. There 

is hardly any variation within the two filler categories, whereas all four causal 

connectives were elicited frequently in the causal relations. 

To evaluate more precisely the quality of the answers from the 150 

participants, we employed a double-check strategy. First, we set 80% as the 

baseline of agreement between the semantics of the inserted connectives by 

participants and the semantics of the original items, i.e. causal, concessive, or 

instantiation. Eleven participants did not meet this baseline. Second, we 

checked the manual answers (if any) provided by these eleven participants. It 

was found that five participants filled in connectives that are synonyms of 

those expected from the candidate connective list. Most manual answers 

occurred in the concessive relation: participants used rán'ér, kěshì, kě, or dàn 

in place of dànshì, all meaning ‘but/however’; some occur in the instantiation 

relation: lìrú was used where bǐrú was expected, both meaning ‘for 

example/instance’. 
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Figure 2. Frequencies and percentages of participants’ answers in the test causal relations and 

two filler categories of concessive and instantiation relations. The answer ‘other’ refers to the 

connectives manually typed in by the participants. 

 

These alternative answers are sensible and fit in the items well. Therefore, 

the data of these five participants were kept. The other six participants, when 

providing a manual answer, chose semantically unrelated answers. Their data 

then were removed from the complete dataset. This left us with 144 

participants. One other participant’s data were removed because he/she 

inserted yīncǐ for almost all the causal relations: 22 out of 24 (92%). All in all, 

the data of 143 participants were maintained.  

One item, a causal relation from list 2, was deleted because it generated 

only four observations of causal connectives from the 74 participants in this 

group. Apparently, the semantics of this item was rather ambiguous: having 

no causal interpretation for most of the participants. 

To sum up, one test item (originally with the connective suǒyǐ) and seven 

participants’ submissions were discarded in the end, resulting in a final dataset 

of 5646 observations.  
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The remaining 47 test items generated 3358 observations (summed up in 

Table 1 below), which were predominantly causal connectives kějiàn, suǒyǐ, 

yīncǐ and yúshì (3153 out of the cleaned-up dataset, 93.9%). The others are 

filler connectives bǐrú ‘but’ and dànshì ‘for instance’, and “other” (the 

manually inserted answers by using the “none of these” button). As choices 

for non-causal connectives were relatively rare (6.1% in total) and did not 

display any pattern, they were left out from the statistical analyses. 

  
Table 1. Summary of participants’ answers for the 47 test items 

 

 Causal 
connective 

Filler 
connective 

Other  Total  

Answers  kějiàn  suǒyǐ yīncǐ  yúshì  bǐrú  dànshì  manual   

Frequency  602 836 1075 640    51 79 75 3358 

Percentage  17.9% 24.9% 32.0% 19.1%   1.5% 2.4% 2.2% 100% 

Total  3153 (93.9%)   130 75 3358 

 

 

4.4.2 Cluster analysis and model selection 

 

The test items were selected based on their subjectivity profiles (cf. Section 

4.3.1), half of them being objective and the other half subjective. If the 

assumption is correct that the subjective-objective distinction with regard to 

the three aspects is the sole element influencing participants’ decisions, we 

would expect that the answers given by the participants reflect such a binary 

distinction. In order to check this assumption, we carried out a hierarchical 

cluster analysis using Ward’s method in SPSS 23. The input were frequencies 

of the four connectives that participants have chosen for each of the 47 test 

items. Interestingly, the dendrogram below (Figure 3) suggests two 

interpretable distinctions of these items: 3 clusters and 5 clusters. In addition, 

a two-way split does not coincide with the two conditions assumed in the 

experiment (15 items in the left cluster, the remaining 32 in the right cluster).  

To compare the quality of the original condition (subjective vs objective) 

and the two cluster solutions (i.e., the three-way and five-way splits of the test 

items suggested by the hierarchical cluster analysis), we used generalized 

linear mixed-effects regression with the logit link function and random 

intercepts for items and participants (package lme4 in R, Baayen et al., 2008; 

R Core Team, 2017). 
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Figure 3. Dendrogram figure produced in the hierarchical cluster analysis defining the 
clustering of the 47 test causal items (Ward linkage; chi square distances) 

 

The dependent variable was the participants’ choice for a particular 

connective versus its three alternatives, i.e. kějiàn vs non-kějiàn, yúshì vs non-

yúshì, suǒyǐ vs non-suǒyǐ, and yīncǐ vs non-yīncǐ. The three models contain as 

a fixed effect predictor (1) the binary subjective-objective condition, (2) the 

three-cluster solution, and (3) the five-cluster solution.  

 
Table 2. Results of anova comparing the fits of 2 condition-, 3 cluster- and 5 cluster-model 

for predicting the answers of kějiàn, yúshì, suǒyǐ and yīncǐ, with three criteria for model fit 
(AIC, BIC, deviance) 

 df AIC BIC  logLik deviance Chisq df Pr(>Chisq) 

kějiàn_2cond. 4 1446.6  1470.8 -719.30 1438.6    

kějiàn _3clus. 5 1444.1  1474.3 -717.03 1434.1 4.5378 1  0.033  

kějiàn _5clus. 7 1408.9 1451.3 -697.45 1394.9 39.1564 2 < .001  

yúshì _2cond. 4 1895.7 1919.9 -943.83 1887.7    

yúshì _3clus. 5 1868.9 1899.2 -929.43 1858.9 28.796 1 < .001 

yúshì _5clus. 7 1851.1 1893.5 -918.53  1837.1 21.808  2 < .001  

suǒyǐ_2cond. 4 3149.8 3174.0 -1570.9  3141.8     

suǒyǐ_3clus. 5 3107.6 3137.8 -1548.8  3097.6 44.255  1 < .001 

suǒyǐ_5clus. 7 3091.3 3133.7 -1538.7  3077.3 20.220  2 < .001  

yīncǐ _2cond. 4 3671.7  3695.9 -1831.8 3663.7    

yīncǐ _3clus. 5 3622.0 3652.3 -1806.0 3612.0 51.681 1 < .001  

yīncǐ _5clus. 7 3604.4 3646.8 -1795.2  3590.4 21.582  2 < .001  
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Results from all models showed a significant effect of the predictors on 

distinguishing the connectives (see also the reports in the appendix). To 

compare the fits of the three models, we applied the anova function. The 

results are presented in Table 2. All three indices for all four connectives 

indicate the superiority of the five-cluster solution. AIC, BIC, and the 

deviance score obviously decrease going from the two-way to the five-way 

categorization.  

Figure 4 below gives an overview of the distribution of the four 

connectives in five clusters. It shows that in cluster 1, participants had a clear 

preference for yúshì; the preference in cluster 2 was for yīncǐ (along with a 

moderate amount of yúshì); in cluster 4, suǒyǐ and yīncǐ were equally 

predominant; in cluster 5, kějiàn, suǒyǐ and yīncǐ were all frequently used; in 

cluster 3, kějiàn is the sole preferred connective.  

Figure 4. Clustering of participants' answers and the percentages of the  
connectives that participants have chosen in each cluster 

 

To sum up, yúshì and kějiàn appear to be clearly different from each other. 

The former is chosen mainly in clusters 1 and 2, while the latter occurred 

almost exclusively in clusters 3 and 5. Suǒyǐ and yīncǐ are more widely used 

and similar to a large extent, and both stood out clearly in cluster 4. Yet they 

also differ in that yīncǐ has been preferred to suǒyǐ in both clusters 1 and 2. 

These observations suggest that the four connectives can be distinguished in 
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terms of subjectivity, as suggested in previous corpus studies: yúshì and kějiàn 

form a clear contrast; suǒyǐ and yīncǐ are two connectives in-between, the 

latter being relatively objective compared to the former. Yet the significantly 

superior model of five-clustering results suggests that other linguistic factors 

are at work that account for further distinctions between the connectives. This 

raises the issue what these other factors are, and how they moderate the 

subjectivity differences between the connectives.  

 

 

4.4.3 Interpreting the five-cluster solution 

 

The five clusters of test items, based on the participants’ answers, are 

presented in Figure 5 below with the relative proportion of the causality 

categories.  

Figure 5. Clustering of the items and the proportion of the causality categories in terms of 

subjectivity in each cluster. Argument-claim relations are items representing the subjective 

condition; cause-consequence relations, both volitional content and non-volitional content, 

represent the objective condition. 
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To find out the potential factors that contribute to this pattern, an 

exploratory analysis was made of the test items cluster by cluster. An 

interesting observation was that the occurrence and the quality of modality 

words in the result segment of each item seem to vary across the clusters. 

Specifically, in cluster 4, where both the subjective (argument-claim) and the 

objective (volitional/non-volitional cause-consequence) items have been 

clustered together, a considerable amount of modality words occur (8 out of 

14, i.e., 57.1%). These are all expressions with hedging meanings, for example, 

yīnggāi/kěyǐ ‘should/might’, xiǎndé ‘seem to be’, and duōshǎo ‘more or less’. 

Modality words were also observed in subjective clusters 5 and 3 (both 33.3%). 

However, those in cluster 5 are hedging expressions like in cluster 4, 

whereas the ones found in cluster 3 were zhàoyàng ‘just the same/without 

exception’ and jiùshì ‘definitely/surely’, which express a high degree of 

certainty about the result. That difference between the modality words in these 

two clusters is understandable, if we take into account the connectives that 

participants have preferred respectively: they chose kějiàn exclusively in 

cluster 3, whereas suǒyǐ and yīncǐ together were the connectives of preference 

in cluster 5 (cf. Figure 4 above). Lastly, no modality words were found in any 

of the items in clusters 1 and 2, which contain only objective relations.  

It is quite promising that both the subjectivity profile of the clustering 

items and the (class of) modality words qualifying the subjectivity profile have 

a joint influence on participants’ performance. How can we get a better insight 

into the relationship between the five clusters and the decisive features that 

determine the split? 

To get a better understanding, we carried out a correspondence analysis 

on the answer frequencies of the four connectives per item using the R 

package FactotoMineR (Le et al., 2008). The result was that two dimensions 

are sufficient to explain 93.7% of the total variation contained in the data. The 

relationship between items and connectives can be visualized in a two-

dimensional bi-plot, cf. Figure 6.  

The two-dimensional pattern in Figure 6 below shows a remarkable 

pattern. First of all, the five clusters have their own spots, filling in the space 

in the two dimensions. The best description of their distribution seems to be 

that it is V-shaped (in terms of the visual image). The first dimension seems 

to represent the subjectivity dimension ranging between purely objective (i.e. 

yúshì) and purely subjective (i.e. kějiàn). The second dimension can be 

described as certainty about the causality relation involved. Why is certainty 

an additional dimension and not simply part of the first dimension? The 
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explanation seems to be that this certainty or lack of it involves (un)certainty 

about the causal relation itself, and, by implication, (un)certainty about the 

subjectivity or objectivity of the causal link.  
 

 
Figure 6. Bi-plot from the correspondence analysis on the answer frequencies of the 
connectives per item; the bi-plot localizes the connectives (represented in their written form) 
and the items (represented by dots; the dot colors represent the cluster).  

 

 

Below some specific examples are discussed to demonstrate how 

“certainty” moderates the relation between causality and subjectivity and, 

consequently, also influences participants decisions on choosing a particular 

connective. 

Item (7) expresses a subjective relation: the speaker claims that “these 

bronze figures are relics from the early years of the Western Han Dynasty”. 

His/her argument is that “in addition to the style of Qin culture, they also show 

characteristics of […]”. The argument-claim causality relation between the 

two segments, nevertheless, is hedged with the use of the modal verb yīnggāi 

‘should’ in the result segment (Q). Consequently, the speaker is also distant 

from the proposition of the claim he/she has made. That is, the subjective 

interpretation of the causal relation is hedged to some extent as well. Similarly, 

the modality word in item (8) plays a role in moderating the causality and the 
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subjectivity being encoded, but in the opposite way. The certainty of the claim, 

i.e., those who are […] still think that Cangnan Pomelo is good, is enhanced 

by the modality adverb zhàoyàng, which can be interpreted as ‘just the same 

(as everybody)’. The phrase explicates the speaker’s firm attitude toward this 

claim, on the basis of the argument “many overseas Chinese […] always 

brings a little bit to their relatives and friends abroad”.  

 

(7) Zhèxiē qīngtóngqì zàoxíng chú jùyǒu qín wénhuà de fēnggé wài, hái 

biǎomíngle xiàng hàndài guòdù de yīxiē shídài tèdiǎn //________ // 

yīnggāi shì xīhàn chū nián de yíwù. 

P [ In addition to the style of the Qin culture, these bronze figures also 

show some characteristics of the era of the transition to Han Dynasty] 

//________ // Q [(they) should be relics from the early years of the 

Western Han Dynasty.] 

 

(8) Xǔduō cóng zhèlǐ chūqù de hǎiwài yóuzǐ, zǒu de shíhòu zǒng yào gěi 

hǎiwài de qīnpéng hǎoyǒu dàishàng yīdiǎn //________ // chīguànle 

yáng shuǐguǒ de tāmen, zhàoyàng juédé cāngnán sìjì yòu hǎo. 

P [Many overseas Chinese who are originally from here always bring 

a little bit to their relatives and friends abroad] //________ // Q [those 

who are already used to foreign fruits still think, just the same as 

everybody, that Cangnan Pomelo is good.] 

 

 

4.5 Discussion and conclusion 

 

The connective insertion task was chosen as an alternative to manual 

annotation of corpus data to test hypotheses about the subjectivity profiles of 

Mandarin result connectives. The insertion task gives the opportunity to tap 

large numbers of naïve participants’ intuitions about the meaning and use of 

result connectives in Mandarin Chinese. This method provides us insight from 

a different perspective, and avoids the potential framework bias and the 

individual bias that are inherent to using expert analysts’ judgments in corpus 

analyses.  

The results of the task show clear differences between the connectives 

under investigation. If we look at the models with subjectivity condition as the 

predictor (Tables A1 to A4 in the appendix), participants clearly preferred 

kějiàn to express subjective relations, yúshì to express objective relations, and 
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suǒyǐ and yīncǐ to express both categories. The latter two connectives seem to 

differ in that yīncǐ has a less subjective profile than suǒyǐ: the logit coefficients 

for the objective condition show that the choice of yīncǐ (-0.646, in Table A4) 

is more likely than that of suǒyǐ (-1.427, in Table A3). Together, these results 

convincingly resonate the findings from the corpus studies on the four 

connectives (Li et al., 2013; Xiao et al., submitted, Chapter 3). Our hypotheses, 

therefore, were confirmed, which validates the findings from earlier corpus 

studies. 

A new finding resulted from the cluster analysis in combination with the 

correspondence analysis: the subjectivity-objectivity distinction between the 

causal relations is moderated by other contextual linguistic factors. In-depth 

analyses of the test items revealed that the presence or absence of modality 

words in the result segments differs systematically across the clusters, as does 

the meaning of these words with respect to the degrees of certainty they 

express. The patterns indicate that both the subjectivity condition of the 

causality event and the certainty expressed about the causal relation determine 

the connective preferred by the participants. 

Modality words expressing the subjective and objective evaluations of the 

causality event occur most often in cluster 4, the cluster with both subjective 

and objective relations, wherein the predominant choices are suǒyǐ and yīncǐ. 

Some also occur in the cluster that is primarily subjective (cluster 5), for which 

suǒyǐ and yīncǐ together account for the majority of the participants’ answers. 

The modality words found in the purely subjective cluster (cluster 3) express 

a high degree of certainty, or an affirmative attitude toward the causal relation, 

and here kějiàn is nearly the only connective being used. Yúshì is chosen 

almost only in the two purely objective clusters 1 and 2, wherein no modality 

words are present (cf. Figure 4 in Subsection 4.4.2; Figure 5 in Subsection 

4.4.3).  

Our conclusion is that the different types of modality words play a role in 

influencing participants’ preferences for suǒyǐ/yīncǐ versus kějiàn. This 

converges with the findings in a recent corpus study, in which distinctive 

collocational patterns were identified in the context of suǒyǐ versus that of 

kějiàn (Wei et al., submitted). More precisely, modal verbs expressing 

epistemic stance, such as kěnéng ‘may’ and yīnggāi ‘should’, were more often 

the collocates of suǒyǐ, whereas attitudinal stance markers, such as 

expressions of surprise like jìngrán ‘surprisingly’ were identified as collocates 

of kějiàn.  
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The co-occurrence patterns of modality words and connectives evidently 

contributes furthermore to our understanding of the causal connectives with 

respect to their expressive function of subjectivity. As linguistic devices 

expressing the (speaker’s) evaluation of, or attitude towards, the truth or 

likelihood of the expressed propositional content (e.g. Nuyts, 2001; Sanders 

& Spooren, 1996/2009; Traugott, 2011), modality words can be used to 

qualify the sub-/objectivity expressed in an utterance. The fact that the 

evaluative expressions (i.e. the epistemic modality) attract the choices for 

suǒyǐ and yīncǐ reflects the nonspecific character of the two connectives. Put 

differently, when the subjectivity or objectivity of the discourse relation is 

lexicalized in epistemic modality words, there is no need then to use a specific 

connective. The high-certainty or strong attitudinal modals, instead, express 

the causal status of the related discourse segments from a heavily personal 

perspective. Therefore, the subjective connective kějiàn stands out in such a 

context. Lastly, the absence of modality words in the objective relations 

expressed by yúshì is reasonable, considering the unambiguous objective 

character of yúshì that has been found in both corpus studies and the current 

experiment study.  

Our findings raise important questions for follow-up studies. The 

observations with respect to modality words indicate that there is still space 

for further refinement of the subjectivity model in Xiao and colleagues (2021, 

Chapter 2; submitted, Chapter 3), which was based on previous studies (e.g. 

Li et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016; Sanders & Spooren, 2015; Spooren et al., 2010). 

That is, we need to further investigate the role of modality words in enabling 

a finer-grained analysis of, as well as the distinctions between, the connectives 

with respect to subjectivity. What we have observed echoes the question raised 

in a series of studies on Spanish backward causal connectives porque 

‘because’, ya que ‘since’ and questo que ‘given that’ (Santana et al., 2017; 

Santana et al., 2018, accepted). In these studies, basically the same subjectivity 

model was used, and no significant distinctions were found between these 

connectives, which leads Santana (2019, p. 145) to propose to investigate 

“whether there is a relation between [additional] linguistic elements that 

express subjectivity and the use of causal connectives analyzed”.  

All in all, our study demonstrates that crowdsourcing experimentation is 

a valuable method to recruit naïve informants’ detailed judgments about the 

interpretation of causal connectives. The results show systematic differences 

with regard to the use of connectives in relations that differ in terms of 
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subjectivity, demonstrating that Mandarin Chinese speakers make use of 

subjectivity to encode and decode different types of causal relations.  

However, our study strongly suggests that a comprehensive model of 

subjectivity should include subjective elements at other places in the discourse 

than the connectives, because there may be a relation between the subjectivity 

expressed in connectives and the elements elsewhere in the discourse. There 

might even be a trade-off between these indicators and the use of connectives. 

For instance, when speakers use modality words to qualify the subjectivity 

encoded in a causal construal, it may no longer be necessary to use a subjective 

causal connective. Likewise, when segments in the discourse context do not 

contain elements evaluating the subjectivity or objectivity of a causal 

construal, speakers are likely to use a specific connective to express that causal 

relation. Analyzing this relationship more profoundly may be particularly 

promising for languages in which subjectivity seems not to be encoded 

substantially in the lexicon of causal connectives.  
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Appendix 3 Results of the generalized linear mixed effect models 

  

The following two sets of models have condition (subjective or objective) and 

five-clustering as fixed effect predictors, respectively. Both have participant 

and item as random factors.  

Each model has by default the first category of the predictor as the 

reference level (intercept). A positive value of the coefficient indicates that 

the connective is more likely to be chosen in the corresponding condition or 

cluster. A negative value of the coefficient indicates that the connective is less 

likely to be chosen.  

 

A. Following are results of the binary condition model: 
 
Table A1. Results of generalized linear mixed effect model for the choice of kějiàn vs the rest. 

 
Table A2. Results of generalized linear mixed effect model for the choice of yúshì vs the rest. 

 
Table A3. Results of generalized linear mixed effect model for the choice of suǒyǐ vs the rest. 

 
Table A4. Results of generalized linear mixed effect model for the choice of yīncǐ vs the rest. 

Fixed effect Estimate Std. Error Z Sig. 

Intercept -7.1365 0.8158 -8.747 < .001 

Subjective  6.271 0.9616  6.522 < .001 

Random effect Variance Std. Deviation  

Participant   0.2051  0.4529    
Item   6.2317  2.4963   

Fixed effect Estimate Std. Error Z Sig. 

Intercept -0.9733 0.3618 -2.690 0.007 
Subjective -3.7367 0.5787  -6.457 < .001 

Random effect Variance Std. Deviation  

Participant  0.2777 0.527   
Item  2.9120 1.706   

Fixed effect Estimate Std. Error Z Sig. 

Intercept -1.4265 0.2629 -5.425 < .001 
Subjective  0.1232 0.3696  0.333 0.739 

Random effect Variance Std. Deviation  

Participant   0.3242  0.5693    
Item  1.4761  1.2149    

Fixed effect Estimate Std. Error Z Sig. 

Intercept -0.6464 0.2350 -2.750 0.006 
Subjective  -0.5039 0.3368 -1.496 0.135 

Random effect Variance Std. Deviation  

Participant  0.121  0.3478   
Item  1.222 1.1054   
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B. Following are the results of the five-clustering model. 
 
Table B1. Results of generalized linear mixed effect model for the choice of kějiàn vs the rest. 

 
 
Table B2. Results of generalized linear mixed effect model for the choice of yúshì vs the rest. 

 
 

Table B3. Results of generalized linear mixed effect model for the choice of suǒyǐ vs the rest. 

 
 

Table B4. Results of generalized linear mixed effect model for the choice of yīncǐ vs the rest. 

Fixed effect Estimate Std. Error Z Sig. 

Intercept -6.901  1.066  -6.471 < .001 

Clus2  1.121 1.339   0.838   0.402 
Clus4  2.415  1.120   2.156   0.031 
Clus5  5.900  1.100   5.366 < .001 
Clus3  9.175 1.151   7.973 < .001 

Random effect Variance Std. Deviation  

Participant  0.211 0.459   
Item  0.839 0.916   

Fixed effect Estimate Std. Error Z Sig. 

Intercept  0.994 0.237  4.190 < .001 
Clus2 -1.855 0.366 -5.063 < .001 
Clus4 -4.322 0.342 -12.647 < .001 
Clus3 -4.765 0.494 -9.656 < .001 
Clus5 -5.308 0.421 -12.611 < .001 

Random effect Variance Std. Deviation  

Participant  0.305 0.552   
Item  0.400 0.632   

Fixed effect Estimate Std. Error Z Sig. 

Intercept -2.566 0.235 -10.913 < .001 
Clus3 -0.511 0.387 -1.318 0 .187 
Clus2  1.016 0.339   2.998  .003 

Clus5  1.533 0.288  5.331 < .001 
Clus4  2.484 0.279  8.914 < .001 

Random effect Variance Std. Deviation  

Participant  0.325 0.570   
Item  0.278 0.527   

Fixed effect Estimate Std. Error Z Sig. 

Intercept -1.456 0.185 -7.872 < .001 

Clus3 -2.291 0.412 -5.563 < .001 
Clus5  0.995 0.236  4.219 < .001 
Clus4  1.239 0.228  5.427 < .001 
Clus2  1.410 0.277  5.085 < .001 

Random effect Variance Std. Deviation  

Participant  0.119  0.345   
Item  0.199  0.446   
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Appendix 4 Fragments of coherence relations for the 

crowdsourcing experiment study.  

 

Presented below is the whole set of items used in the experiment, which 

consist of 48 fragments of causal coherence relations and 16 fragments of filler 

relations (8 instances of concession relations and instantiation relations, 

respectively). The 48 causal fragments are divided up equally in two lists with 

respect to the subjectivity condition, as well as the original connectives being 

used. The filler relations in both lists are the same.  

Please note that in the real experiment, the items are not presented as the 

order here, but are randomized.  

 

 

Fragments 1-8 are subjective relations with the original connective kějiàn 

‘therefore’.  

  

 

1. 全国正在开展除“六害”运动。 

卖淫嫖娼被列为“六害”之首 //_______ // 国家对这件事很重视。 

这也使人想起建国之初北京封闭妓院的那场运动。 

 

2. 这里人非常自信，说自己这“仙家名果”在不久的将来会走俏世界的。 

许多从这里出去的海外游子，走的时候总要给海外的亲朋好友带上一

点 //_______ // 吃惯了洋水果的他们，照样觉得苍南四季柚好。 

苍南四季柚是我国柚类优良品种之一。 

 

3. 中国的瓷器在世界上与丝绸齐名。 

新疆出土过耀瓷，英国、日本、埃及等地也都有耀州青瓷标本出土 

//_______ // 它的艺术魅力征服了半个世界。 

耀州青瓷刻花分直刀和斜刀，刀锋峻峭，线条流畅。 

 

4. 看看街上那些牵狗的富男阔女们！ 

有时，狗在人群中横冲直撞，吓得行人赶紧躲闪，狗主人却仍是大义

凛然 //_______ // 有狗没狗就是不一样。 

当然了，许多人养狗确是出于对宠物的喜爱，并不想招摇过市。 
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5. 中摩友谊世代相传 

摩洛哥有这样一句俗语: “饮茶不忘中国兄弟”//_______ // 茶是中

摩两国人民友谊的纽带。 

两国人民早在 800多年前就开始了友好往来。 

 

6. 古人虽讲究孝道，对自己祖先的言行也并非默默顺从。 

秦桧的子孙有的就不承认是他的后裔 //_______ // 一个人的好坏，

千百年后还影响着子孙。 

我们应该慎重对待自己的“遗产”。 

 

7. 坐椅是地摊上卖的那种塑料小椅子。 

墙角、桌子下放着毒饵 //_______ // 这屋常有耗子出没。 

看到这些，我简直无法把它与“高精尖”联系起来。 

 

8. 厦门歌仔戏团的很多成员并不赞成到广东拓展新市场。 

他们认为广东人接受歌仔戏的可能性不大//_______ // 行内人对厦门

地方戏能否走出厦门缺乏信心。 

其实黄梅戏最初也是地方戏，流传的范围不广。 

 

 

Fragments 9-16 are subjective relations with the original connective suǒyǐ 

‘so’.  

 

 

9. 采访中，我接触了很多旅客，也接触了铁路部门的一些职工。 

出门在外，尤其是春运高峰期间，铁路职工也和乘客一样，都挺不容

易 //_______ // 相互间都应该设身处地地为他人想想。 

这样就会少一点误会，多一点理解。少一点纷争，多一点平和。 

 

10. 如今，中国女排从世界第８名起步。 

到重新夺回世界冠军，或许一个奥运周期都不够用 //_______ // 明

年奥运会上即使没有中国女排身影，也别着急失望。 

全队目前最需要的是一个宽松的环境。 
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11. 陕西咸阳一农民在修房时发现了一组青铜器。 

这些青铜器造型除具有秦文化的风格外，还表明了向汉代过渡的一些

时代特点 //_______ // 应该是西汉初年的遗物。 

从外观上看，这些器具显得比较轻便，灵巧，适于日常生活。 

 

12. 电视并非容纳百川的艺术之母。 

一切艺术，都“嫁”给电视，也未必幸福美满 //_______ // 文学， 

又何必争“嫁”电视呢？ 

文学是“品”出来的。 

 

13. 加快老、少、边、穷 地区经济发展，布局规划是关键。 

西藏有许多优势可以发挥，就是缺乏人才 //_______ // 关键是如何

引进人才，稳住现有人才，培养人才。 

国家要采取特殊的倾斜政策，在工资、福利等方面有所优惠。 

 

14. 近两年的市场大战，给我们许多新的启示。 

两虎相斗，必有一伤或两败俱伤 //_______ // 做买卖应以和为贵。 

今天，更多的市场竞争不是两败俱伤，而是共同发展促进了市场的繁

荣。 

 

15. 到各个国家出差或旅游，通常都离不开出租车，乘出租车的礼仪最好

在当地问清楚。 

有的国家乘车还要付小费 //_______ // 应随身带一些零钱。 

另外，一般来讲，到一个陌生国家，先不要随意在街上叫出租车。 

 

16. 长征路上那些艰难跋涉、惊心动魄的场面几乎没有留下什么图像资

料。。 

这是他在延安参加苏区代表会议期间的合影，是距长征时间最近的一

幅照片//_______ // 显得很珍贵。 

在几十年的戎马生涯中，李老将军的好多东西都扔掉了，唯有这张照

片一直珍藏在身边。 

 

 

Fragments 17-24 are subjective relations with the original connective 

yīncǐ ‘for this (reason)’.  

 
 

17. 常言道：尊重别人，就是尊重自己。 

其实，与人方便，也正是与己方便 //_______ // 人与人相处，还是

把眼光放远一些好。 

人生苦短，何必你争我夺，斤斤计较。 
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18. 要成为高水平的自行车选手，还必须有集体意识。 

国际职业自行车比赛的赛期漫长，仅一两位尖子运动员是不可能在全

年每场比赛中都能赢得胜利的 //_______ // 团队的支持是相当重要

的。 

中国选手对这项运动更深层次的认识和参加国际大赛的经验还远远不

够，这些不是经过短时间的训练就能很快获得的。 

 

19. 真实是艺术的生命。对于进入千家万户的电视剧艺术来说，尤其是如

此。 

观众渴望从荧屏艺术中真实地了解历史、洞察现实 //_______ // 虚

假，既是对艺术的亵渎，也是对观众的不尊重。 

这是与我们所倡导的精品艺术背道而驰的。 

 

20. 世界体操锦标赛将在澳大利亚拉开战幕。 

很多名将也将在这次大赛中亮相 //_______ // 围绕着 12枚金牌展开

的争夺战，将会异常激烈和精彩。 

男子个人全能冠军的比赛更是众星云集。 

 

21. 体脑交替，是交替运动中的一个重要组成部分。 

人的大脑受训练越少，衰老也就越快 //_______ // 从事体育运动和

体力劳动的人，要常学习、多用脑。 

同样，从事脑力劳动的人，应该经常参加体育运动。 

 

22. 欧洲红外线天文观测卫星在距地球 3000光年的星际空间发现水蒸气和

氮气。 

这两种物质是地球生物体内不可缺少的 //_______ // 这至少表明，

在这一星际空间也可能会诞生生命。 

这是科学家第一次在星际空间发现水蒸气。 

 

 

23. 这几年，金水村在转让土地使用权、拍卖村办企业过程中收入了 100

多万元。 

这 100 多万元的收入是以村里付出赖以生存的土地和村办企业为代价

得来的 //_______ // 这笔钱的再投入可就非同小可了。 

按规定，村集体收入应当用于建集体企业，安置劳力、修桥铺路等公

益事业。 
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24. 李老将军跟我们讲到，红军时期的物质条件很差。。 

那个时候整个军团上下多很难找到一家照相机，当然更谈不上摄像机

了 //_______ // 长征路上那些惊心动魄的场面几乎没有留下什么图

像资料。 

这张照片是他在延安参加苏区代表会议期间同几个战友的合影，是距

长征时间最近的一幅照片。 

 

 

Fragments 25-32 are objective relations with the original connective suǒyǐ 

‘so’.  

 

 

25. 中国游泳的进步，一定程度上得益于科学地挑选人才。 

目前女队员平均身高为 1.72，比世界优秀选手的平均身高只差 2 厘米 

//_______ // 我们的女队员有多人名列世界排名的首席。 

男队员的平均身高则差了８厘米,在世界排名上亦有一定的差距。 

 

26. 密芒，俗称藏棋。 

在藏文中，“密”是“眼睛”的意思，“芒”是“众多”的意思 

//_______ // 密芒也被人们称为“多眼棋”或“多目之戏”。 

像围棋一样，密芒是历史悠久的棋种。 

 

27. 走街串巷逛二手市场，不仅休闲有趣，幸运的话还能低价买到很不错

的东西。 

卖东西的人，大多不以卖钱为目的，而意在处理闲置在家中的东西 

//_______ // 拍卖的物品都很便宜，还可以自由讨价还价。 

许多小孩也把个人的东西摆出来，守在摊子前兜售。 

 

28. 粟裕十六岁离开家乡，就再也没有回去过。 

离家前，他没有听长辈说过祖辈的情况，只听说粟姓是汉族 

//_______ // 他一直以为自己是汉族。 

解放后，随着民族政策的落实，一些群众纷纷要求更正族别。 

29. 该行为是否构成侵犯工厂的技术权益，需进行复查。 

目前复查工作仍在进行之中 //_______ // 李庆文的工资没有补发。 

待复查结论出来之后，再研究李的工资问题。 

 

30. 金庸、梁羽生、古龙、肖逸的作品仍是武侠小说最受欢迎的。 

相比而言，金庸、梁羽生的著作早已出齐，并多次再版 //_______ // 

去年的销量不如古龙、肖逸的作品。 

不少书摊的老板都说古龙的《绝代双骄》是一年中最抢手的书。 
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31. 未来的电子大学是一种虚拟的学习环境，专为非传统学生设计。 

所有的课程都是在虚拟的学习环境而不是实体的校园里完成 

//_______ // 在这种学校学习，学生可以不受时间和地点的限制。 

每个电子大学将开发出一种软件，它可以通告学生的学习进展情况，

评估学生们的学习成绩。 

 

32. 新中国成立后，吴桥向国内外杂技团体输送杂技人才 1600多人。 

他们有的担任了团长，有的成为艺术指导或教师 //_______ // 杂技

界流传一句话：没有吴桥人，不成杂技班。 

多少年来，四海为家的吴桥杂技艺人创建了独居特色的杂技文化，打

下了自己的天下。 
 

 

Fragments 33-40 are objective relations with the original connective yīncǐ 

‘for this (reason)’.  

 

 

33. 一个五岁的德国小男孩儿汤姆，在自己家中开办了“汤姆玩具出租公

司”。 

他认为，小朋友们从小就应该养成爱护财物的习惯 //_______ // 凡

是第一次来借玩具的，他都“警告”对方不得损坏，否则得掏出自己

储蓄罐的钱，原样买一个赔来。 

孩子对孩子说话，往往具有意想不到的作用。许多小孩儿借了汤姆的

玩具之后，变得爱惜东西。 

 

34. 形势逼人。 

法国倘若坚持拒签，就得承担破坏关贸总协定谈判的罪名 //_______ 

// 法国总理提出了『阶段性协议』的主张。 

其用意显而易见：与其成为众矢之的，不如把球踢给美国。 

 

35. 乐高公司的一位经理向我们做了简要介绍： 

积木玩具的基本构件是积木，主要对象是儿童 //_______ // 如何使

积木简单易拼和最能启迪儿童的想象力和创造力，便成为乐高公司无

尽的追求。 

过去几十年，公司不断对积木作改进。 
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36. 19日是星期五，加沙居民大多数去清真寺做礼拜，街上行人稀少。 

按照《选举法》规定，从今天早上７时起，所有候选人应停止一切竞

选活动 //_______ //大街小巷再也见不到有人散发和张贴竞选宣传材

料了。 

此次巴勒斯坦选举得到了国际社会的广泛支持，有 20余个国家派观察

团进入巴自治区。 

 

37. 每年寒假我都要回老家住一段时间。 

当支书的四叔给我讲了不少村里的事 //_______ // 对满堂家我多少

也有一些了解。 

他家原来住在黄河滩区，解放前，三年两载遭水灾。 

 

38. 从环境保护的角度看，牧场的作用则是不可估量的。 

它实际上是这片国土生态平衡的“钢铁卫士” //_______ // 澳大利

亚人对牧场极为精心地经营着。 

经过二百多年的开发，澳大利亚已有三分之二国土常年绿油油的。 

 

39. 《秦宫月》是写秦始皇和他的一个爱妃的故事。 

小说中的秦始皇是作为一位军队统帅而出现的 //_______ // 在他的

情感和行为之中，也就带上了普通人所不能理解的军人色彩。 

当然，这是一位身为帝王的军人。 

 

40. 政府为震后恢复追加预算合计达 6亿日元。 

这笔钱都用在了恢复公共事业上 //_______ // 公共事业在短时间内

基本得到复兴。 

相比之下，民用建筑的恢复却一再推迟。 
 

 

Fragments 41-48 are objective relations with the original connective yúshì 

‘thereupon/as a result’.  

 
41. 公司在大规模建设时，正值世界钢铁生产的低谷。 

总裁根据对钢铁市场的预测,认为过几年后钢铁价格一定会上涨 

//_______ // 决定购置大量廉价设备，果断上马。 

事实证明当时的预测是完全正确的。 

 

42. 马学文在当地卫生部门的支持下，把自己研制的药膏拿到市药检所化

验鉴定。 

（化验）结果证明对人无副作用 //_______ // 他就开始大胆地给别

人用药治病。 

名声传开，不光骨髓炎患者前来求医，骨质增生患者来得更多。 
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43. 乡亲们买盒火柴、称斤咸盐，都要掂量掂量兜里的钱。 

想到这些，郭志君觉得自己捧着铁饭碗，即便顿顿吃肉，也没有香味 

//_______ // 他辞去了煤矿的工作，回到了二泉地村。 

他的爱人对他这个决定也很支持。 

 

44. 负责人解释说：“里边装的是天然气，那是以气代油。” 

汉斯还是摇头，表示不能理解 //_______ // 那位负责人给汉斯讲起

铁人王进喜的故事。 

当年王铁人看见国家缺油，许多汽车背上了天然气包，心里很难过。 

 

45. 当今社会分工越来越细，“隔行如隔山”。 

随着知识、信息日益增多，单靠“打听”显然已经不够 //_______ // 

涉及到各行各业的专业咨询公司便应运而生。 

咨询公司逐渐成为北京的热门行当。 

 

46. 北京的一项调查显示，“逛街购物”在北京人周末外出的娱乐活动中

排首位。 

精明的商家盯住了这个发财的机会 //_______ // 双休日服务一条龙

等促销活动纷纷出台。 

据了解，有近 40%的人被各种商业活动所吸引，在购物上花更多的钱。 

 

 

47. 典雅壮观的人民广场，是一座没有围墙的公园。 

二十多年前，这里刚放养广场鸽时，好奇的市民有的追逐鸽子玩耍，

有的乱扔食物给鸽子 //_______ // 活泼的鸽子伤的伤，死的死。今

天，这种不文明行为已看不到。人与鸽友好相处，俨然一幅祥和的美

丽图画。 

 

48. 从此，墓碑一分为二，碑表立在墓上，志铭埋在墓中。 

墓碑的兴盛，诱发了王公贵族“流芳千古”的欲念 //_______ // 代

写碑文的行当逐渐吃香起来。 

某些文人专靠为人写碑文而大赚其钱。 
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Following are the fillers items: instantiation relations with the original 

connective bǐrú ‘for instance’ (No. 49-56) and concession relations with 

the original connective dànshì ‘but’ (No. 57-64).  

 

 

49. 许多人认为，腹泻一般是吃了不卫生的食物引起的。 

其实，可以引起腹泻的原因很多 //_______ // 急性腹泻，可以由七

种原因引发。 

第一是由细菌引起，第二是由病毒感染引起，第三是由。。。 

 

50. 有专家认为，中医用药的疗效也就是中药饮片的疗效。 

不同规格的饮片具有不同的药效 //_______ // 中药半夏就有生半夏、

清半夏等。 

上海地区还有仙半夏和宋半夏等规格。 

 

51. 单亲家庭的孩子容易感到精神上的空虚与寂寞。 

父母每天应抽出一定的时间陪陪孩子 //_______ // 一起聊聊天，做

些娱乐活动。 

此外，还应鼓励孩子多交一些朋友。 

52. 在中国历史上，不少朝代都专门设有“谏臣”或“谏官”这个官位。 

有些开明的皇帝，确实能注意听取来自下属的诤言 //_______ // 唐

太宗李世民，就是比较突出的一个。当时的谏议大夫魏征给唐太宗的

谏言，不少都被采纳。 

 

53. 从“贵族气派”说开去： 

某些文化旅游，其实并没有什么文化，倒透着一种庸俗的情趣 

//_______ // 有的旅游点开辟了新的项目：坐八抬大轿，品宫廷御点。 

体会过的人都知道，所谓御制点心，不过是硬如砖头的小月饼。 

 

54. 被曝光的产品有的原价退回，有的进行了更换。 

这些产品小到儿童玩具，大到家用电器，都发现了不少问题 

//_______ // 有的玩具因质量问题，容易伤害儿童或对儿童健康不利。 

只要用户觉得“不安全”的产品都要受到检查和处理。 

 

55. 欧盟工作语言有 9种，它给同声传译带来的困难是可想而知的。 

有些小语种必须通过第三种语言才能让人听懂 //_______ // 为了让

希腊人能听懂丹麦语，得先将丹麦语译成德语，然后再译成希腊语。 

多一道工序自然就要多费一些时间。 
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56. 墨西哥城地铁线路多，车站多，换乘站也多。 

为便于人们辨认，地铁管理部门想了很多办法 //_______ // 用数字

给线路编号并标以不同的颜色。 

这些举措给行人，特别是游客，带来了极大的便利。 

 

 

57. 温州的同志懂得这个道理，率先改革了接待方式。 

他们的每一项具体做法未必适合各地情况 //_______ // 那种讲简朴、

讲效率的作风，值得大大提倡。 

这既是廉政的要求，也是对接受招待干部的爱护。 

 

58. 破除封建迷信的丧葬陋习，是社会进步、文明的一个显著标志。 

目前，大城市已全面推行火葬 //_______ // 在广大农村，火化率还

不高，丧葬陋习还未完全破除。 

近些年还有所滋长，有的地方出现大量占用良田建坟的事。 

 

59. 目前，在我国电视广告中，可谓“明星广告热”最红火。 

明星给企业做广告，对于宣传企业产品、提高明星自身的知名度，都

能起到较好的作用 //_______ // 也应当看到，明星广告中也存在着

一些使人忧虑的问题。 

某些明星，对自己所宣传的产品，从质量到性能都毫无所知,便在广

告中大加赞许。 

 

60. 有的人重友爱，有的人颇富同情。 

谁心中的情与爱也不可能包罗万象 //_______ // 当我捧读《女性的

极地》之后，却被书中所展现出的博爱深深地震撼了！ 

作为女性，她的心中富有着情爱与母爱。 

 

61. 我们不稀罕钱，只想看看县剧团有啥好戏。 

这些年我们农民富了 //_______ // 文化生活实在太穷了。 

剧团上下都被农民们这股痴情感动了，腾出时间到这个村演出了四天

四夜。 

 

62. 鲁迅的挚友 不倦的战士： 

茅盾同志去世前几年，经常在病中 //_______ // 凡是我们认为必须

请他考虑的问题，他从来没有推托过。筹备成立鲁迅研究学会的时候，

许多同志都认为应该推选茅盾同志为会长。 
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63. 人们普遍以为大学生的素质高。 

一般来讲，高学历的人应该有高素质 //_______ // 高素质和高学历

并非完全等同。 

仅有较丰富的科学文化知识、技能，未必就是高素质。 

 

64. 陈炳荣总爱看书、浏览画报，不断琢磨新的发式。 

有一回，他从一本画报上看到一个外国人的发型丝纹自然而华美 

//_______ // 总觉得还缺了点什么。 

一时琢磨得入神，忘了炉上煮的饭。 
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Chapter 5 

 

Understanding double marking causal constructions in 

Mandarin discourse: subjectivity and beyond1 

 

 

 5.1 Introduction 

 

Unlike many languages in the world, Chinese allows three explicit marking 

patterns 2 of the coherence relation within a complex sentence (fùhé jù): 

sentence initial marking, sentence medial marking, and the combination of 

both (Liu, 2003, p. 317 & Zhu, 1982, pp. 217-218, referred to in Chu & Tao, 

2008). In this study, the first two patterns are referred to as single marking, 

the second as double marking, which can be illustrated via examples (1)-(3), 

respectively.  

 

(1) Yīnwèi P [Ø zhù dé jìn, Q Ø chánghuì zài mǎi cài lùshàng xiāng yù.] 

Yīnwèi ‘because’ P [(they) live close to each other, Q (they) often 

encounter (each other) on the way to grocery shopping.] 

 

(2) P [Zài chuántǒng guānniàn zhōng wǎngwǎng rènwéi liǎng hǔ xiāng 

dòu, bì yǒu yì shāng huò liǎngbàijùshāng,] suǒyǐ, Q [zuò mǎimài yīng 

yǐ hé wéi guì.] 

P [In accordance with the traditional mindset, it is often believed that 

when two tigers fight each other, there must be one, or even both, 

 
1 This chapter is in preparation for submission as Xiao, H., Li, F., Sanders, T.J.M. and 

Spooren, W.P.M.S. Understanding double marking causal constructions in Mandarin discourse: 

subjectivity and beyond. 

2 Throughout this chapter, “connective” is used in the narrow sense as the coordinating 

and subordinating conjunctions. And the explicit marking patterns refer exclusively to those 

that use connectives (e.g. yīnwèi /yóuyú ‘because’, suǒyǐ /yīncǐ ‘as a result/so’) rather than 

connecting adverbs (e.g. jiù ‘then/in that case’, cáicái ‘only then’). Accordingly, “double 

marking” refers to patterns like yīnwèi ‘because’ P, suǒyǐ ‘as a result/so’ Q rather than yīnwèi 

‘because’ P, jiù ‘then’ Q. All the examples under analysis are from the corpus data used in Xiao 

et. al. (2021, Chapter 2; submitted, Chapter 3).  
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injured,] suǒyǐ ‘so’, Q [harmony should be valued while doing 

business with each other.] 

 

(3) Yīnwèi P [zài wǒmen nóngcūn ma, wu, shì, jiù shì yòng súhuà jiǎng 

jiù shì, shéi de quántóu yìng diǎn, shéi jiù shuōhuà suàn è!] Suǒyǐ Q 

[jiǎng xiǎoshíhòu, wǒ bà jiù shì xiǎng jiào wǒ xuéwǔ.] 

Yīnwèi ‘because’ P [in our countryside, uh, well, that is, put it in an 

old saying, that simply is: whoever has a hard fist, whoever speaks!] 

Suǒyǐ ‘so’, Q [well, when I was a child, my dad then let me learn 

martial arts.] 

 

The double marking pattern in (3) is rather language specific. It is realized 

through the correlative use of two connectives, both in the initial positions of 

two interrelated discourse segments P (the antecedent) and Q (the consequent). 

For instance, a concessive complex sentence can take the form of “suīrán 

‘although’ P, dànshì ‘but’ Q”, and a causal complex sentence can take the 

form of “yīnwèi ‘because’ P, suǒyǐ ‘as a result/so’ Q”. In this study, we follow 

the approach of discourse segmentation that takes into account the conceptual 

meaning of the segment being the antecedent or the consequent of a speech 

event, rather than analyzing strictly on the basis of grammatical single clauses 

(cf. Hoek et al., 2017). In other words, complex clauses are also possible as 

the antecedent (the cause segment), or the consequent (the consequence 

segment), between which a semantic relationship can be inferred. 

In this study, we focus on double marking causal complex constructions. 

It has been stated that a causal construction via double marking (hereafter DM) 

like “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q” is the complete or the representative form, while the 

single marking patterns (hereafter SM) “yīnwèi P, Q” and “P, suǒyǐ Q” are 

the elliptical or economical forms (Zhang, 1982; Wang, 1993). The causal 

relation would still hold if leaving out one, or in some cases both, connective(s) 

(Xing, 1986, 2001; Xu, 2002).  

While SM constructions have been intensively discussed from various 

perspectives and with various methods (among many others, Guo, 2006, 2008; 

Li & Wang, 2013; Li et al., 2017; Song & Tao, 2009; Wei et al., 2019; Xiao 

et al., 2021, Chapter 2; Zhong & Zhang, 2013), DM is largely understudied in 

terms of both scope and depth. To the best of our knowledge, it has received 

little attention in the literature. The few existing studies focus mainly on the 

pattern “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q”. The function of using two connectives is 
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explained as initiating a new topic or meaning block in the running text, and 

at the same time to clarify the scope of both P and Q (Guo, 2004; Tu, 1992; 

Xu 2017). Also, compared to an SM structure, DM has a stronger connecting 

power. With the presence of both REASON and RESULT connectives, neither P 

nor Q can stand alone but have to depend on each other for interpretation, and 

the causal relation is highlighted or emphasized using two connectives (Chu 

& Tao, 2008; Guo, 2013). Another account focuses on the semantic nature of 

the causal link. It has been argued that using two connectives is preferred, or 

even necessary, for specifying the causal relation that is built up through the 

logic of inference, because otherwise neither P as the premise nor the 

reasoning from P to Q is salient enough. This contrasts with the case of a 

factual causal relation where the connective(s) can often be omitted as it “can 

be easily inferred from life experience/knowledge” (Tu, 1992, p. 105).  

It can be concluded that existing discussions about double-marked 

causality focus mainly on the unambiguousness and the explicitness of the 

causal coherence, both within and beyond the scope of the construction. Yet 

little is known as to what extent this specific linguistic means also bears 

unique cognitive implication along with it, and how. This is exactly what we 

intend to explore in this study. 

A basic assumption in cognitive linguistics is that the categories of 

linguistic structures provide a window on human cognition of the event being 

represented (cf. Stukker & Sanders, 2012). Human cognition of causal events 

can be revealed by the linguistic categorization of causal connectives and 

coherence relations in actual language use. Recent empirical studies in several 

languages find that causal connectives differ systematically from each other 

in their typical meaning and use. The characteristics have been modelled in 

terms of subjectivity. To be precise, the connectives are found to be more or 

less specialized in expressing causal relations that are relatively objective, as 

(1) and (3), which describe one real world event or situation leading to another, 

or relatively subjective, as (2), wherein the speaker is reasoning actively 

toward a conclusion and provides an argument for it. The categorization along 

the dimension of subjectivity holds, for example, for the REASON connectives 

omdat and want in Dutch, parce que and car in French, weil and denn in 

German, yóuyú and jìrán in Chinese, all roughly meaning ‘because’, and for 

the RESULT connectives daardoor and dus in Dutch, de ce fait and donc in 

French, yúshì and kějiàn in Chinese, and as a result and for this reason in 

English, all roughly meaning ‘so’ (Andersson, 2016; Pander Maat & Degand, 

2001; Pander Maat & Sanders, 2001; Sanders & Spooren, 2015; Spooren et 
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al., 2010; Stukker & Sanders, 2012; Xiao et al., 2021, Chapter 2; Xiao et al., 

submitted, Chapter 3; Zufferey, 2012).  

In this study, we zoom in on the DM cases in naturalistic discourse of 

Mandarin Chinese. Given the specific meaning and use of each connective, 

our research questions are: 

 

RQ1. What is the subjectivity profile of a double marking causal relation, 

and does it differ from that of the composing single marking 

relations? 

 

RQ2. What rhetorical effects can be interpreted of a causal relation that is 

doubly marked, given that each causal connective is characteristic 

of the prototypical meaning and use individually? 

 

 The DM cases under study stem from our corpus-based studies on 

Mandarin REASON and RESULT connectives (Xiao et al., 2021, Chapter 2; Xiao 

et al., submitted, Chapter 3). In those two studies, a collection of 450 and 600 

fragments, respectively, was annotated and analyzed (for the composition of 

the two datasets, see p140, Section 5.2.2). A small amount of the fragments 

was found to be co-marked with two connectives (8.2 % in the study on 

REASON connectives and 7.5% in the study on RESULT connectives). The 

patterns of the connective pairs vary (see Table 3 in Section 5.3).  

Our set of DM constructions is deemed too small for a thorough statistical 

analysis. Instead, to address research question 1, we will make a descriptive 

quantitative analysis of the subjectivity profile of DM constructions in 

comparison with that of the composing SMs. To address research question 2, 

we will make an in-depth analysis of some interesting examples in a 

qualitative way, in order to understand double marking as a specific signaling 

device of coherence relations in Chinese.  

The structure of this chapter is as follows. We start with the background 

of the current study in Section 5.2, which includes the integrated approach to 

subjectivity adopted in causal connective studies (Section 5.2.1) and the 

introduction and findings of our previous corpus studies on Mandarin causal 

connectives (Section 5.2.2). Next, we sketch out the subjectivity profile of DM 

through a quantitative comparison with that of the composing SMs (Section 

5.3). Then we make a qualitative analysis of DM based on some examples 

(Section 5.4). The conclusions are summed up and further discussed in Section 
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5.5. Last, we point out the limitations of the current study and suggestions for 

future study (Section 5.6).  

 

5.2 Background 

 

5.2.1 Subjectivity and causality: an integrated account 

 

Subjectivity and causality are two cognitive principles that help us to explain 

the system behind the linguistic expressions of causal coherence relations in 

discourse. In line with Pander Maat and Sanders (2000, p. 64), a causal 

relation is considered subjective if its interpretation implies a reference to a 

subject of consciousness (hereafter SoC), “a person, whose intentionality is 

conceptualized as the ultimate source of the causal event, be it an act of 

reasoning or some ‘real-world’ activity”. This study adopts an integrated 

approach to subjectivity. That is, we examine several aspects of a causal 

relation that are crucial to determining the degree of subjectivity being 

encoded (cf. Pander Maat & Degand, 2001; Pander Maat & Sanders, 2000, 

2001), namely, the domain of the coherence (Sweetser, 1990), the distance of 

the SoC to the hear-and-now of the speech situation (Traugott, 1989, 1995) or 

the deictic center of communication (Sanders et al., 2009), and the linguistic 

reference to the SoC (Langacker, 1990). 

The domain of the causal coherence, following the trichotomy of 

coherence relations by Sweetser, can be located in the content domain, the 

epistemic domain, or the speech act domain.  

Speech act causality is subjective. The SoC, who necessarily is the speaker, 

performs here and now a speech act, namely a performative utterance asking, 

declaring, promising, commanding, etc. that is directed at the addressee. An 

example from Sweetser (1990,) “What are you doing tonight, because there is 

a good movie on.” can illustrate this case: I ask what you are doing tonight 

and the motivation for asking is that there is a good movie on.  

Epistemic causality is also inherently subjective because the SoC is 

reasoning actively toward a(n) conclusion or opinion based on personal 

observation or an argument, such as example (2): on the basis of the traditional 

belief that if two tigers fight, minimally one of them is injured, the speaker 

concludes/claims that harmony should be valued while doing business with 

each other. 
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Content domain causality is relatively objective. It describes the cause-

consequence relation between two events/situations in the world. Depending 

on whether or not an SoC is involved, a distinction is made between volitional 

content and non-volitional content relations. In the former, the consequence is 

an act that is performed intentionally by the SoC under the circumstances of 

the antecedent. For instance, in example (3) above, my dad intended to let me 

learn martial arts in consideration of the situation in our countryside. In the 

latter, a situation or an event is caused or takes place as an inevitable and/or 

unintended consequence of the antecedent. No SoC needs to be referred to for 

the causal interpretation. In other words, there is no SoC involved in a non-

volitional content causality. An example is (1): living close to each other leads 

to their frequent encounter, which is not an intentional or planned act. All in 

all, the degree of subjectivity expressed in the various domains is in the 

following order: speech act/epistemic > volitional content > non-volitional 

content. 

As to distance to the hear-and-now of the speech situation, the SoC who 

is responsible for the interpretation of the causal link can be the first-person3 

(the speaker/writer) or a third-person (the character) participant of the 

causality event. This identity difference also carries subjectivity variation in it 

(cf, Benveniste, 1971; Nuyts 2001; Sanders et al., 2009; Traugott, 2010). 

Specifically, when the speaker is the SoC, she is located in the center of the 

communicative event. The causal interpretation is drawn directly from her 

point of view, indicating a high degree of subjectivity. When the causal 

relation is presented as constructed from the perspective of a character, the 

speaker is distanced from the communicative here and now and reports on the 

causal relation conceptualized by the character. The degree of subjectivity in 

this case is relatively low. In case the causality event exists or takes place out 

there in the real world, in other words, if it involves no SoC, the distance to 

the speaker is maximal, making the report of the causal event maximally 

objective.  

To sum up, the degree of subjectivity encoded in the identity of SoC can 

be ordered as follows: speaker SoC > character SoC > no SoC.  

 
3 For ease of reference and consistency, we use “speaker-SoC” to stand for the first person 

SoC, be it in a written, spoken or microblog (twitter-like social medium) text. Accordingly, 

“speaker” is used for also the writer or the blogger when it is intended to be inclusive; 

“addressee” is taken as an inclusive term referring to the interlocutor/reader/recipient. The 

gender of the speaker is uniformly female. 
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The last aspect is to what extent the SoC is linguistically involved in the 

causal construction. Following Langacker (1990), a distinction can be made 

between an implicit SoC (being left “off-stage”) and an explicit SoC, which, 

being mentioned explicitly, becomes “on-stage”. If an SoC is explicitly 

referred to, it becomes part of the object being conceptualized; if there is no 

explicit reference to an SoC in the utterance, she remains solely as the subject 

that conceptualizes the causal event described in the utterance. In other words, 

an explicit involvement of SoC makes the causal construal relatively objective, 

whereas an implicit involvement is relatively subjective.  

Moreover, in Mandarin Chinese, wherein pro-drop is a regular 

grammatical category (Huang, 1989), a third category of the linguistic 

involvement of SoC needs to be considered. That is, the SoC has its 

grammatical function in the utterance but the linguistic form is dropped and 

retrievable from the linguistic context. To the best of our knowledge, no 

studies have analyzed pro-drop from the perspective of subjectivity. 

Therefore, we do not have a strong theoretical foundation to define the 

subjectivity degree encoded in this case. Nevertheless, it has been found that 

pro-drop occurs frequently in the context of yúshì ‘as result/thereupon’, a 

result connective that expresses typically volitional content relations (Xiao et 

al., submitted, Chapter 3). Also, given its in-between status, i.e. retrievable yet 

linguistically absent, it is logical to assume that the degree of subjectivity 

encoded in a dropped SoC is in between an implicit SoC and an explicit SoC, 

but closer to the objective end since it is still retrievable in the linguistic 

context and tends to occur in the volitional content domain (Xiao et al., 2021, 

Chapter 2; submitted, Chapter 3). Hence the model assumes that the variable 

linguistic realization of the SoC has three categories, indicating three degrees 

of subjectivity: the subjective implicit SoC, the relatively objective pro-drop, 

and the objective explicit SoC. 

 

 

5.2.2 Subjectivity profile of Mandarin causal connectives: findings 

from corpus studies 

 

We adopted the integrated subjectivity account for the linguistic 

categorization of causal connectives in Mandarin discourse, which has been 

tested plausible in both corpus studies and experimental studies (e.g. Li et al., 

2017; Wei et al., 2019; Xiao et al., 2021, Chapter 2; submitted; Xiao et al., 

submitted, Chapter 4).  
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Particularly, the corpus studies by Xiao and colleagues, in which the DM 

data were collected, investigated the subjectivity properties of causal 

connectives in three types of naturally occurring discourse: oral speech in 

spontaneous conversations, computer-mediated language in twitter-like 

microblogs, and written texts in printed newspapers. In line with studies on 

the linguistic and textual variations of speech and writing, the three discourse 

types are presumed to differ along several dimensions. Conversational and 

microblog texts are involving, having an interactional focus and an opinion-

like style; by contrast, newspaper texts are detached, having an informational 

focus and an objective style. The differences have been reflected, for example, 

in the use of first- and second-person pronouns, questions, present tense, 

fragmented structures that are frequent in conversations and microblogs, 

whereas newspaper texts make more use of third-person pronouns, past tense, 

integrated structures and passive voice (see Chafe [1982], Biber [1986] and 

Clark & Brennan [1991] for an extensive discussion of the association 

between medium/mode and discourse styles). The linguistic and textual 

features inherent with various discourse types constitute contexts that differ 

potentially in the degrees of subjectivity. For example, the unbalanced use of 

first-/third-person pronouns, and the present/past tense, which are, as 

illustrated in the previous section, indicative of the speaker’s distance from 

the deictic center of communication (Sanders et al., 2009), hence indicative of 

potential variations in the degree of subjectivity. These theoretically different 

types of discourse have provided us with a rich empirical basis for an analysis 

of the subjectivity profile of Chinese causal connectives 

For the newspaper texts, we made use of Rénmín rìbào ‘People’s Daily’, 

which is part of the news texts corpus LDC95T13 (Wu, 1995). For the 

microblog texts, we made use of Xīnlàng wēibó, ‘Sina microblog’, which is a 

sub-corpus of BCC (Xun et al., 2016). The conversational discourse is made 

of telephone speech and TV interview/chat speech extracted from LDC 

Mandarin Chinese speech corpora (LDC 1996, 2005, 2013-2016) and Media 

Language Corpus (MLC 2005).  

From each of the three corpora, we randomly selected 50 causal relations 

that are marked with REASON connectives jìrán ‘since’, yīnwèi ‘because’ and 

yóuyú ‘because’, respectively (Xiao et al., 2021, Chapter 2) and RESULT 

connectives kějiàn ‘therefore’ (literally ‘it can be seen’), suǒyǐ ‘so’, yīncǐ ‘for 

this reason’ and yúshì ‘as a result/thereupon’, respectively (Xiao et al., 

submitted, Chapter 3). That is, for each connective, 150 fragments were 

selected and then analyzed in respect of the three subjectivity features 
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sketched in Section 5.2.1: (1) the domain of the causal relation,4  (2) the 

identity of the SoC responsible for the causal interpretation, (3) the extent to 

which the SoC is implicitly or explicitly realized in the result segment 

(presented as LingReal-SoC in the following tables). Together, we examined 

the integral subjectivity environment every connective typically occurs in and 

whether or not the usage is subjected to the influence of the discourse styles 

from each corpus. 

Detailed statistical analyses of the corpus studies on REASON and RESULT 

connectives were reported elsewhere (Xiao et al., 2021, Chapter 2; submitted, 

Chapter 3). They can be summarized as follows: irrespective of the variation 

of discourse types, the connectives are found to have a constant and distinctive 

subjectivity profile individually. The overall percentage probabilities of the 

subjectivity features observed in the REASON relations are summed up in Table 

1 and the RESULT relations in Table 2 below.  

 
Table 1. Categories and percentages of the three subjectivity features 

 observed in REASON connective study 

  Type of relation %  Identify of SoC % LingReal-SoC % 

s.a. epis  vol  n-vol  1st per 3rd per no SoC imp pro-drop exp 

Jìrán 40.7 46.0 12.7 0.7 88.0 11.3 0.7 59.1 14.8 26.2 

Yóuyú 2.0 6.7 37.3 54.0 26.7 19.3 54.0 14.5 36.2 49.3 

Yīnwèi 12.7 38.0 32.0 17.3 63.3 19.3 17.3 37.6 12.8 49.6 

Note: s.a. = speech act; epis = epistemic; vol = volitional content; n-vol = non-volitional 
content; 1st per = speaker SoC; 3rd per = character SoC; imp = implicit; exp = explicit 

 

Our findings show that, the REASON connectives jìrán, yīnwèi, yóuyú are 

constantly distinctive from each other.  

Jìrán has a clear subjective profile. It is used to express predominantly 

speech act and epistemic causal relations. The causal link is usually drawn 

directly by the speaker, who remains most often implicit in the utterance. 

 
4 In the result connective study (Xiao et al., submitted, Chapter 3), we used PropAtt (the 

propositional attitude expressed in the result segment) as the variable equivalent to domain. In 

that paper we argue that there is a strong correlation between the two variables PropAtt and 

domain. To be precise, PropAtt is indicative of the relation domain. In the present study, to 

keep consistent with our theoretical outline, results regarding these two variables are summed 

up and presented along with the four categories of the relation domain.  
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Yóuyú is clearly objective. It links predominantly content domain 

causality, both non-volitional (no SoC involved) and volitional. The SoC is 

also realized in an objective way, if we look at the low probability of implicit 

SoC against pro-drop and explicit SoC.  

Yīnwèi is typically in-between subjective and objective. It is roughly 

equally distributed in speech act/epistemic relations and content relations. It 

occurs most often with speaker SoC, but also with moderate amount of 

Character SoC and No SoC. The SoC is most often referred to explicitly or 

dropped, although implicit cases are also frequent. 

  

Table 2. Categories and percentages of the three subjectivity features 
 observed in RESULT connective study 

 Type of relation % Identify of SoC %     LingReal-SoC % 

s.a. epis  vol  n-vol  1st per 3rd per no SoC imp pro-drop exp 

Kějiàn 0.7 99.3 0 0 100 0 0 84.7 2.7 12.7 

Yúshì 0 1.3 75.3 23.3 34.7 42.0 23.3 1.7 32.2 66.1 

Suǒyǐ 12.0 39.3 32.7 16.0 65.3 18.7 16.0 43.7 11.1 45.2 

Yīncǐ 7.3 36.0 34.0 22.7 53.3 24.0 22.7 41.4 12.1 46.6 

Note: s.a. = speech act; epis = epistemic; vol = volitional content; 
 n-vol = non-volitional content; 3rd per = character SoC; imp= implicit; exp= explicit 

 

Similarly, the RESULT connectives kějiàn, suǒyǐ, yīncǐ, yúshì are also 

found to differ systematically from each other.  

Kějiàn is highly subjective. It always involves a speaker SoC who reasons 

actively along an argument-claim trajectory. The speaker remains mostly 

implicit in the utterance.  

Yúshì, by contrast, is clearly objective. It specializes in expressing content 

domain relations, mostly the volitional relations. The SoCs are mainly third 

person characters, who are referred to explicitly or dropped out at large. 

Suǒyǐ and yīncǐ are similar to each other and largely nonspecific, although 

relatively more non-volitional content relation (involving no SoC) while less 

speech act relations are expressed via yīncǐ than via suǒyǐ. 

 

5.3 A Quantitative look on DMs  

 

In the two previous corpus studies, we analyzed 450 causal relations marked 

with jìrán, yīnwèi and yóuyú, and 600 with kějiàn, suǒyǐ, yīncǐ and yúshì. In 
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the first study, 37 instances (8.2%) and in the second study 45 instances (7.5%) 

are found co-marked with both a reason connective and a result connective. 

The identified patterns and respective frequencies from each corpus are 

presented in Table 3 below.5 

The first observation is the absence of highly subjective connectives jìrán6 

‘since’ and kějiàn ‘it can be seen that’. Another interesting point is that the 

neutral connective (suǒyǐ) are most drawn to form DM structures: the most 

frequent patterns are those containing suǒyǐ (A and B), followed by yīncǐ (C 

and D) and yúshì (E and F).  
 

Table 3. Frequencies of DM patterns observed in the corpus data 
 analyzed in Xiao et al. (2021; submitted) 

 Newspaper Conversation Microblog Total 

A. yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q. 2 19 7 28 

B. yóuyú “P, suǒyǐ Q. 8 17 3 28 

C. yīnwèi P, yīncǐ Q. 0 6 1 7 

D. yóuyú P, yīncǐ Q. 6 4 0 10 

E. yīnwèi P, yúshì Q. 2 1 1 4 

F. yóuyú P, yúshì Q. 0 0 3 3 

*H. yóuyú P, yīn’ér Q. 2 0 0 2 

Total 20 47 15 82 

         

An obvious question to ask is what subjectivity profile is characteristic of 

double marking relations. There are reasons to expect differences compared 

to single marking cases, since each individual connective has its prototypical 

subjectivity profile. For a direct observation, we will compare DM versus SM, 

in a quantitative way, by looking at the occurring subjectivity features in each 

 
5 In the REASON connective data, we identified two instances of pattern H. The connective 

yīn’ér ‘as a result’ was not included in our study, due to its rare occurrences in especially spoken 

language. Therefore, we left out this pattern in the following analyses. 

6 In our data, we identified the double marking pattern “jìrán P, nàme ‘then’ Q”. However, 

as nàme is not generally regarded as a causal connective, and it very often also co-occurs with 

conditional connectives rúguǒ and jiǎrú, meaning ‘if’, we did not include it as an object of our 

study. The consequence is that the possible mutual influence between jìrán and nàme in terms 

of subjectivity, as well as the potential effect of the joint use of these two connectives on the 

interpretation of the causal relations they express, can not be explained directly in this study. 

That is why we left out this pattern from the double marking dataset. 
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pattern. For reasons of legibility, the subjective relations (speech act and 

epistemic) are grouped together in the following tables, as are their objective 

counterparts, the volitional and non-volitional content relations. 7  

Summed up in Table 4 are the percentages of the subjective and the 

objective categories occurring in DM pattern A and the composing SMs A1 

and A2, and in DM pattern B and the composing SMs B1 and B2. Both the 

DM patterns A and (more apparently) B display an objective tendency: they 

express relatively many content relations, wherein the SoCs are more often 

explicitly referred to or pro-dropped. This objective tendency suggests that 

the two DM patterns inherit the properties of the composing SMs A1 and B1, 

which are largely objective, more than those of A2 and B2, which are 

relatively neutral.  
 

Table 4. Percentages of the subjectivity features occurring in 
 “yīnwèi/yóuyú “P, suǒyǐ Q” and the composing SMs 

 Type of relation % Identity-SoC % LingReal-SoC % 

Pattern count s.a./epis content 1st per 3rd per no SoC imp pro-drop exp 

A. yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q 28 32.1 67.9 53.6 21.4 25.0 19.0  33.3 47.6 

A1. yīnwèi P, Q  22 4.5 95.5 27.3 31.8 40.9 0  23.1 76.9  

A2. P, suǒyǐ Q 125 50.4 49.6 67.2 16.0 16.8 40.4  11.5 48.1 

B. yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q 28 17.9 82. 1 35.7 14.3 50.0 28.6  21.4 50.0 

B1. yóuyú P, Q 127 7.9 92.1 23.6 21.3 55.1 14.0  36.8 49.1 

B2. P, suǒyǐ Q 125 50.4 49.6 67.2 16.0 16.8 40.4  11.5 48.1 

Note: s.a. = speech act; epis = epistemic; content = volitional and non-volitional content; 
1st per = speaker SoC; 3rd per = character SoC; imp = implicit; exp = explicit 

 

Table 5 presents the percentages of the subjectivity features occurring in 

the two DM patterns containing yīncǐ and their composing SMs. Similar to the 

observations in Table 4 above, both patterns C and D are relatively objective, 

 
7 The reader may wonder why the counts for the SM cases in tables 4-6 do not add up to 

150. That is because, take the set of patterns A, A1 and A2 in Table 4 for example: the 28 

instances of pattern A are from both studies of yīnwèi and suǒyǐ; the number of pattern A1 (22) 

is from the 150 instances of yīnwèi fragments excluding the backward sequence “Q, yīnwèi P” 

and all the DM instances patterned with result connectives suǒyǐ, yīncǐ and yúshì (Xiao et al., 

2021, Chapter 2). The same applies to the number of A2 (125), which is from the 150 instances 

of suǒyǐ fragments excluding those patterned with both yīnwèi and yóuyú (Xiao et al., submitted, 

Chapter 3).  
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and the differentiation between these two patterns versus their composing 

single connective patterns are in the same direction as found in Table 4, 

therefore indicating here again the stronger influence in total from the 

objective SM constructions. 

 
Table 5. Percentages of the subjectivity features occurring in 

 yīnwèi/yóuyú P, yīncǐ Q and the composing SMs 

  Type of relation %      Identity-SoC %   LingReal-SoC % 

Pattern count s.a./epis content 1st per 3rd per noSoC imp pro-drop exp 

C. yīnwèi P, yīncǐ Q 7 28.6 71.4 42.9 42.9 14.3 16.7 16.7 66.6 

C1. yīnwèi P, Q  22 4.5 95.5 27.3 31.8 40.9 0 23.1 76.9 

C2. P, yīncǐ Q 134 44.8 55.2 54.5 21.6 23.9 43.1 12.7 44.1 

D. yóuyú P, yīncǐ Q 9 22.2 77.8 22.2 22.2 55.6 50.0 0 50.0 

D1. yóuyú P, Q 127 7.9 92.1 23.6 21.3 55.1 14.0 36.8 49.1 

D2. P, yīncǐ Q 134 44.8 55.2 54.5 21.6 23.9 43.1 12.7 44.1 

Note: s.a. = speech act; epis = epistemic; content = volitional and non-volitional content; 
1st per = speaker SoC; 3rd per = character SoC; imp = implicit; exp = explicit 

 
 

Table 6. Percentages of subjectivity features occurring in 
 yīnwèi/yóuyú P, yúshì Q and the composing SMs 

  Type relation 

% 

      Identity-SoC %   LingReal-SoC % 

Pattern count s.a./epis content 1st per 3rd per no SoC imp pro-drop exp 

E: yīnwèi P, yúshì Q 6 0 100 16.7 33.3 50.0 0 0 100 

E1: yīnwèi P, Q  22 4.5 95.5 27.3 31.8 40.9 0 23.1 76.9 

E2: P, yúshì Q 143 1.4 98.6 34.3 42.7 23.1 1.8 32.7 65.5 

F: yóuyú P, yúshì Q 4 0 100 50.0 25.0 25.0 0 66.7 33.3 

F1: yóuyú P, Q 124 8.1 91.9 23.4 21.0 55.6 12.7 38.2 49.1 

F2: P, yúshì Q 143 1.4 98.6 34.3 42.7 23.1 1.8 32.7 65.5 

Note: s.a. = speech act; epis = epistemic; content = volitional and non-volitional content; 
1st per = speaker SoC; 3rd per = character SoC; imp = implicit; exp = explicit 

 

The final set of DMs involves yúshì (E and F). These are fairly rare, only 

10 cases in total. Both patterns express only content domain relations, with no 

implicit reference to SoC. The SM counterparts are similar: they also express 

predominantly content domain relations with rare or no implicit SoC. That is 

to say, the DM patterns and their composing SMs have more or less a similar 

objective profile. One contrast is observed, if we look in more detail at the 

identity of SoC: E follows E1 while F follows F2 to a larger extent. 
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To sum up, the observation based on Tables 4-6 provides us an overview 

of the subjectivity profiles of the DM patterns versus the composing SMs. It 

shows that if the subjectivity of the composing SMs diverges, i.e., the single 

REASON construction is objective and the RESULT counterpart is neutral, the 

DM pattern inherits more properties of the former and displays a relatively 

objective character. If the subjectivity of both composing SMs are objective, 

then the DM has a clear and similar profile, with possible influence from either 

the single REASON or the RESULT construction. In either case, we can see a 

contribution from the joint use of two connectives, and a stronger influence 

comes from the composing SM construction with a specified subjectivity 

profile, in our case, objective.  

 

 

5.4 A Qualitative look on DMs 

 

Existing analyses of DM state that the pattern functions to signal the relational 

coherence and the scope of the coherence (e.g., in the case of ambiguity about 

the scope, the DM resolves that ambiguity) and that it highlights or stresses 

the causal link (Guo, 2004; Tu, 1992; Xu, 2017). In the current study, we go 

a step further and ask: what are the effects and/or motivations that are involved 

along with the stress of a causal relation with a double marking structure? 

The previous section suggests that double marking and subjectivity are 

related. To what extent is that the case? We will argue in this section that DM-

patterns involving yóuyú display an objectivity effect, but that in yīnwèi DM-

constructions the role of subjectivity is less clear. It will also be argued that 

what DM-constructions seem to have in common is a suitability to occur in a 

sandwich-like discourse structure having information management effects. 

We will investigate these issues by presenting some observations regarding 

the two most frequently occurring patterns “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q” and “yīnwèi P, 

suǒyǐ Q”. 

 

5.4.1 The “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q” pattern 

 

The subjectivity effect can be found in fragment (4), a microblog post. Here, 

the “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q” pattern has an objectifying effect for the causal 

construal. This example illustrates a volitional content relation: the blogger 

describes having performed an act, namely “restoring a picture the way I like”, 
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and the reason for that act is “I like this picture very much”. The effect of the 

DM seems to be that the intentionality of SoC for performing the act is reduced. 

That is, “I restored the picture the way I like” is presented as an inescapable 

consequence of the situation in P. Using yóuyú, the blogger stresses that Q is 

performed out of a spontaneous and irresistible feeling. Hence, the 

intentionality is weakened and the motivation for performing the act is 

objectified. In other words, it has the pragmatic effect that it is a strong feeling 

that “I” cannot resist or control compelling “me” to do it (rather than purely a 

fully volitional act of “myself”). A paraphrase of the fragment would be “the 

fact that I like the picture very much inevitably leads me to the act that I 

restored it the way I like (without checking with the original author)”. 

 

(4) Yóuyú P [Ø tèbié xǐhuān zhè zhāng tú], suǒyǐ Q [Ø zìzuò zhǔzhāng 

huányuán le yīxià túpiàn]. Xīwàng yuán zuòzhě bùyào jièyì. 

Yóuyú [P (I) like this picture very much], suǒyǐ [Q (I) restored it the 

way I like]. Hope that the original author does not mind.  

 

Alternatively, if the causal reasoning had been realized in the SM 

counterpart without yóuyú, as in (4a), or without suǒyǐ, as in (4b), the 

justifying or objectifying purpose does not seem to be so clear. Instead, the 

blogger sounds more like describing the volitional content relation than 

delivering it. A difference between (4a) and (4b) is that the information focus 

seems to vary, from the consequence (in [4a]) to the cause (in [4b]). In either 

case, a paraphrase would be “the fact that I like the picture very much leads to 

the act that I restored it the way I like”.8  

 

(4a) P [Ø tèbié xǐhuān zhè zhāng tú], suǒyǐ Q [Ø zìzuò zhǔzhāng huányuán 

le yíxià túpiàn]. Xīwàng yuán zuòzhě búyào jièyì.  

P [(I) like this picture very much], suǒyǐ Q [(I) restored it the way I 

like]. Hope that the original author does not mind.  

 

 
8 The subtle difference between the construal of the causal relation expressed via (4) versus 

the SM counterparts (4a) and (4b), i.e., an implied objectifying/justifying effect versus the 

narrating/describing character, holds for the following examples in this section, too. To avoid 

an over repetitive “effect”, we have left out the comparative analysis and put emphasis on the 

interpretation of the DM pattern and its rhetorical effect. 
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(4b) P [Yóuyú Ø tèbié xǐhuān zhè zhāng tú], Q [Ø zìzuò zhǔzhāng 

huányuán le yíxià túpiàn]. Xīwàng yuán zuòzhě búyào jièyì.  

P [Yóuyú (I) like this picture very much], Q [(I) restored it the way I 

like]. Hope that the original author does not mind.  

 

This objective flavor implied in “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q” seems to indicate that 

this pattern does not occur in clearly subjective relations. Fragment (5) seems 

to be a counterexample, but is it?  

  

(5) Jù zhíbǎo bùmén yùcè, xià bànnián bìngchónghài yě jiāng piānzhòng 

fāshēng, […] Jìnqí, bùfèn dìqū jiàngyǔ piān duō. Yóuyú P [gāowēn 

gāoshī yǒulì bìngchónghài fāshēng], suǒyǐ, Q [bìxū yǐnqǐ gāodù 

zhòngshì, jué bùnéng diàoyǐqīngxīn, yào quánlìyǐfù, jízhōng jīnglì, dǎ 

hǎo …]. Gèdì yào jiānchí …. 

 

According to the Plant Protection Department, pests and diseases will 

also occur heavily in the second half of the year, […]. Recently, there 

has been rather big amount of rainfall in some areas. Yóuyú P [high 

temperature and high humidity are favorable conditions for pests and 

diseases], suǒyǐ Q [it must be given ultimate attention, never take it 

lightly, and be sure to do the very best and be fully concentrated to 

fight against …]. All the local sectors should stick to […]. 

 

Example (5), taken from a news report, presents a direct quote of the 

Deputy Minister of Agriculture on a meeting where he draws responsible 

sectors’ attention to the monitoring and control of pests and related diseases. 

The causal link between P and Q is a speech act one: the fact that high 

temperature and high humidity are favorable (conditions) for pests and related 

diseases leads to the required act that it must be given ultimate attention, […]. 

The performative utterance in Q, targeting at the attendees of the meeting (and 

probably all the local agriculture sectors as well), is motivated by the quoted 

speaker, who is implicitly involved in the context.  

Although these aspects are clearly subjective, the preceding text, which 

focuses on the description of the severe condition confronting the agricultural 

industry, has provided an objective background for the speech act causality. 

Moreover, with prototypically an objective profile, yóuyú makes the argument 

fact-like rather than an evaluation, which therefore justifies the required act as 

if based on solid fact, or driven by objective external condition, other than 
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purely personal motivation. A paraphrase would be “the fact that high 

temperature and high humidity are favorable conditions for pests and diseases 

necessarily leads me to the required act that it must be given ultimate attention, 

[…].”  

Such a rhetorical effect of “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q” pattern presenting a causal 

link as more objective than is justified on the basis of content also figures in 

example (6), a telephone conversation between two friends (A and B) about 

Copa América. 

 

(6)  

A: Nǐ, xiànzài kāishǐ, guānzhù měizhōubēi ma? 

 Are you now paying attention to Copa América? 

 

B:  Ń, měizhōubēi wǒ kànguò jǐyǎn 

 Well, Copa América, I had a few glances of it. 

  

 Dànshì, yóuyú P [měizhōubēi de zhǔyào mùdì shì, duànliàn xīn 

qiúyuán,] suǒyǐ Q [jīngcǎi chéngdù bùshì hěn gāo.]  

However, yóuyú ‘because’ P [the main purpose of Copa América is 

to train new players,] suǒyǐ, Q [the excellence level is not very high.] 

 

Wǒ yě zhǐshì chōukòng kànyīkàn. Bìjìng, tā … 

I only find some time for a brief look. After all, it … 

 

The coherence relation between P and Q is of an epistemic type: “the fact 

that the main purpose of Copa América is to train new players leads to my 

conclusion that it is not very excellent”. Both the argument “the main purpose 

of […]” and the conclusion “the excellence level is […]” are not content 

domain facts, but personal opinions or judgments. It is interesting that “yóuyú 

P, suǒyǐ Q” is used in such a highly subjective context. Yet it is 

understandable. Using this pattern, the epistemic causal relation seems to be 

drawn upon an objective basis. In other words, it looks as if the causal 

argumentation is objectively established and therefore indisputable to a large 

extent. A paraphrase of the causal connection would be: “the fact that the main 

purpose of Copa America is to train new players necessarily leads me to the 

conclusion that the excellence level is not very high”. 

A more complicated case is example (7). The interpretation of an 

objectifying and justifying effect finds evidence in the context, if we read both 
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the DM relation uttered by speaker B and the response from speaker A, an SM 

structure in the fragment that follows. This example is also taken from a 

telephone conversation. Speaker A asks speaker B what type of TV program 

he likes most. 

 

(7)  

A:  Ó, nǐ xǐhuān nà yīgè. 

 Oh, you like that one. 

 

 Nà yībān qíngkuàng xià, nǐ yīgè xīngqí, 

 Then, in general, every week,  

 

 yào huā duōshǎo shíjiān lái kàn zhège jiémù ya? 

 how much time do you spend watching this program? 

 

B: Zhè méishénme gùdìng ma,  

 This is simply not fixed. 

  

 yě jiù shuō zài NBA sàijì shíhòu ba, jīngcháng jiù pǎo qù kàn. 

It is just that, say, during NBA season, (I) then often find a place to 

watch. 

 

Dànshì yóuyú P [zuòwéi xuéshēng méishénme diànshì,] suǒyǐ Q 

[shuō néng dāizài nǎlǐ kàn, jiù nǎ dìfāng kàn lou.] 

However, yóuyú P [as a student, (I) don’t have a TV set,] suǒyǐ [Q 

well, I then watch it wherever I can.] 

 

 A: Ò, duì,  

Yeah, right,  

 

méiyǒu gùdìng shíjiān hé dìdiǎn 

Q [(there is) no fixed time and place,] 

 

yīnwéi shì xuéshēng, xuéxí bǐjiào jǐn – bǐjiào jǐnzhāng duì ba? Ò! 

yīnwéi ‘because’ P [(you) are a student, rather busy with the course, 

rather busy], right? Yes!  
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In speaker B’s talk, the “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q” structure expresses a content 

domain relation: “the fact that as a student I don’t have a TV set myself leads 

to the consequence that I (have no choice but to) watch NBA games wherever 

I can (instead of wherever I want to)”.9 The causal link between P and Q is 

already objective. Then, does the DM pattern, especially the use of yóuyú, still 

contribute to an objective interpretation of the causal relation?  

We believe it does. There are two clues for this answer. One is the context 

in which the DM causality occurs. Specifically, the DM causal construction 

serves as further explanation for the situation that speaker B described at the 

beginning of his turn, i.e., there is no fixed time or place for him to watch the 

games. This statement is actually replying to the question speaker A has raised: 

“Then, in general, every week, how much time do you spend watching the 

program?” That is to say, in this context, speaker B is not simply presenting a 

causal connection between “having no TV set” and “having to watch the 

program wherever possible”. He is also providing additional information for 

his response to speaker A’s question. More precisely, he is explaining for and 

strengthening the objective condition, through a “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q” 

construction, that he can just watch the program by finding a place whenever 

and wherever he can. The complete fragment in speaker B’s talk can be 

understood as follows: it is an objective fact that I don’t have a TV set myself, 

and as an inevitable consequence of that situation, I have to watch the program 

wherever I can watch it. That is why the time spending on it is not fixed. It is 

just that, say, during NBA season, I then find a place to watch. 

The other clue is found in the way speaker A responds to speaker B’s 

explanation, via a causality structure as well. Quite interestingly, though 

agreeing with speaker B, speaker A has used yīnwèi to signal the causal link, 

rather than yóuyú, the connective that B has used. Another difference is that 

A uses a backward causal construction (consequence preceding cause).  

There are several possible explanations for A using yīnwèi. It could be a 

matter of frequency (yīnwèi is used most frequently in Mandarin Chinese). It 

could also be that A expresses a backward causal sequence, which is also more 

 
9 The DM causal relation in example (7) is an ambiguous case in our corpus study (Xiao 

et al., 2021, Chapter 2). Both the volitional and the non-volitional reading are acceptable in the 

context. Following the objectivity bias, it was annotated as a non-volitional content causality. 

In this study, we stick to the original annotation. Our analysis demonstrates the plausibility of 

the objectifying/justifying interpretation even for a purely objective relation, especially in the 

type of context where the speaker is explaining to the addressee about a certain situation.  
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common for yīnwèi. But it can also be for a very different reason that speaker 

A has opted for yīnwèi. Note that A’s causal link between “P being a student 

and busy with the course” and “Q there is no fixed time or place to […]” 

provides a perfect environment for yóuyú. If A would have chosen yóuyú, just 

as speaker B did, it would sound acceptable as well. What is more, if A had 

chosen yóuyú, the causal construction would have mapped onto B’s, thus 

producing a form of dialogic syntax, i.e., the parallel syntactic structure 

resulted from the coupling of an utterance with an immediately co-present 

utterance of a dialogic partner (Du Bois, 2014, p. 360). And considering that 

in a spontaneous conversation, communication continues dynamically, yóuyú 

should be cognitively an easy option in the context of the conversation. 

Nevertheless, A chose yīnwèi. All these considered, we think it is arguable 

that it is a pragmatic choice of speaker A not to use yóuyú. That is, he agrees 

with B’s reasoning, but has no particular concern, or there is no need, for 

stressing the objectivity of the causal link. 

All in all, having analyzed some “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q” fragments, we 

demonstrated that this pattern has a(n) objectifying and justifying effect on the 

understanding of the expressed causal relation. Irrespective of whether Q 

expresses a personal conclusion or an intentional act, by employing this 

pattern, an objective flavor is added to the reading of P and the reasoning of 

P leading to Q. The causality appears to be based on solid or fact-like premises. 

The pattern implies that some indisputable or irresistible situation “forces” the 

SoC to conclude or act, thus having the SoC somehow deviated from taking 

full responsibility or a fully agentive role in the act of reasoning. Yóuyú, with 

its prototypically objective profile, accentuates the objectivity and the 

justification of the causal construal.  

 

 

5.4.2 The “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q” pattern 

 

In this section, the analysis aims to demonstrate the rhetorical motivation 

related to the DM character of the pattern “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q”. It will be 

shown that in some cases, the subjectivity effect also applies, but that it does 

not show as evidently when comparing the DM pattern and its SM variants. 

This is not surprising, given that in this pattern, the semantic-pragmatic 

properties of both yīnwèi and suǒyǐ are nonspecific in terms of subjectivity. 

Nevertheless, the subjectivity-related interpretation finds evidence in the 

compatibility, with this pattern, of the linguistic and/or contextual cues that 
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are indicative of an active engagement of SoC in the act of reasoning. It will 

also be shown that the generic profiles of the connectives allow another 

possibility for the role this DM construction plays in the discourse. That is, it 

creates a cooperative or interactive context for the speaker-addressee 

communication. We will use some examples to demonstrate these two points. 

In case of “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q”, we saw an objectivity effect in that the 

active role of SoC as a volitional agent was reduced. This does not hold for 

“yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q”. In fact, in some cases, it seems that the “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ 

Q” pattern promotes the expression of the SoC’s intentionality in drawing a 

personal conclusion or performing an act volitionally. Consider example (8), 

which is taken from the spoken corpus. The utterance is from an actress, who 

has been invited to a chat program on TV. It expresses a volitional content 

domain relation: the fact that I have not well recovered after delivering the 

baby leads to the act that I gave up performing temporarily.  

Although the type of the causal link provides a suitable context for yóuyú: 

an external force (the health condition) leads to a consequence (giving up 

performing), the speaker makes use of yīnwèi instead to introduce the cause. 

As a result, the “giving up of the performance” does not sound like a forced 

choice, but a personal choice in consideration of the health condition. A 

suitable paraphrase would be: considering that my body has not recovered 

very well after delivering the baby, I chose to give up that round of 

performance myself”.  

 

(8) Shíjì shang, qíshí, huàjù “jiǎn·ài” lái shuō, yīnggāi qùnián shí'èr yuè 

jiù yǒu yīgè yǎnchū, nà yī lún yǎnchū, dànshì dāngshí, yīnwèi P [shēng 

wán bǎobǎo zhīhòu de shēntǐ huīfù, hái méiyǒu hěn hǎo,] suǒyǐ Q [jiù 

zhànshí fàngqìle.] 

 

Actually, in fact, about the drama Jane Eyre, there should have been 

a performance last December. That round of performance, however at 

that time, yīnwèi P [after giving birth to the baby, my body had not 

recovered very well,] suǒyǐ Q [then (I) gave up temporarily.] 

 

The interpretation of an intentional (rather than “forced”) choice to “give 

up performing temporarily” is confirmed by the presence of the adverb jiù 

‘then/in that case’ in the Q-segment, which usually presupposes an opinion 

that is predictable or already accepted by both the speaker and the addressee 
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(Biq, 1988). In our DM data, the Q-segment specific jiù was observed 13 times 

in total. And 10 of them are in the “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q” pattern, which seems 

to be the most favorable DM context of jiù.  

The volitional role of SoC taking the act, under the situation in P, can be 

seen in example (9) as well, with the help of both linguistic and contextual 

cues. The conversation was extracted from a TV chat program (speaker B is 

the host). Speakers A (male) and C (female), two friends, have been invited to 

the program. The DM structure expresses a volitional content relation: the fact 

that we have been in good relation for a long time leads to the act that we 

sometimes meet for food, gossip or such stuff. The structure occurs when C 

tries to explain about A asking her out alone. Though intending to avoid the 

possible misunderstanding from the audience about their relationship, speaker 

C uses “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q” to explain the situation. A direct effect is that the 

volitional nature of the act “meeting for food, gossip or something” is saved. 

Compare this with the case where C would have used the “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q” 
pattern: in that case the volitional aspect of the act in Q would have been 

diminished, as if “meeting for food and gossip” is an unavoidable consequence 

of the situation in P. 

If we read the preceding texts in detail, we already see some clues for the 

above interpretation. First, immediately before the DM structure, the utterance 

méiyǒu, méiyǒu, ‘that’s all right, that’s all right’, shows that C was actually 

denying the statement in her previous turn, wherein she disputed A’s response 

to the host (speaker B) as it might bring about misunderstanding from the 

audience. This is further confirmed by the first-person plural pronoun “we” 

(the SoC) that she used. By “we meet…” (rather than “he asked me out”, for 

example), she expresses a joint commitment to the intentionality of those 

meetings. As far as speaker A is concerned, the firm answers he gave to the 

host’s questions in two turns (‘Yeah, right!’ and ‘Yeah!’) have expressed quite 

clearly his personal intentionality of asking speaker C out. All in all, a proper 

paraphrase for the crucial part of DM causality is: given that we’ve been in 

good relation before I moved to Beijing, it is only natural that we will meet 

sometimes for food, gossip or such stuff.  

(9)  

A: Fǎnzhèng jiù shì, fǎnzhèng wǒ yuēguò tā jǐcì. 

 Anyway, well, anyway, I asked her out for a few times. 

 

B: Nǐ yuēguò tā jǐcì? 

You asked her out for a few times? 
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A:  Duì a! 

  Yeah, right! 

 

B:  Dāndúde ma? 

  Alone? 

  

A:  Shì a! 

  Yeah! 

 

C: Huì wùhuì de! Wǒ wèiláide lǎogōng kànzhe ne. 

(It) will be misunderstood! My future husband is watching (the 

program). 

 

A:  Nà nǐ jiěshì ba. 

  Well then, you explain. 

 

C:  Méiyǒu méiyǒu, wǒmen, yīnwèi P [wǒmen guānxì tǐnghǎode, zài wǒ 

lái běijīng zhīqián wǒ jiù gēn tā rènshì le,] suǒyǐ Q [lái běijīng zhīhòu 

wǒmen yǒushíhòu huì dāndú chūlái chīgèfàn jiàngèmiàn, liáoliáo 

bāguà shénme de.] 

That’s all right. That’s all right. We, yīnwèi P [we are in good relation, 

I already know him before I came to Beijing,] suǒyǐ Q [after I moved 

to Beijing, we sometimes meet alone for food, gossip or something.] 

 

We have illustrated that the “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q” pattern has the potential 

of depicting an active role of the SoC in the act of reasoning, i.e., in taking 

responsibility of the causal construal as self-motivated or perspectivized. The 

generic properties of the causal connectives yīnwèi and suǒyǐ allow space for 

the expressive linguistic and/or contextual cues to build up such an 

interpretation. 

 Another function that the “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q” pattern seems to have is 

the potential to allow the exchanges of opinions, or space for discussions, 

between the speaker and addressee about the causal argumentation that is 

being drawn. An example is (10), a telephone conversation taken from our 

spoken corpus. Speaker A is talking to speaker B about the popular trend 

among university students continuing education with a master’s program. It is 

a clear epistemic relation expressed in the DM structure, as can be seen 

through the linguistic elements showing the speaker’s perspective (i.e., wǒ 
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juédé ‘I think’) and attitude toward the consequent (i.e., yīnggāi ‘should’; 

kěnéng ‘maybe’). The epistemic argument gives the conversation an 

interactive flavor. The tag question “Duì ba ‘Right’?” that immediately 

follows cast some light on this aspect. With this, the speaker (the SoC) is 

inviting agreement or the exchange of opinions from the addressee about the 

causal link she has drawn. A paraphrase is: “in my opinion, the fact that the 

program is changed to two years in length leads to the conclusion that master 

programs maybe will become more and more common. Am I right?” 

 

(10)  

A: Xiànzài, dàxué shēnghuó, hǎoxiàng kǎoyán quèshí tǐng, tǐng rèménde. 

Now, university life, (it) seems that taking entrance exams for 

master’s program is indeed quite, quite popular. 

 

B: Ó. 

 Oh. 

 

A:  Érqiě xiànzài nàgè shuòshì yánjiūshēng hǎoxiàng búsuàn shénme,  

 And now, it seems that master students are not special,  

 

yīnwéi P [xuézhì gǎiwèi liǎngnián le ma,] suǒyǐ Q [wǒ juédé nàgè 

shuòshì yīnggāi kěnéng huì yuè lái yuè pǔbiàn.] Duì ba? 

yīnwéi P [the program is changed to two years in length,] suǒyǐ Q [I 

think, well, master programs should, maybe will become more and 

more common.] Right? 

 

B:  Duì duì. 

 Right. Right. 

 

5.4.3 Common role of both patterns 

 

Analyses in the previous two sections suggest that “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q” and 

“yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q” have distinct effects on the interpretation of the respective 

causal relation. In this section, we are going to illustrate a property that both 

patterns have in common, namely, their potential of managing content 

distribution in discourse, hence assisting the effective communication and 

successful transmission of the core message that the speaker intends to make. 

The DM structure often occurs in a sandwich-style structure, where it signals 
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not so much the linguistic representation of a causality event, but a 

continuation of an immediately preceding statement/question. The explicitly 

signaled P-segment and Q-segment function respectively as the 

specification/argumentation and the confirmation/reformulation of the content 

that is already brought up in the text preceding immediately. 

Let us first look at a “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q” example. In fragment (11), taken 

from our microblog corpus, the blogger expresses her opinion in the first 

segment (Q’), “It’s just that sometimes we shouldn’t […]”, argues for it in the 

second segment (P), “yīnwèi ‘because’ in the other’s heart, we may not be that 

important at all”, and then hammers home this opinion in the third segment 

(Q), “suǒyǐ ‘so’ do not flatter too much of yourself”. Such a trajectory enables 

an evidence-based and gradual translation of the point to the extent that the 

blogger intends to make, first via an argument and then a reformulation of the 

point from a declarative “it is just that we shouldn’t […]” to an imperative “do 

not […]”.  

 

(11) Q’ [Zhǐshì wǒmen yǒu shíhòu bùnéng bǎ zìjǐ fàngzài hěn gāode 

wèizhì shàng], yīnwèi P [zài duìfāng de xīnlǐ yěxǔ nǐ gēnběn méi 

nàme zhòngyào], suǒyǐ Q [nǐ yě bié tài zìzuòduōqíng]. 

Q’ [It's just that, sometimes, we shouldn’t put ourselves in a very high 

position]. Yīnwèi P [in the other's heart, you may not be that important 

at all], suǒyǐ Q [do not flatter too much of yourself].  

 

The same role of the DM pattern is reflected in example (12), too. In a TV 

chat program, the host (speaker A) and the guest (speaker B) are talking about 

the costs of B’s trip to Europe. The causal relation expressed in “yīnwèi P, 

suǒyǐ Q” is an epistemic type: the fact that it includes the flight return tickets 

for two people and whatever other costs leads to the conclusion that it’s quite 

good a deal like this. 

 

(12)  

A: Tīng qǐlái hěnduō a, dàn Q’ [wǒjuéde tā zhè xìngjiàbǐ tèbié gāo,] 

yīnwèi P [zhè lǐmiàn shì bāokuò liǎng gèrén láihuí de jīpiào, 

It sounds a lot, but Q’ [I think the quality-price-ratio is especially high,] 

yīnwèi P [it includes the flight return tickets for two people, 

 

B: Duì. 

Correct. 
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A: shénme shénme quánbù dōu bāokuòle], 

and whatever other costs], 

 

B: Duì. 

 Correct. 

 

A: suǒyǐ Q [shíjìshàng, nǐmen zhèyàng yěshì tǐng, tǐng hésuànde, wǒ 

juéde]. 

suǒyǐ Q [in fact, it’s quite, quite good a deal, like this, I think]. 

 

B: Duì. 

Correct. 

 

If we read the relation in the context it occurs in, we see that, like in 

example (11), the DM part belongs to an extended sandwich-style structure, 

i.e., “Q’, yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q”. Speaker A first makes a claim (Q’) that “the 

quality-price-ratio is especially high”, which is immediately argued for with 

“yīnwèi P it includes the flight return tickets for […]”, and then reformulated 

as “suǒyǐ Q it is, in fact, quite good a deal”. In this way, the epistemic 

argumentation is strengthened. This is confirmed by the fact that in both Q-

segments, we see the epistemic markers wǒ juéde ‘I think’. Moreover, in the 

process of the argumentation, the host is also adjusting herself to seeking 

cooperation with the addressee about her evaluation of the trip costs. This can 

be argued with two clues. One is the use of the hedge phrase shíjìshàng ‘in 

fact/actually’ in the suǒyǐ clause, which makes the speaker’s claim (Q’) not so 

much a purely personal evaluation but a shared situation between the 

interlocutors. The other is the position of the epistemic marker wǒ juéde ‘I 

think’, normally in the initial position of Q’, but here in the final position of 

Q. The latter expresses an afterthought usually in casual conversation. It 

particularly indicates uncertainty and approximation and has the pragmatic 

function to tone down assertiveness and authority (Jucker, 1986 and Blum-

Kulka et al., 1989, referred to in Zhang [2014, p. 226]). All in all, with an 

argument (P) and an adjusted reformulation of the claim (Q), the host’s 

opinion about the trip costs (Q’) is imported to the guest convincingly and to 

a proper degree. 

The “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q” pattern is also found to occur in the “sandwich” 

structure and function similarly as “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q”. For example, in (13), 
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taken from the newspaper corpus, the fragment starts with describing a new 

metal-band sawing machine (Q’), i.e., high-efficiency, material-saving, etc. 

The evidence (for especially the point of “material-saving”) is “yóuyú 

‘because’ P the kerf width is small, only 1/6 of the circular saw”. Then this 

qualification is reiterated: “suǒyǐ ‘so’ Q a large amount of steel can be saved”. 

Such arrangement of the content structure allows the quality of the new device 

(the main message of this fragment), to be well demonstrated and got across 

to the reader. 

  

(13) Q’ [Xīnxíng jīnshǔdài jùchuáng shì yīzhǒng gāoxiào, jiécái, jiénéng 

de jīnshǔ xiàliào shèbèi, shì qǔdài gōngxíngjù, yuánpánjù de xīn jīqì, 

qí xiàolǜ bǐ gōngxíngjù tígāo yuē 5 zhì 8 bèi.] Yóuyú P [jù kǒu kuāndù 

xiǎo, jǐn wéi yuán pán jù de 1/6,] suǒyǐ Q [kěyǐ jiéyuē dàliàng gāngcái.]  

  

Q’ [The new metal-band sawing machine is a high-efficiency, 

material-saving and energy-saving metal cutting device that replaces 

the bow saw and circular saw, the efficiency of which is about 5 to 8 

times higher than that of the bow saw.] Yóuyú P [the kerf width is 

small, only 1/6 of the circular saw], suǒyǐ Q [a large amount of steel 

can be saved]. 

 

5.5 Summary of conclusions and discussion 

 

This study addresses the subjectivity property of DM causal constructions in 

Mandarin discourse, a Chinese-specific causal coherence relation that is 

marked with both a reason connective like ‘because’ and a result connective 

like ‘as a result/so’ (RQ1), and the potential pragmatic effects of this particular 

linguistic structure on the interpretation of the causality event (RQ2). Our 

point of departure is that each causal construction has its own subjectivity 

property, determined to a degree by the connective that introduces it. The 

question to be answered is what the result is when two connectives are used 

jointly in one causal construction, with respect to the above two questions. 

Research question 1 was answered via a descriptive quantitative analysis 

of the subjectivity features identified in each of the six occurring patterns of 

DM versus those identified in their composing SM counterparts (Tables 4-6 

in Section 5.3). Results reveal the influence of the joint use of two connectives 

on profiling the subjectivity character of the DMs. To be precise, the DM 
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construction has a profile that is distinct from its SM variants if they diverge 

with respect to subjectivity; it is more alike the specified objective variant with 

the REASON connective than the variant with the RESULT connective, which is 

underspecified in terms of subjectivity. If both composing SM variants 

converge with respect to subjectivity (in our case, both being objective content 

relations), the DM instances are also found to be mainly content domain 

relations. In sum, the DM instances under analysis appear to be relatively 

objective.  

To answer research question 2, we analyzed a number of DM instances 

qualitatively, focusing on two most frequently occurring patterns “yīnwèi P, 

suǒyǐ Q” and “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q”. We used the paraphrase test to identify the 

DM interpretation and to compare it to variants of the construction. The 

analysis shows that the “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q” pattern implies an 

objectifying/justifying effect on the causal link, which does not seem to be 

obvious in its SM variants. To be precise, it strengthens the causal link 

between P and Q and suggests that the cause leads necessarily or unavoidably 

to the consequence. As a result, the volitional nature of the causal link (if 

present), as well as the intentionality of the SoC, is weakened. In contrast, the 

“yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q” pattern plays a different role with regard to the 

subjectivity effect. In this pattern, the SoC maintains a fully agentive role in 

establishing the causal relationship between P and Q. The effect, however, 

does not come so much from the DM versus SM comparison, but from the 

linguistic and/or contextual cues for such an interpretation. Moreover, the 

“yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q” pattern has the potential of allowing or inviting opinion 

exchanges from the addressee, seen from, for example, the tag question at the 

end of the causal construction.  

Given that these two patterns have a common result connective (suǒyǐ), 

the rhetorical effects seem to be derived largely from the property of the 

reason connectives that introduces the argument or cause. In general, yīnwèi 

is underspecified and suitable of expressing different types of causal relations. 

This generic nature is compatible with other expressive linguistic elements 

that contribute to a specific understanding of a causal event. Yóuyú is 

prototypically objective and indicates subsequently an objective foundation 

for the causal relation to hold. The result is that yóuyú in a DM construction 

accentuates the objective nature of the construction. 

The common function found in both patterns is their potential of assisting 

the effective communication and/or successful transmission of the core 

message that the speaker intends to make, specifically, by managing the 
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content structure of the utterance. This is distinctive of what we termed the 

sandwich-structured context: a Q’ segment is posited, which is then backed 

up by a P argument or reason, after which a version of Q is repeated. It is 

remarkable that “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q” figures more often in such an extended 

causal structure than “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q”. We identified in total 16 instances 

of structures like this in our corpus, the former accounts for 12 instances, and 

the latter for only 3 (the other one is pattern “yīnwèi P, yúshì Q”). Note that 

both DM patterns are equally frequent with 28 instances in our dataset. 

Another noticeable point is that the sandwich-structured context typical of the 

“yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q” pattern is mainly found in the spoken data (10 out of the 

total 12 instances, or 83.3%), either in the form of “Q’, yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q”, 

or addressing a (why) question, thus forming a conversation span of “(Why) 

Q’?, yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q”.  

This suggests that the sandwich structure is typical of yīnwèi in spoken 

language. This observation raises interesting issues. For one thing, it might be 

that, in spoken communication where messages are exchanged dynamically, 

this structure (having the core message explained and repeated) is especially 

helpful for the effective communication between the speaker and the 

addressee. For another, this finding sheds a new light on the result that the 

frequency of initial yīnwèi-clause, i.e., yīnwèi P, (suǒyǐ) Q, in the spoken 

corpus of our study (Xiao et al., 2021, Chapter 2) is higher than that from other 

studies (Biq, 1995; Song & Tao, 2009). It is possible that, in the data collection 

stage, when encountering this type of structures, we have picked up the double 

marking part, which subsequently adds to the counts of the initial yīnwèi. 

Other studies maybe have left out the part of suǒyǐ Q and therefore got a 

backward linking “Q, yīnwèi P” pattern. It could also be possible that the 

occurrences of (the sandwich-structure) double marking yīnwèi pattern, which 

inevitably leads to the identification of initial yīnwèi-clause, are sensitive to 

the genre variations within spoken discourse. 

 

5.6 Limitations and future study 

 

Like all research, this study comes with a number of limitations, which give 

many suggestions for future research. First of all, the DM instances that we 

have looked at were obtained in studies focusing on SM relations. As a result, 

some of the DM patterns are very infrequent, particularly for the patterns C, 

D, E, and F (Table 3 in Section 5.3). This restricts us from carrying out a 

systematic statistical study of all the patterns identified. The quantitative 
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analysis based on the percentage information is therefore only a first 

indication. Nevertheless, it sketches a first approximation of the subjectivity 

profile of DM causality in Mandarin discourse and the joint significance of 

using two causal connectives in resulting in such a character.  

Secondly, six patterns were identified in our data, which include only 

objective and neutral connectives. In our corpus we did not find combinations 

containing purely subjective connectives, i.e., jìrán ‘since’ and kějiàn ‘it can 

be seen that’. It is difficult to speculate on the potential influence of highly 

subjective connectives. 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to focus on the 

subjectivity profile of double-marked causal constructions and the related 

rhetorical effects on conveying causality in naturalistic discourse. There are 

not established theories for us to refer to. We set out to make a systematic 

analysis of the DM patterns occurring in our corpus, using our knowledge of 

the subjectivity of causal connectives as a basis for interpretation (among 

others, Li et al., 2013; Li et al., 2017; Xiao et al., 2021, Chapter 2; submitted, 

Chapter 3). Our analysis and conclusions, which are based on the patterns of 

“yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q” and “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q”, are by no means intended to be 

final but we hope to have provided a stepping-stone and inspirations for future 

studies on this understudied subject in Mandarin discourse.  

Empirical studies are definitely needed to further substantiate the 

suggestions we have made based on the analyses of our data. A proper next 

step would be to make a systematic collection of DM patterns. In doing so, 

the subjectivity character of DM causal relations can be profiled 

systematically. And given the rhetorical effects/motivations along with the 

marking strategy, our hypothesis is that DM patterns will occur more often in 

argumentative, persuasive and/or interactive types of contexts, wherein the 

causal link needs to be stressed, explained or reiterated, than in informative or 

narrative type of context describing, for example, past events in history. We 

hope to pick up on such issues in further studies.  



 

Chapter 6 

 

General conclusion and discussion 

 

 

The subjectivity profile of Mandarin causal connectives in non-written 

discourse is largely unknown. In this dissertation, we have taken up the 

challenge to investigate to what extent Mandarin causal connectives can be 

characterized in terms of subjectivity, and to what extent the character of 

subjectivity holds across a range of discourse with theoretically variable 

contexts. More specifically, we have studied spoken discourse via 

spontaneous conversations, (Twitter/Facebook-like) microblog discourse on 

social media platforms, and written discourse in printed newspapers as the 

empirical foundation. First, two corpus studies were conducted on REASON 

connectives (Chapter 2) and RESULT connectives (Chapter 3), respectively. 

Then (Chapter 4) the dissertation proceeded with an experiment study to test 

the validity of corpus findings with crowdsourced data from native speakers. 

Next (Chapter 5), a rather language-specific marking pattern of discourse 

coherence relations, referred to as double marking, has been examined and 

interpreted. This last chapter summarizes the main findings (Section 6.1) and 

discussions (Section 6.2) based on those four individual studies. Limitations 

and suggestions for future studies are provided in Section 6.3 and the final 

words and the societal relevance of the research are shared at the end of 

Section 6.4.  

 

 

6.1 Main findings 

 

6.1.1 Introduction 

 

In this dissertation, we set out to answer five research questions (Chapter 1). 

The first three, repeated below, have been answered in two individual studies, 

one focusing on the REASON connectives and the other on RESULT connectives. 

The findings and conclusions are presented in the following sections 6.1.2 and 

6.1.3, respectively.  
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RQ1. What are the prototypical subjectivity profiles of Mandarin causal 

connectives in written, spoken, and social media discourse, with 

respect to the relation domain, the propositional attitude of the 

consequent, the identity and the linguistic realization of the subject 

responsible for the causal construal? 

 

RQ2. Do the prototypical profiles remain robust, or are they sensitive to 

the distinct context of each discourse type? 

 

RQ3. Do the basic causality aspects play an equally important role in 

characterizing and distinguishing the connectives? 

 

Further on, in a crowdsourcing experiment, hypotheses were formulated 

and tested regarding the usage and comprehension of four result connectives 

by native speakers, in particular, subjective and objective causality contexts. 

The findings are summed up in Section 6.1.4. An overview of the identified 

subjectivity profiles of causal connectives in both the two corpus studies and 

the experiment study is provided in Section 6.1.5. Last, a qualitative study was 

conducted to answer research questions 4 and 5, which is presented in in 

Section 6.1.6.  

 

6.1.2 The subjectivity profiles of Mandarin REASON connectives  

 

Chapter 2 is a corpus study aiming to reveal the role of subjectivity and 

causality in the linguistic categorization of Mandarin reason connectives 

(jìrán ‘since’, yīnwèi ‘because’, yóuyú ‘because’) and the causal relations in 

spontaneous conversations, internet-mediated communication via microblog 

and newspaper articles. Basically, a causal relation is regarded as subjective 

if its interpretation has to refer to a subject of consciousness (SoC), the person 

whose intentionality is regarded as the ultimate source of the causal event, be 

it an act of reasoning or some ‘real-world’ activity” (Pander Maat & Sanders, 

2000:64); a causal relation is objective if the interpretation holds 

independently of such an SoC. The notion of subjectivity was operationalized 

in terms of several subjectivity related features encoded in a causal 

construction, namely, domain of the causal relation, the propositional attitude 

expressed in the result segment, the identity of the SoC responsible for the 

causal interpretation, and the way the SoC is linguistically referred to in the 

relation.  
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We focus our interest on two things. One is the issue whether the 

subjectivity properties are intrinsic to the semantic-pragmatic nature of 

connectives, or whether they are sensitive to the context characterized by 

different discourse types. To find the answers, we conducted a systematic log-

linear analysis and crosstab analysis of the relationship between connective, 

subjectivity, and discourse type (corpus). The other is about the role of these 

features in characterizing each connective. To answer this question, we used 

conditional inference trees and random forests to derive the predictive power 

of these aspects. 

The results show that jìrán, yīnwèi, and yóuyú are distinctively 

categorized in terms of subjectivity, and that the distinctions are robust across 

the three discourse types (RQ1/RQ2). Jìrán is subjective. It prototypically 

expresses speech act and epistemic causal relations, which have performative 

utterances and judgments as the consequent. Speaker SoC is actively involved 

and usually remains implicit with regard to the linguistic form. Yóuyú, by 

contrast, is highly objective. It typically expresses volitional and non-

volitional content causal events, in which the consequents are usually 

intentional mental/physical acts taken by third-person SoCs that are explicitly 

referred to, and facts that are independent of SoCs. Yīnwèi displays a slight 

preference for speaker SoCs. Only one interaction with discourse type was 

found: the category explicit refence to SoC occurs more often in the 

written/spoken than in the microblog corpus. Nevertheless, the prototypical 

profile of yīnwèi is neutral by and large. Similar to because in English, it has 

a hypernym status, capable of marking both subjective and objective causal 

relations. Examples are (1) – (4) below. 

 

(1) Nǐ jìrán P [bǎ tā dāng wèi hǎo péngyǒu dehuà,] Q [nǐ jiù yīnggāi qù 

zhǔdòng, è qù zhǎo tā a.] 

Jìrán P [you regard him as a good friend,] Q [then you should take 

the initiative, uh, to contact him.]  

 (speech act, subjective) 

      

(2) Dàn dào 80 niándài, yóuyú P [yàzhōu yì xiē guójiā hé dìqū gǔlì 

chūkǒu, zhùzhòng chǎnpǐn zhīliàng,] Q [zījīn liúrù zēngjiā.] 

But by the 1980s, yóuyú P [some Asian countries and regions 

promoted exports and paid attention to product quality,] Q [the capital 

inflows increased.] 

      (non-volitional content, objective) 
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(3) Yīnwèi P [wǒ shuō wǒ shì nǐ tóngshì,] Q [ránhòu tāmen jiù dǎ wǒ.]  

Yīnwèi P [I said I was your colleague,] Q [then they beat me.]   

     (volitional content, objective) 

 

(4) Q [Zhíchǎng yǒngyuǎn bù huì tàipíng,] yīnwéi P [rénxīn yǒngyuǎn 

dōu bù huì tàipíng.] 

Q [There will never be peace in career,] yīnwéi P [there will never be 

peace in people’s mind.]  

      (epistemic, subjective) 

 

As yīnwèi-clause occurs frequently in both forward and backward causal 

constructions, we also made a loglinear analysis on the subjectivity features 

of the forward- and backward-linking yīnwèi separately. It was found that, 

irrespective of the variable discourse types, the former demonstrates an 

objective profile, signaling prototypically volitional and non-volitional 

content relations with most consequents of physical act and fact. When an SoC 

(either speaker or character) is present, it always remains explicit or pro-

dropped, and never implicit. By contrast, backward-linking yīnwèi shows a 

tendency to co-occur with more subjective categories: epistemic relations and 

judgment consequents which are from the perspective of the speaker SoC 

predominantly.  

The statistical analyses of conditional inference trees and random forests 

provided an answer to RQ3. Among the four aspects of the integrated 

subjectivity notion, propositional attitude of the result segment is the most 

important feature, accounting for two of the three major significant splits. 

Domain, the identity of SoC, and the linguistic realization of SoC follow 

sequentially in terms of their predictive power.1 

 

6.1.3 The subjectivity profiles of Mandarin RESULT connectives 

 

The same notion of subjectivity and methodology were applied in Chapter 3 

to the study of four Mandarin RESULT connectives kějiàn ‘therefore’, suǒyǐ 

‘so’, yīncǐ ‘for this reason’, and yúshì ‘as a result/thereupon’ in conversation, 

 
1 Causality order was taken as a variable in the analyses of conditional inference trees and 

random forests. However, since there are barely any cases of backward causal structures 

signaled with jìrán or yóuyú in our data, the order effect applied only to yīnwèi, separating 

backward yīnwèi from the rest. 
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microblog and newspaper discourse. Due to the high correlation found 

between “the relation domain” and “the propositional attitude of the result 

segment”, in terms of their predictive power in the analytical model of 

integrated subjectivity, we have left out the former from the statistical analyses 

(see Section 6.2.4 in this chapter for discussion). 

To address RQ1 and RQ2, systematic log-linear analyses and crosstab 

analyses were carried out for the relationship between connective, subjectivity 

and discourse type (corpus). It was found that the four connectives differ 

systematically from each other with respect to the propositional attitude 

expressed in the result segment and the identity of the responsible SoC, and 

that the distinctions remain robust across the discourse varieties for the 

observation. Only with respect to the linguistic realization of SoC, corpus 

turned out to be a factor affecting the profile of connectives. Nevertheless, that 

relevance was limited. Overall, the subjectivity profile of each connective is 

distinctive, and the distinctions are stable across corpora.  

More precisely, kějiàn proves to be the most subjective connective 

expressing predominantly judgments drawn by an implicit speaker SoC, for 

example (5). Yúshì is the most objective, characterized by introducing a 

factual consequent or an intentional physical act. The SoC that undertakes the 

physical act can be both the speaker and (significantly more often) the 

character; these are mostly instances of explicit SoCs (and are pro-drop in 

microblogs). An example is (6). Suǒyǐ and yīncǐ are generic in use, introducing 

both the objective and the subjective consequents that involve a majority of 

speaker SoCs and a moderate amount of character SoCs and No SoC. 

Nevertheless, suǒyǐ appears slightly more subjective in that it expresses 

significantly more speech acts, such as example (7). Yīncǐ, in comparison, has 

fewer cases of speaker SoC while more cases of No SoC, such as example (8). 

Putting the connectives on a subjective-objective continuum, the order would 

be kějiàn-suǒyǐ -yīncǐ-yúshì.  

 

(5) P Qiángjiǎo, zhuōzi xià fàngzhe dú'ěr, kějiàn, Q zhè wū cháng yǒu 

hàozǐ chūmò. 

P There are poisonous baits in the corners and under the table, 

kějiàn ‘therefore’ Q there are often mice in this house.  

     (epistemic, subjective) 
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(6) P [Gāosān de shíhòu, bānzhǔrèn rènwéi wǒ yǐjīng yǒu dúlì shēngcún 

de nénglì,] yúshì Q [Ø ràng wǒ tuìle xué.] 

P [In the third year of high school, the teacher (leading the class) 

thought that I already had the ability to survive independently,] yúshì 

Q [(the teacher) let me quit school.]  

     (volitional content, objective) 

 

(7) P [Hūnyīn hé àiqíng bùtóng, tā yào de shì chángcháng jiǔjiǔ de 

shēnghuó,] suǒyǐ Q [yīdìng yào nàizhùxìngzi, zhǎo yīgè shìhé zìjǐ de 

rén lái yīqǐ shēnghuó.] 

 P [Unlike love, marriage aims for a long-term life,] suǒyǐ Q [be sure 

to be patient and find a suitable person to spend the life together.]

     (speech act, subjective) 

 

(8) P [Méi de zhuānyī gāoxiào cuīhuà zuòyòng shǐ zhī zài 

shēngchǎnzhōng zhànjù tèshū de dìwèi,] yīncǐ, Q [yǐ shēngchǎn méi 

wéizhǔ de gōngchéng jìshù yìngyùnérshēng.] 

P [The specific and efficient catalysis of enzyme makes it occupy a 

special position in production.] Yīncǐ ‘for this reason’, Q [engineering 

technology mainly producing enzymes came into being.]   

     (non-volitional content, objective) 

 

RQ3 was answered by the findings from the conditional inference trees 

and the random forests analyses. The propositional attitude expressed in the 

result segment proved to play the most important role in distinguishing 

between the connectives under analysis. It was involved in three of the four 

significant splits of our data. The linguistic realization of the SoC and the 

identity of the SoC follow in a decreasing order with respect to importance. 

In this chapter, differences between the three discourse types, at the level 

of the causal construction, were also detected from the perspective of 

subjectivity. The differences have been relatively small. Two interactions 

were found involving the factor corpus: in interaction of corpus and the 

propositional attitude of the consequent, and of corpus and identity of SoC: 

microblog had relatively numerous occurrences of speech acts; newspaper had 

relatively numerous character SoCs (which were rare in microblog). It seems 

that microblog discourse is the most subjective, that newspaper discourse is 

the most objective, and that spoken discourse is in between.  
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6.1.4 Native speakers’ interpretation of the RESULT connectives: 

evidence from crowdsourced data 

 

To validate the conclusions that have been drawn based on the analyses of 

corpus data, we conducted a crowdsourcing experiment study in Chapter 4 

focusing on the result connectives kějiàn, yúshì, suǒyǐ and yīncǐ. A connective 

insertion task was designed, wherein naïve participants, native speakers of 

Mandarin Chinese, were presented a set of causal relations with contrastive 

degrees of subjectivity and were asked to choose the most suitable one to 

express the relation from a predefined connective list. The task allowed the 

opportunity to tap into a large number of naïve participants’ intuitions about 

the prototypical subjectivity profile of the connectives under study.  

Four hypotheses were formulated for the choices that participants would 

make in the experiment: (1) kějiàn will be chosen to express predominantly 

causal relations with a subjective profile, (2) yúshì will be chosen to express 

predominantly causal relations with an objective profile, (3) suǒyǐ and yīncǐ 

will be chosen in both profiles, yet (4) compared to suǒyǐ, yīncǐ will be chosen 

relatively more often in the objective profile.  

The results of the crowdsourcing task showed clear differences between 

the connectives under investigation. If we look at the models with subjectivity 

condition as the feature, the participants showed clear preferences for kějiàn 

to express the subjective relations and yúshì to express the objective ones. 

Suǒyǐ and yīncǐ were used to express both subjective and objective relations. 

Yet the logit coefficients for the objective condition showed that yīncǐ is a 

more likely choice than suǒyǐ, indicating that yīncǐ has a less subjective profile 

than suǒyǐ. These results reflect the findings from the corpus study. Our 

hypotheses are thus confirmed.  

Another interesting finding resulted from a cluster analysis in which we 

grouped experimental items on the basis of what connectives were inserted. 

The analysis demonstrated that the subjectivity-objectivity distinction 

between the causal relations is moderated by other linguistic factors in the 

contexts. An explorative analysis of the items revealed that the occurrence of 

modality words in the Q-segments differs systematically across the clusters, 

as does the nature of these words with respect to the degree of certainty they 

express. To be specific, evaluative modality words that qualify the subjectivity 

condition of the causal relation occurs most frequently in items from the 

cluster with either mixed conditions or largely subjective relations, wherein 

participants have preferred to use predominantly suǒyǐ and yīncǐ. Example (9) 
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is such a case, in which the modal verb yīnggāi ‘should’ makes the speaker 

sound less certain (than without it) about the causal relation between segments 

P and Q.  

 

(9) Zhèxiē qīngtóngqì zàoxíng chú jùyǒu qín wénhuà de fēnggé wài, hái 

biǎomíngle xiàng hàndài guòdù de yīxiē shídài tèdiǎn //________ // 

yīnggāi shì xīhàn chūnián de yíwù. 

P [In addition to the style of the Qín culture, these bronze figures also 

show some characteristics of the era of the transition to Han Dynasty] 

//________ // Q [(they) should be relics from the early years of the 

Western Han Dynasty.] 

 

Modality words that were found to occur in another cluster, which 

contains only subjective items, express a firm attitude of the speaker toward 

the causal construal, and hence express a high degree of certainty. For such 

items, kějiàn was the sole connective that participants preferred. The adverbial 

phrase zhàoyàng, meaning roughly ‘just the same as everybody’, in example 

(10) below adds to the speaker’s affirmative attitude toward the reasoning she 

has made.  

 

(10) Xǔduō cóng zhèlǐ chūqù dì hǎiwài yóuzǐ, zǒu de shíhòu zǒng yào gěi 

hǎiwài de qīnpéng hǎoyǒu dài shàng yīdiǎn //________ // chī guànle 

yáng shuǐguǒ de tāmen, zhàoyàng juédé cāngnán sìjì yòu hǎo. 

P [Many overseas Chinese who are originally from here always bring 

a little bit to their relatives and friends abroad] //________ // Q [those 

who are already used to foreign fruits still think, just the same as 

everybody, that Cangnan Pomelo is good.] 

 

Last, yúshì was chosen almost exclusively in the objective relations, 

wherein no modality words were present. Together, this indicates that both the 

subjectivity condition of the causality event and the qualifying evaluation 

regarding the causal construal jointly determine how Chinese speakers 

comprehend and use causal connectives and the relations being expressed. 
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6.1.5 Overview of the subjectivity profiles of both the REASON and 

RESULT connectives 

 

To summarize the findings of both the corpus studies (Chapter 2 and 3) and 

the crowdsourcing experiment (focusing on the RESULT connectives, Chapter 

4), an overview of the subjectivity profiles of the connectives is presented in 

Table 1 below. In this table, following results of the loglinear analysis, we 

only show the dominant characteristics of the connectives with respect to the 

propositional attitude of the result segment (PropAtt), the identity and the 

linguistic realization of SoC. The starred (*) category indicates a corpus-

sensitive characteristic, which was identified in a particular discourse type 

(put in brackets). Furthermore, for the RESULT connectives, the co-occurring 

type of modality words, and the effect as well, are indicated if applicable. 

 

 
Table 1. Overview of the dominant characteristics of Mandarin causal connectives with respect 
to PropAtt, the identity of SoC, and the linguistic realization of SoC in newspaper (N), 
conversations (C) and microblog (M) discourse 

 PropAtt IdSoC LingReal-SoC  

REASON connective  

Jìrán  speech act speaker  implicit  

 judgment    

Yīnwèi  neutral neutral explicit (N, C)  

Yóuyú  physical act no SoC absent  

 fact    

RESULT connective Modality word type/effect 

Kějiàn  judgment speaker  implicit attitudinal markers/ 
high certainty 

Suǒyǐ  neutral to 
subjective 
-speech act 

neutral neutral epistemic markers/ 
low certainty 

Yīncǐ  neutral to 
objective 
-mental act 

neutral to 
objective 
-no SoC 

*absent (C, M) epistemic markers/ 
low certainty 

 fact    

Yúshì  mental act character pro-drop  

 physical act no SoC *explicit (N, C)  

 fact  *absent (N)  
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6.1.6 Understanding double marking causal constructions in 

Mandarin discourse  

 

In both of the two corpus studies focusing on the reason and the result 

connectives, individually (cf. Chapters 2 and 3), we have identified some 

instances of double marking (DM) causal structures. DM refers to the marking 

of a causal coherence relation with a reason connective like ‘because’ and a 

result connective like ‘so’ at the initial position of the cause and the result 

segment respectively. It is one of the possible marking patterns of discourse 

relations in Chinese. In Chapter 5, we zoomed in on this specific pattern of 

DM, seeking to find out the result of the joint use of two connectives with 

respect to the following two questions:  

 

RQ4. What is the subjectivity profile of a double marking causal relation, 

compared to that of the composing single marking relations? 

 

RQ5. What rhetorical effects can be interpreted of a causal relation that is 

doubly marked, given that each causal connective is characteristic 

of the prototypical meaning and use individually? 

 

One of the findings is that not all reason and result connectives lend 

themselves to use in the DM construction. Two reason connectives yīnwèi and 

yóuyú and three result connectives suǒyǐ, yīncǐ and yúshì were found to co-

occur, therefore forming six DM patterns (Table 3, Chapter 5). RQ4 was 

answered via a descriptive quantitative analysis method. In view of the 

percentages, the subjectivity features identified in each of the six DM patterns 

were compared with those identified in the composing single marking (SM) 

counterparts. Results revealed the influence of the joint use of two connectives 

on profiling the subjectivity character of the DMs. To be precise, each of the 

four patterns “yīnwèi/yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q” and “yīnwèi/yóuyú P, yīncǐ Q” has a 

profile that is distinct from its SM variants: the DM patterns are relatively 

objective. This holds both for DM constructions with objective SMs (REASON: 

yīnwèi/yóuyú; RESULT: yúshì) and for those in which the result connectives 

are relatively neutral (suǒyǐ/yīncǐ). This suggests a higher influence from the 

REASON connectives (yīnwèi/yóuyú) than from the (neutral) RESULT 

connectives on the resulting DM interpretation.  

To answer RQ5, we qualitatively analyzed several DM instances, focusing 

on two of the most frequently occurring patterns “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q” and 
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“yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q”. We used the paraphrase method to demonstrate the DM 

interpretation. The analysis shows that subjectivity plays a role in influencing 

the communication of causality in both patterns, but in different directions. 

The “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q” pattern implies an objectifying/justifying effect on 

the causal link, which does not seem to be obvious in its SM variants. More 

precisely, it strengthens the causal link between P and Q and suggests that the 

cause leads necessarily or unavoidably to the consequence. As a result, the 

volitional nature of the causal link (if present), as well as the intentionality of 

the SoC, is weakened.  

In the “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q” pattern, by contrast, the SoC maintains a fully 

agentive role in establishing the causal relationship between P and Q. The 

effect, however, does not come so much from the DM versus SM comparison, 

but from the linguistic and/or contextual cues in the causal fragment. 

Moreover, the “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q” pattern seems to have the potential of 

allowing or inviting opinion exchanges from the addressee, seen from the 

follow-up tag question, for example.  

Considering that these two patterns have a common result connective 

(suǒyǐ), the difference in the pragmatic effects seem to be derived largely from 

the property of the reason connectives. In general, yīnwèi is underspecified 

and suitable for expressing different types of causal relations. This generic 

nature is compatible with expressive linguistic elements that contribute to a 

specific understanding of a causality event. Yóuyú is prototypically objective 

and subsequently indicates an objective foundation for the causal relation to 

hold. The result is that yóuyú in a DM construction accentuates the objective 

nature of the construction. 

A common function was found in both patterns, i.e., the potential of 

assisting effective communication of the core message the speaker intends to 

impart, specifically, by managing the content structure of the text. This is 

distinctive of what we termed the sandwich-structured context: a version of 

the consequent Q’ is posited (or presented as a question), which is then backed 

up by the antecedent P (argument or cause), after which the posited Q’ is 

rephrased as Q (the consequent) again, in the form of “(Why) Q’(?), because 

P, so Q”. Example (11) presents such a “sandwich” structure. 

 

(11) Q’ [Zhǐshì wǒmen yǒu shíhòu bùnéng bǎ zìjǐ fàngzài hěn gāode 

wèizhì shàng], yīnwèi P [zài duìfāng de xīnlǐ yěxǔ nǐ gēnběn méi 

nàme zhòngyào], suǒyǐ Q [nǐ yě bié tài zìzuòduōqíng]. 
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Q’ [It's just that, sometimes, we shouldn’t put ourselves in a very high 

position]. Yīnwèi ‘because’ P [in the other's heart, you may not be 

that important at all], suǒyǐ ‘so’ Q [do not flatter too much of yourself].  

 

 

6.2 General discussion 

 

6.2.1 Innovative aspects of studies in this dissertation 

 

This dissertation has several innovative aspects, from both a theoretical and a 

methodological point of view. First, data from naturally occurring 

conversations and microblogging platforms on social media have been 

systematically selected, analyzed and compared to written discourse for the 

first time ever. These different contexts considerably extend the 

generalizability of analyses of the subjectivity profile of Mandarin causal 

connectives. Secondly, the relative importance of the integral causality aspects 

in characterizing and distinguishing the connectives was also measured and 

showed various degrees of predictive strength: in both the analysis of 

REASON connectives and that of RESULT connectives, propositional 

attitude of the Q-segment proved to be the most important feature of the 

connective chosen. Thirdly, it is also the first time that the findings and 

conclusions gained from annotated corpus data were validated through the use 

of a crowdsourcing experiment study. This taps into naïve speakers’ intuition 

that one connective rather than another is a more appropriate choice. The 

combined and complementary empirical studies therefore succeeded in 

revealing the essential role of causality and subjectivity, as two cognitive 

notions, in helping Chinese speakers comprehend causal connectives and 

coherence relations and making distinctions between them in actual language 

use.  

All in all, through a series of studies, we believe to have brought the 

subjectivity account of Mandarin causal connectives to a relatively complete 

stage and provided a steppingstone for future studies.  

 

6.2.2 Insights from using written, spoken and microblog discourse 

 

The significance of working with other discourse types than the traditional 

study of written texts takes on at least two forms. One is that the differences 

between written, spoken and social media languages with respect to 
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subjectivity are reflected at the level of the causal construction. It has been 

witnessed by the significant two-way interactions between corpus and the 

subjectivity indicators domain (PropAtt) and the identity of SoC in both 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Specifically, microblog discourse was found to 

have relatively numerous speech act causal relations compared to both 

newspaper and conversation texts. And the causal relations in newspapers 

usually are characterized by a third-person character rather than a first-person 

speaker, while in microblogs the opposite is true. It seems that microblog 

discourse is the most subjective, newspaper texts are the least subjective, and 

conversational speech is in between. 

The other is that the use of different discourse types allow for the analysis 

of the properties of and distinctions between the connectives in greater detail. 

A case in point is the speech act relation, which has stood out as one of the 

categories contributing to a finer-grained distinction between suǒyǐ and yīncǐ 

in Chapter 3. Both were found to be relatively neutral in terms of subjectivity, 

yet suǒyǐ displayed a slightly more subjective profile than yīncǐ: the former 

tends to have more speech act use than the latter. This subtle difference was 

confirmed in the crowdsourcing experiment study: although both suǒyǐ and 

yīncǐ are frequent answers in clusters containing both objective and subjective 

items, yīncǐ is apparently more often chosen in the clusters with only objective 

items. Such findings would not have been obtained using only written data. 

For instance, in the study of result connectives by Li and colleagues (2013), 

the behavior of the result connectives, including suǒyǐ and yīncǐ, was not 

discussed with regard to the speech act domain, given that, at the stage of 

statistical analysis, speech act domain (PropAtt) was collapsed with the other 

subjective category, i.e., the epistemic relation due to the extremely low 

frequency.  

However, it is worth pointing out that the decision rule of speech act 

relations differs in our study and the above study by Li and colleagues. We 

stick to the classical Austinian speech act concept that an utterance can also 

be a social act, such as a declaration, a question, a promise, a piece of advice, 

namely, a performative utterance with a target addressee in the communicative 

here and now (Austin 1962; Huang 2006). In their study, Li and colleagues 

restricted the notion of speech act to only the questions and imperatives. Is it 

our “broader” sense of speech act that yields the comparatively larger number 

of speech act cases? Or does it have to do with the multiple types of data we 

have analyzed? The issue presented in the first question should influence the 

findings somewhat, but to what extent? Checking our data in chapter 2 and 
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chapter 3, we found that the frequencies of speech act in written corpus only 

account for a small portion of the speech act instances in our dataset in total: 

14 out of 83 (16.9%) and 6 out of 30 (20%), respectively. That is to say that, 

by using spoken and microblog data, the chances of obtaining speech act 

instances for analysis has increased considerably. 

 

6.2.3 Division of labor? Connectives and other signals of subjectivity 

 

We have learned from the crowdsourcing study that expressions with modal 

sense of certainty also play a role in affecting Chinese speakers’ choice of a 

causal connective. This finding further contributes to our understanding of the 

causal connectives with respect to subjectivity. The fact that suǒyǐ and yīncǐ 

are typically preferred by most participants in the items containing epistemic 

modals (e.g. xiǎndé ‘seem to be’; duōshǎo ‘more or less’) mirrors the non-

specific character of the two connectives. In other words, this suggests that 

when speakers use modality words to qualify the subjectivity (or objectivity) 

property of the causal construal, it may no longer be necessary to use a specific 

causal connective. Likewise, when discourse segments do not contain 

modality, speakers are likely to use a specific connective. This is also reflected 

in the finding that predominantly kějiàn is chosen in the subjective relations 

when there are either no modal expressions, or when the modality words 

present in the context express affirmative attitude toward the causal link, such 

as zhàoyàng ‘just the same/without exception’, and that the specific objective 

connective yúshì is used predominantly in objective relations with no modality 

words. 

The finding that native Chinese speakers’ comprehension and usage of 

causal connectives are related in part to the presence and class of modality 

words converges with the findings in a collocational analysis that modal verbs 

expressing epistemic stance such as kěnéng ‘may’ are often the collocates of 

suǒyǐ, whereas attitudinal stance markers such as jìngrán ‘surprisingly’ were 

identified as collocates of kějiàn (Wei et al., 2020). The function of modality 

words qualifying a causal construal is also found in a study of Catalan oral 

texts (Cuenca, 2013). For example, in spontaneous and interactive 

communication, adding a modal marker to a basic connective (perquè clar S 

‘because obviously/of course S’) or a discourse segment (és que S, ‘[it] is [just] 

that S’) helps to express the epistemic nature of the causal relations, or to 

introduce the speaker’s attitude/stance toward the causal interpretation. 
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To sum up, these findings suggest that a comprehensive account of 

subjectivity should include subjective elements at other places in the discourse 

than the connectives, because there seems to be a relation between the 

subjectivity lexicalized in connectives and other linguistic elements in the 

discourse. There might even be a trade-off between such indicators and the 

use of connectives. Greater insight into this relationship may be especially 

promising for languages in which subjectivity seems not to be substantially 

encoded in the lexicon of causal connectives. For instance, in a series of 

studies on Spanish backward causal connectives porque ‘because’, ya que 

‘since’, questo que ‘given that’, no significant distinctions were found with 

respect to the subjectivity profiles of these connectives (Santana et al., 2017; 

Santana et al., 2018, accepted), which led Santana (2019, p. 145) to propose 

additional research into “whether there is a relation between [additional] 

linguistic elements that express subjectivity and the use of causal connectives 

analyzed”.  

 

6.2.4 Toward a parsimonious analytical model  

 

In Chapter 2, an analytical model was used that consists of four causality 

aspects as subjectivity variables: relational domain, propositional attitude of 

the consequent (PropAtt), type of SoC and linguistic realization of SoC (see 

the table below).  

 
Table 2. Model of analysis for corpus data: an integrated subjectivity approach 

Subjectivity feature high.....................Subjectivity degree...................low 

Domain Speech-act/Epistemic…Volitional content…Non-volitional content 

-- PropAtt -- Speech-act/Judgment…Mental act… Physical act…Fact 

Identity of SoC Speaker… Character… No SoC 

LingReal-SoC Implicit… Pro-drop… Explicit…Absent 

 

The basis of this four-variable model was found in previous studies on 

Dutch causal connectives (Sanders & Spooren, 2015; Spooren et al., 2010) 

and Mandarin causal connectives (Li et al., 2013; Li, et al., 2016). In those 

studies, both domain and PropAtt were used as individual variables in 

statistical analysis. In Chapter 3, the model was simplified to three variables: 

domain and PropAtt are merged as one. In both studies, a paraphrase test was 

applied to systematically check the interpretation of the causal relation as a 

speech act, epistemic, volitional or non-volitional content domain, 
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respectively. The test checks whether “the fact that P leads to the speech 

act/conclusion/intentional act/fact that Q” is an adequate paraphrase of the 

original fragment (cf. Sanders, 1997). Note that the formulation of the 

paraphrase mentions the propositional attitude of the result segment. It comes 

as no surprise then that a high correlation between domain and PropAtt was 

found, which only breaks down in the instance of volitional content domain: 

in this case the corresponding PropAtt, i.e., the intentional act, is further 

divided into mental act and physical act. For example, the paraphrase suggests 

that both relations in (3), repeated below as (12), and (13) are volitional 

content relations: the fact that P leads to the intentional act Q. Nonetheless, 

the intentional act in example (12) represents a physical act “they beat me”, 

while the one in example (13) represents a mental act “I dismissed the idea of 

sending money”. 

 

(12) Yīnwèi P [wǒ shuō wǒ shì nǐ tóngshì,] Q [ránhòu tāmen jiù dǎ wǒ.]  

Yīnwèi P [I said I was your colleague,] Q [then they beat me.]  

 

(13) P [Nàxiē guǎnggào wánquán shì piànjú.] Yīncǐ, Q [wǒ dǎxiāole 

huìkuǎn niàntou.] 

P [Those ads are complete scams.] Yīncǐ, Q [I dismissed the idea of 

sending money.] 
 

This finer-grained categorization of PropAtt makes it a stronger relative 

feature. This was corroborated by the results of the conditional inference trees 

analysis of Chapter 2, where PropAtt stood out as the significant split of the 

data twice, while domain was absent and, in the random forests analysis, 

PropAtt ranked above domain for its strength of addressing the data (Figures 

9 and 10, Chapter 2). This led us to the conclusion that, statistically speaking, 

the variable domain can be dispensed with, as its value can be entirely 

predicted by the value of the variable PropAtt. For that reason, we only used 

PropAtt in the analysis of Chapter 3.  

An interesting issue is why this correlation between domain and PropAtt 

was not found in the studies on Dutch causal connectives mentioned above. 

One possibility is that the interpretation of a causal domain may not explicitly 

depend on the type of PropAtt. However, as a follow-up study, it would be 

interesting to see whether the fit of the model using two variables does 

improve the fit of the model using only one variable. 
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Yet it is important to make clear that the correlation between PropAtt and 

domain is statistical and not conceptual. It does not mean that the concept 

domain is replaced by the concept PropAtt in the theoretical framework of the 

integrated subjectivity, but that the two variables are merged as one in the 

analytical model to achieve a parsimonious model. PropAtt is taken as the 

variable doing the job because of the more fine-grained distinction between 

the categories. Conceptually, the two notions are different: domain refers to 

relations and is hence a two-place predicate; PropAtt refers to segments and 

is hence a one-place predicate.  

A second theoretical contribution of this model is that pro-drop was set 

apart as a separate category of the linguistic realization of an SoC. This enables 

the direct observation of the potential subjectivity aspect of this specific 

linguistic phenomenon. In natural Mandarin discourse, pro-drop may occur in 

any domain, for example, an epistemic relation like (14), a non-volitional 

content causality like (15), or a volitional content causal relation like (6), 

repeated here as (16). To the best of our knowledge, no study has looked at 

pro-drop from the perspective of subjectivity or related. Given its in-between 

status, i.e., grammatically present and recoverable in the context yet 

phonologically null in the utterance, the model assumes that the degree of 

subjectivity expressed by a pro-drop SoC is also in between the implicit and 

explicit reference categories. In Chapter 3, it was found that this category 

rarely occurred in the fragments with subjective kějiàn but mostly in its 

objective counterparts with yúshì. This seems to suggest that pro-drop is more 

attuned to the objective than the subjective connectives and relational features. 

Further study is certainly needed for a clearer relationship that might exist 

between pro-drop and the expressing of subjectivity, not only in the domain 

of causality, but also other categories of coherence relations, and potentially 

not merely restricted to Mandarin Chinese, but also taking other pro-drop 

languages into consideration. 

 

(14) Q [Ó, lánqiú Ø dào bùshì hěn xǐhuān,] yīnwèi P [Ø gèzi bùshì hěn 

gāo.] 

Q [Well, basketball, (I) don’t like it very much,] yīnwèi P [(I) am not 

tall.] 

 

(15) Yīnwèi P [Ø zhù dé jìn,] Q [Ø chánghuì zài mǎi cài lùshàng xiāng yù.] 

Yīnwèi P [(they) live close to each other,] Q [(they) often encounter 

(each other) on the way to grocery shopping.] 
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(16) P [Gāosān de shíhòu, bānzhǔrèn rènwéi wǒ yǐjīng yǒu dúlì shēngcún 

de nénglì,] yúshì Q [Ø ràng wǒ tuìle xué.] 

 P [In the third year of high school, the teacher leading the class 

thought that I already had the ability to survive independently,] yúshì 

Q [Ø (the teacher) let me quit school.] 

 

6.3 Limitations and suggestions for future study 

 

Like all studies, those in this dissertation are subject to several limitations. The 

first one concerns the study of double marking. The results and conclusions 

need to be seen in light of some issues. One issue is that the data under analysis 

are not selected particularly for double marking instances, but are those 

occurring in the two studies focusing on the reason and result connectives 

individually. A direct consequence is that the amount of the instances is both 

small and unequal. For this reason, we could not make a statistical analysis 

systematically as we did in the other three chapters. As an alternative, we 

made a descriptive quantitative analysis by comparing the percentages of the 

subjectivity indicators occurring in the double marking pattern with those 

occurring in the composing single marking patterns. Another issue is that the 

part of qualitative analysis, which focused only on the two most frequent 

patterns “yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q” and “yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q”, is the first study that 

looks at double marking from the perspective of subjectivity.  

The analyses are still tentative at best. Empirical studies are definitely 

needed to further substantiate the conclusions we have made based on the 

analyses of our data. A proper next step would be to make a systematic data 

collection and statistical analyses of DM patterns. In so doing, the subjectivity 

character of DM causal relations can be profiled systematically. The picture 

can become clearer as to what extent the interpretation of DM is determined 

by the connectives individually or combined. To test our interpretation of the 

potential pragmatic functions, it would be interesting to see if double marking 

patterns occur more often in contexts wherein the causal link needs to be 

stressed, explained or reiterated, than in descriptive or narrative type of 

contexts presenting, for example, in historical descriptions of past events. 

Secondly, we have quite a detailed picture of causality and subjectivity in 

western languages with some languages having a rich causal repertoire (Dutch) 

and others a relatively limited repertoire (English, Spanish), but that picture is 

much more limited in the case of Asian languages. The theoretical framework 

of subjectivity applied in this thesis has been established through a series of 
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studies on causal connectives in Dutch, French and German (among others, 

Degand & Pander Maat, 2003; Pander Maat & Degand, 2001; Pander Maat & 

Sanders, 2001; Pit 2003; Spooren et al., 2010; Stukker & Sanders, 2012). The 

generalizability of the integrated subjectivity approach, therefore, is reached 

from a cross-linguistic view on typologically divergent languages. It would be 

interesting to see whether the findings for Mandarin Chinese can be 

generalized to other typologically similar (as well as geographically closer) 

languages, for example, Japanese and Korean. There have been studies of and 

debates over the cause-consequence conjunctions kara and node (‘because’) 

in Japanese from the perspective of subjectivity vs objectivity (Takeuchi, 

1998). These discussions are not framed in terms of an integrated subjectivity 

account, and do not operationalize the notion of subjectivity by decomposing 

a causal relation into integral subjectivity-related aspects. Issues come to mind 

about the variation in repertoire and the division of labor to express the 

subjectivity of coherence relations between connectives and other lexicon-

grammatical features. 

 

6.4 Final words and societal relevance of the research 

 

In this dissertation, a series of studies on causal connectives and causal 

coherence relations in Mandarin Chinese were carried out under the 

theoretical framework of integrated subjectivity. The notion of subjectivity 

was operationalized by decomposing a causal coherence relation into several 

integral aspects of causality, each functioning as an indicator of subjectivity. 

The connectives analyzed are three cause markers jìrán, yīnwèi, yóuyú and 

four consequence markers kějiàn, suǒyǐ, yīncǐ and yúshì. The findings are that 

within each set, we have got specific subjective connectives (jìrán and kějiàn), 

specific objective connectives (yóuyú and yúshì), and non-specific ones 

(yīnwèi, suǒyǐ, and yīncǐ), and that the causality aspects play unequally 

important roles in their strength of predicting the occurrence of one connective 

over the other. It was also found that there seems to be a division of labor 

between non-specific causal connectives and other linguistic elements that 

qualify the subjectivity condition (e.g. modality) of the causal relation. More 

precisely, when there are modality words expressing the subjective or 

objective evaluations of the causality event, non-specific connectives usually 

co-occur.  

These newly gained scientific insights can have societal significance in 

multiple ways. The first is its relevance to L2 Chinese teaching and learning. 
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The prototypical profile of a particular connective, and the systematic 

restrictions on the meaning and use of the connectives, can be used as guiding 

rules for L2 Chinese learners to comprehend and use a certain connective from 

a list of candidate connectives, which are synonyms in the semantic sense and 

therefore can be confusing for non-native speakers. It would help the learners 

to make a more precise choice, considering especially that they may have a 

L1 with a rich and specific connective repertoire or a relatively limited and/or 

non-specific repertoire. Furthermore, the insights will improve the quality of 

the choice of a connective in translation practice, particularly in terms of 

machine translation. Machine translation applications are now gaining 

attention due to the ongoing globalization of society. The prototypical 

subjectivity or objectivity profile of the connectives, the specified importance 

strength of the subjectivity features (propositional attitude of the result 

segment being the strongest variable), and the occurrence/type of modality 

words are ingredients for implementation in these machine translations. 

Likewise, it can expand the effectiveness of automated grammar checkers if 

model algorithms can better catch the contextual elements of the causal 

construction. 

Questions like these suggest a promising line of research. They suggest 

furthermore that the analysis of coherence relations to the study of discourse 

is what veins are to a beating heart. 
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands 

  
Het subjectiviteitsprofiel van causale connectieven in het Mandarijn in niet-

geschreven discourse is grotendeels onbekend. In dit proefschrift zijn we de 

uitdaging aangegaan om te onderzoeken in hoeverre causale verbanden in het 

Mandarijn-Chinees kunnen worden gekarakteriseerd in termen van 

subjectiviteit, en in hoeverre het karakter van subjectiviteit geldt voor 

verschillende discoursetypen. Meer specifiek hebben we gesproken discourse 

bestudeerd in spontane gesprekken, (Twitter/Facebook-achtige) microblog-

discourse op sociale-mediaplatforms en geschreven discourse in gedrukte 

kranten. Allereerst zijn er twee corpus-studies uitgevoerd naar REDEN-

connectieven (Hoofdstuk 2) en RESULTAAT-connectieven (Hoofdstuk 3). 

Vervolgens (Hoofdstuk 4) is in een experiment-studie de validiteit van de 

corpusbevindingen getest met crowdsourced data van moedertaalsprekers. Tot 

slot (Hoofdstuk 5) is een tamelijk taalspecifiek markeringspatroon van 

coherentierelaties in discourse, aangeduid als dubbele markering, onderzocht 

en geïnterpreteerd. De belangrijkste bevindingen en discussies op basis van 

die vier individuele onderzoeken worden hieronder samengevat. Beperkingen 

en suggesties voor toekomstige studies worden gegeven en de 

maatschappelijke relevantie van het onderzoek wordt aan het einde gedeeld. 
  

 
De subjectiviteitsprofielen van causale connectieven in het Mandarijn: 

begrip uit corpus-analyse 

 

Hoofdstukken 2 en 3 zijn twee corpusstudies die tot doel hebben de 

subjectiviteitsprofielen van causale connectieven in het Mandarijn vast te 

stellen op basis van gegevens die systematisch zijn verzameld in drie 

verschillende soorten discourse: spontane gesprekken, microblogs en kranten. 

Hoofdstuk 2 richt zich op de REDEN-connectieven jìrán ‘aangezien’, yīnwèi 

‘omdat’, yóuyú ‘doordat’ en hoofdstuk 3 richt zich op de RESULTAAT-

connectieven kějiàn ‘dus’, suǒyǐ ‘daarom’, yīncǐ ‘om deze reden’, en yúshì 

‘daardoor’. Een causale relatie wordt als subjectief beschouwd als de 

interpretatie ervan noodzakelijkerwijs verwijst naar een bewustzijnssubject 

(subject of consciousness, SoC), de persoon wiens intentionaliteit wordt 

beschouwd als de ultieme bron van de causale gebeurtenis (Pander Maat & 
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Sanders, 2000, p. 64). Een causaal verband is objectief als de interpretatie 

losstaat van een dergelijke SoC. Het begrip subjectiviteit werd 

geoperationaliseerd in termen van verschillende subjectiviteitsgerelateerde 

kenmerken die in een causale constructie gecodeerd zijn, namelijk het domein 

van de causale relatie, de propositionele houding uitgedrukt in het segment 

dat correspondeert met het resultaatdeel van de causale relatie (het 

consequent), de identiteit van de SoC die verantwoordelijk is voor de causale 

interpretatie en de manier waarop naar de SoC in de relatie taalkundig wordt 

gerefereerd (linguïstische realisering van de SoC). 

In de analyse ligt de focus op twee punten. Het eerste is of de 

subjectiviteitseigenschappen inherent bij het semantisch-pragmatische 

karakter van connectieven horen, dan wel of ze gevoelig zijn voor de context 

van de discourse waarin ze voorkomen. Om dit te onderzoeken zijn een 

systematische loglineaire analyse in combinatie met kruistabelanalyses 

uitgevoerd van de relatie tussen connectief, subjectiviteit en discoursetype. De 

andere kwestie gaat over het relevante belang van deze kenmerken bij het 

karakteriseren van elke causale verbinding (REDEN of RESULTAAT). Om die 

vraag te beantwoorden zijn conditional inference tree en random forest 

analyses uitgevoerd, waarmee de voorspellende kracht van de variabelen kon 

worden vastgesteld.  
Resultaten van de loglineaire analyse en kruistabelanalyse laten zien dat 

de drie REDEN-connectieven jìrán, yīnwèi en yóuyú van elkaar verschillen in 

termen van subjectiviteit, en dat de verschillen robuust zijn over de drie 

soorten discourse heen. Jìrán is subjectief. Prototypisch drukt het 

taalhandelings- en epistemische causale relaties uit, die performatieve 

uitingen en oordelen als resultaatsegment hebben. Doorgaans is een spreker-

SoC actief betrokken in de relatie en die spreker-SoC blijft doorgaans impliciet. 

Yóuyú, daarentegen, is zeer objectief. Het drukt doorgaans volitionale en non-

volitionale inhoudrelaties uit tussen causale gebeurtenissen, waarbij de 

resultaatsegmenten meestal mentale/fysieke handelingen zijn, uitgevoerd door 

derdepersoon SoC's waaraan expliciet wordt gerefereerd, of feiten die 

onafhankelijk zijn van SoCs. Yīnwèi heeft een lichte voorkeur voor spreker 

SoC's. Er werd slechts één interactie met het discoursetype gevonden: de 

categorie expliciete verwijzing naar SoC komt vaker voor in het 

geschreven/gesproken dan in het microblogcorpus. Niettemin is het 

prototypische profiel van yīnwèi over het algemeen neutraal. Net als het 

Engelse because heeft het een hypernym-status, en is het in staat om zowel 

subjectieve als objectieve causale relaties te markeren. 
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Soortgelijke bevindingen zijn vastgesteld voor de RESULTAAT-connec-

tieven. Meer specifiek werd vastgesteld dat de vier connectieven systematisch 

van elkaar verschillen met betrekking tot de propositionele houding uitgedrukt 

in het resultaatsegment en de identiteit van de verantwoordelijke SoC, en dat 

de verschillen robuust blijven tussen de discoursetypen. Alleen wat de 

taalkundige realisatie van SoC betreft, bleek corpus een factor te zijn die het 

profiel van de connectieven beïnvloedde. Die relevantie was evenwel beperkt. 

Kějiàn blijkt het meest subjectieve connectief te zijn, dat vooral oordelen 

uitdrukt van impliciete-spreker-SoCs. Yúshì is het meest objectief, en drukt 

typisch een feitelijk resultaatsegment uit of een intentionele fysieke handeling. 

De SoC die de fysieke handeling uitvoert, kan zowel de spreker als een 

personage in de tekst zijn (dat laatste komt  aanzienlijk vaker voor); het gaat 

meestal om gevallen van expliciete SoC's (en in microblogs zijn de SoCs vaak 

als pro-drop gerealiseerd). Suǒyǐ en yīncǐ zijn generiek in gebruik en 

introduceren zowel objectieve als subjectieve resultaatsegmenten, met vooral 

spreker-SoC's, en (minder vaak) personage-SoC's en niet-SoC. 

Desalniettemin lijkt suǒyǐ iets subjectiever omdat het significant meer  

taalhandelingen uitdrukt. Yīncǐ heeft in vergelijking minder gevallen van 

spreker-SoC en meer gevallen van niet-SoC. Als we de connectieven op een 

subjectief-objectief-continuüm plaatsen, krijgen we de volgorde:  kějiàn-suǒyǐ 

- yīncǐ-yúshì. 

De statistische analyses van conditional inference trees en random forests 

gaven inzicht in de kenmerken die een belangrijke rol spelen bij het 

karakteriseren en onderscheiden van de connectieven. De propositionele 

houding van het resultaatsegment blijkt het belangrijkste kenmerk te zijn, 

doordat het betrokken is bij twee van de drie belangrijkste significante 

splitsingen. Domein, de linguïstische realisering van SoC en de identiteit van 

SoC volgen in termen van hun voorspellende kracht. 
  

 
Interpretatie van de RESULTAAT-connectieven door moedertaalsprekers: 

evidentie uit crowdsourced data 

 

Om de conclusies te valideren die zijn getrokken op basis van de analyses van 

corpusgegevens, hebben we een crowdsourcing-experiment uitgevoerd 

gerapporteerd in hoofdstuk 4, gericht op de RESULTAAT-connectieven kějiàn, 

yúshì, suǒyǐ en yīncǐ. Niet-taalkundig geschoolde deelnemers voerden een 

invoegtaak uit, waarin moedertaalsprekers van het Mandarijn Chinees een 
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reeks causale relaties met contrasterende mate van subjectiviteit voorgelegd 

kregen. Deelnemers werd gevraagd werd om het  meest geschikte connectief 

te kiezen om de relatie uit te drukken. De keus was daarbij uit een vooraf 

gedefinieerde lijst van connectieven. De taak bood de gelegenheid om gebruik 

te maken van de intuïties van een groot aantal deelnemers met betrekking tot 

het prototypische subjectiviteitsprofiel van de onderzochte connectieven. 

De resultaten van de crowdsourcing-taak lieten duidelijke verschillen 

zien tussen de onderzochte connectieven. De deelnemers toonden duidelijke 

voorkeuren voor kějiàn om de subjectieve relaties uit te drukken en yúshì om 

de objectieve relaties uit te drukken. Suǒyǐ en yīncǐ werden gebruikt om zowel 

subjectieve als objectieve relaties uit te drukken. Maar de logitcoëfficiënten 

voor de objectieve conditie lieten zien dat yīncǐ een meer waarschijnlijke 

keuze is dan suǒyǐ, wat aangeeft dat yīncǐ een minder subjectief profiel heeft 

dan suǒyǐ. 

Een andere interessante bevinding was het resultaat van een 

clusteranalyse waarin we experimentele items hebben gegroepeerd op basis 

van de connectieven die zijn ingevoegd. De analyse toonde aan dat het 

onderscheid tussen subjectiviteit en objectiviteit tussen de causale relaties 

wordt gemodereerd door andere taalkundige kenmerken van de contexten. Uit 

een exploratieve analyse van de items bleek dat het voorkomen van 

modaliteitswoorden in de Q-segmenten systematisch verschilt tussen de 

clusters, evenals de aard van deze woorden met betrekking tot de mate van 

zekerheid die ze uitdrukken: evaluerende modaliteitswoorden die de 

subjectiviteitstoestand van de causale relatie kwalificeren (zoals xiǎndé 

‘schijnt’, en duōshǎo ‘min of meer’) komen het vaakst voor in items uit het 

cluster met ofwel zowel subjectieve als objectieve relaties ofwel grotendeels 

subjectieve relaties, waarbij deelnemers er de voorkeur aan gaven overwegend 

suǒyǐ en yīncǐ te gebruiken. In een cluster met alleen subjectieve relaties 

komen veel modaliteitswoorden voor die hoge mate van zekerheid van de 

spreker ten opzichte van de causale interpretatie weergeven (bijvoorbeeld 

zhàoyàng ‘zonder uitzondering’ jiùshì ‘beslist’). Bij dergelijke items kozen 

deelnemers alleen kějiàn. Tenslotte werd yúshì bijna uitsluitend gekozen in de 

objectieve relaties, waarin geen modaliteitswoorden aanwezig waren. 

Tesamen laat dit zien dat zowel de subjectiviteitskenmerken van de causale 

relatie als de kwalificerende evaluatie met betrekking tot de causale 

interpretatie gezamenlijk bepalen hoe Mandarijn-Chinese sprekers causale 

connectieven en de relaties die worden uitgedrukt begrijpen en gebruiken. 
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De interpretatie van causale constructies met dubbele markering in het 

Mandarijn-Chinees 

 

In de twee corpusstudies die zich richten op de REDEN- en RESULTAAT-

connectieven (zie hoofdstukken 2 en 3) zijn gevallen van dubbele-markering 

(DM) causale structuren geïdentificeerd. DM verwijst naar het markeren van 

een causale coherentierelatie met een REDEN-connectief zoals ‘omdat’ en een 

RESULTAAT-connectief zoals ‘dus’ op de beginpositie van respectievelijk de 

oorzaak- en het resultaatsegment.  In Hoofdstuk 5 hebben we ingezoomd op 

dit specifieke DM-patroon om het het effect van dubbele markering te 

onderzoeken en te relateren aan het subjectiviteitsprofiel van de 

samenstellende enkele markeringen. 
Eén van de bevindingen is dat niet alle reden- en resultaatconnectieven 

zich lenen voor gebruik in de DM-constructie. Twee REDEN-connectieven 

yīnwèi en yóuyú en drie RESULTAAT-connectieven suǒyǐ, yīncǐ en yúshì 

kwamen in combinatie voor en vormen in totaal zes DM-patronen. Met behulp 

van een beschrijvende kwantitatieve analyse werden de 

subjectiviteitskenmerken geïdentificeerd van elk van de zes DM- patronen, en 

vergeleken met die van de samenstellende enkelvoudige (SM, single marking) 

tegenhangers. De resultaten toonden de invloed aan van het gezamenlijke 

gebruik van twee connectieven op het subjectiviteitskarakter van de DM’s. 

Het lijkt erop dat de REDEN-connectieven (yīnwèi/yóuyú) een grotere invloed 

uitoefenen op de resulterende DM-interpretatie dan de (relatief neutrale) 

RESULTAAT-connectieven. 

Om te onderzoeken wat de retorische effecten zijn van een causaal 

verband dat dubbel gemarkeerd is, hebben we verschillende DM-gevallen 

kwalitatief geanalyseerd. Daarbij hebben we ons gericht op de twee meest 

voorkomende patronen yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q en yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q. We gebruikten 

de parafrasemethode om de DM-interpretatie te vinden. Uit de analyse blijkt 

dat subjectiviteit een rol speelt bij het beïnvloeden van de communicatie van 

causaliteit in beide patronen, maar op verschillende manieren. Het patroon 

yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q impliceert een objectiverend/rechtvaardigend effect op het 

oorzakelijk verband, dat niet duidelijk aanwezig lijkt te zijn in de 

tegenhangende SM-varianten. Om precies te zijn, yóuyú P, suǒyǐ Q versterkt 

het oorzakelijk verband tussen P en Q en suggereert dat de oorzaak 

noodzakelijk of onvermijdelijk tot het gevolg leidt. Als gevolg hiervan worden 

het volitionele karakter van het causale verband (indien aanwezig) en de 

intentionaliteit van de SoC afgezwakt. 
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In het patroon yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q, daarentegen, behoudt de SoC een 

volledig agentieve rol bij het vaststellen van de causale relatie tussen P en Q. 

Dat effect komt in dit geval niet zozeer naar voren uit de vergelijking tussen 

DM en SM, alswel uit taalkundige en/of contextuele indicatoren in het causale 

fragment. Bovendien lijkt het yīnwèi P, suǒyǐ Q-patroon de mogelijkheid te 

hebben om uit te nodigen tot opinieuitwisseling tussen spreker en 

geadresseerde, zoals blijkt uit de aanwezigheid van tag-vragen in de 

vervolgcontext. 
Gemeenschappelijk aan de twee patronen is het potentieel om te helpen 

bij het effectief communiceren van de kernboodschap die de spreker wil 

overbrengen, door middel van ‘information management’. Zo werd de zgn. 

sandwich-structuur nogal eens aangetroffen: een parafrase van het 

resultaatsegment Q' wordt geponeerd (of gepresenteerd als een vraag), die 

vervolgens wordt ondersteund door het antecedent P (dat een argument of 

oorzaak is), waarna de geponeerde Q' opnieuw geformuleerd wordt als Q (het 

consequent), in de vorm van (Waarom) Q' (?), omdat P, dus Q. 
 

  
Innovatieve aspecten van dit proefschrift 

 

Dit proefschrift heeft verschillende vernieuwende aspecten, zowel theoretisch 

als methodologisch. Ten eerste zijn in de analyse van causale verbanden in het 

Mandarijn-Chinees gegevens van natuurlijk voorkomende gesprekken en 

microblog-platforms op sociale media voor het eerst systematisch 

geselecteerd, geanalyseerd en vergeleken met geschreven discourse. Het 

gebruik van deze verschillende contexten vergroot de generaliseerbaarheid 

van de analyse van het subjectiviteitsprofiel van causale Mandarijn-Chinese 

connectieven aanzienlijk.  

Ten tweede bleek het relatieve belang van de verschillende 

causaliteitsaspecten (propositionele attitude, identiteit van de SoC, 

linguïstische realisering van de SoC) bij het karakteriseren en onderscheiden 

van de connectieven: in zowel de analyse van REDEN-connectieven als die van 

RESULTAAT-connectieven bleek de propositionele houding van het Q-segment 

het belangrijkste kenmerk te zijn van het gekozen connectief.  

Ten derde zijn in deze studie voor het eerst de bevindingen en conclusies 

van geannoteerde handmatige corpusanalyses in het Mandarijn-Chinees 

gevalideerd door middel van een crowdsourcing-experiment-onderzoek. Zo’n 
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experiment toont de intuïtie van naïeve sprekers dat een bepaald connectief in 

bepaalde contexten een geschiktere keuze is dan een ander connectief.  

Deze combinatie van complementaire empirische studies slaagde er 

daarom in de essentiële rol van causaliteit en subjectiviteit, als twee cognitieve 

begrippen, te laten zien. De bevindingen kunnen Chinese sprekers helpen om 

causale verbanden en coherentierelaties te begrijpen en er onderscheid tussen 

te maken in het daadwerkelijke taalgebruik. 
  

 
Inzichten uit geschreven-, gesproken- en microblog-discourse 

 

De toegevoegde waarde van het werken met andere soorten discourse dan de 

traditionele studie van geschreven teksten is ten minste tweeledig. Ten eerste 

worden de verschillen tussen geschreven, gesproken en sociale 

mediadiscourse met betrekking tot subjectiviteit weerspiegeld op het niveau 

van de causale constructie. Dit blijkt uit de significante tweeweginteracties 

tussen corpus en de subjectiviteitsindicatoren domein (PropAtt) en de 

identiteit van SoC in zowel Hoofdstuk 2 als Hoofdstuk 3. Specifiek werd 

gevonden dat microblogdiscourse relatief veel causale 

taalhandelingsverbanden heeft in vergelijking met zowel kranten- als 

gespreksteksten. En de causale relaties in kranten worden meestal gekenmerkt 

door een personage in de derde persoon in plaats van een spreker in de eerste 

persoon, terwijl in microblogs het tegenovergestelde waar is. Het lijkt erop dat 

het microblog-discourse het meest subjectief is, krantenteksten het minst 

subjectief en spontane spraak daar tussenin zit. 
De andere meerwaarde is dat het gebruik van verschillende soorten 

discourse de analyse van de eigenschappen van en het onderscheid tussen de 

connectieven in meer detail mogelijk maakt. Een voorbeeld hiervan is de 

taalhandelingsrelatie, die naar voren komt als één van de categorieën die heeft 

bijgedragen tot een fijner onderscheid tussen suǒyǐ en yīncǐ in hoofdstuk 3. 

Beide connectieven bleken relatief neutraal te zijn in termen van subjectiviteit, 

maar suǒyǐ vertoonde een net iets subjectiever profiel dan yīncǐ: suǒyǐ heeft de 

neiging meer gebruik te maken van taalhandelingsrelaties dan yīncǐ. Dit 

subtiele verschil werd bevestigd in het crowdsourcing-experiment: hoewel 

zowel suǒyǐ als yīncǐ vaak gekozen worden in clusters die zowel objectieve 

als subjectieve items bevatten, wordt yīncǐ vaker gekozen in de clusters met 
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alleen objectieve items. Dergelijke bevindingen zouden niet zijn verkregen 

met alleen schrijftaalgegevens. 
  

 
Een ‘division of labour’? Connectieven en andere indicatoren van 

subjectiviteit 

 

We hebben uit de crowdsourcing-studie geleerd dat modale uitdrukkingen van 

zekerheid ook een rol spelen bij het beïnvloeden van de keuze van de Chinese 

sprekers van een causaal connectief. Deze bevinding draagt verder bij aan ons 

begrip van de causale connectieven met betrekking tot subjectiviteit. Het feit 

dat suǒyǐ en yīncǐ doorgaans de voorkeur hebben van de meeste deelnemers 

bij de items die epistemische modalen als xiǎndé ‘lijkt te zijn’ en  duōshǎo 

‘min of meer’ bevatten, weerspiegelt het niet-specifieke karakter van de twee 

connectieven. Met andere woorden, deze bevinding suggereert dat wanneer 

sprekers modaliteitswoorden gebruiken om het subjectiviteitskarakter van de 

causale relatie te kwalificeren, het misschien niet langer nodig is om een 

specifiek causaal connectief te gebruiken. Omgekeerd zullen sprekers, in het 

geval discoursesegmenten geen modale elementen bevatten, waarschijnlijk 

wel een specifiek connectief gebruiken. Dit blijkt uit de bevinding dat 

overwegend kějiàn wordt gekozen in de subjectieve relaties wanneer er ofwel 

geen modale uitdrukkingen zijn, of wanneer de in de context aanwezige 

modaliteitswoorden een bevestigende houding ten opzichte van het causale 

verband uitdrukken, zoals zhàoyàng ‘precies hetzelfde/zonder uitzondering’, 

en dat het specifieke objectieve connectief yúshì voornamelijk wordt gebruikt 

in objectieve relaties zonder modaliteitswoorden. 
Samenvattend suggereren deze bevindingen dat een alomvattende analyse 

van subjectiviteit niet alleen rekening moet houden met connectieven maar 

ook met lexicale elementen van subjectiviteit, omdat er een verband lijkt te 

bestaan tussen de subjectiviteit die gelexicaliseerd is in connectieven en in 

andere taalkundige subjectieve elementen in de discourse. Wellicht is er zelfs 

een uitwisseling tussen dergelijke subjectieve indicatoren en het gebruik van 

connectieven. Een beter inzicht in deze relatie tussen subjectieve lexicale 

elementen en connectieven is met name veelbelovend voor talen waarin 

subjectiviteit niet substantieel gecodeerd lijkt te zijn in het lexicon van causale 

connectieven, zoals het Spaans en het Engels. 
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Tot slot: maatschappelijke relevantie van het onderzoek 
 

In dit proefschrift is een reeks studies uitgevoerd naar causale connectieven 

en causale coherentierelaties in het Mandarijn Chinees in het theoretische 

kader van geïntegreerde subjectiviteit. Het begrip subjectiviteit werd 

geoperationaliseerd door een causale coherentierelatie te ontbinden in 

verschillende integrale aspecten van causaliteit, die elk functioneren als een 

indicator van subjectiviteit. De geanalyseerde connectieven zijn drie oorzaak-

markeringen jìrán, yīnwèi, yóuyú en vier gevolg-markeringen kějiàn, suǒyǐ, 

yīncǐ en yúshì. De bevindingen zijn dat er binnen elke set specifieke 

subjectieve connectieven (jìrán en kějiàn) bestaan, specifieke objectieve 

connectieven (yóuyú en yúshì), en niet-specifieke connectieven (yīnwèi, suǒyǐ, 

en yīncǐ), en dat de causaliteitsaspecten verschillen in de bijdrage aan de 

voorspelling van het ene connectief tegenover het andere. Er werd ook 

vastgesteld dat er een werkverdeling lijkt te bestaan tussen niet-specifieke 

causale connectieven en andere taalkundige elementen die de 

subjectiviteitsvoorwaarde (bijv. modaliteit) van de causale relatie 

kwalificeren. Meer specifiek, wanneer er modaliteitswoorden zijn die de 

subjectieve of objectieve evaluaties van de causaliteitsgebeurtenis uitdrukken, 

dan komen deze meestal samen voor met niet-specifieke connectieven. 

Deze nieuw verworven wetenschappelijke inzichten kunnen op diverse 

manieren maatschappelijke betekenis hebben. De eerste is de relevantie ervan 

voor het onderwijzen en leren van Chinees als tweede taal (L2). Het 

prototypische profiel van een bepaald connectief en de systematische 

beperkingen in de betekenis en het gebruik van de connectieven kunnen 

worden gebruikt als hulpmiddelen voor L2-studenten  van het Chinees om een 

bepaald connectief te begrijpen. Leerders kunnen zo geholpen worden om te 

kiezen uit een lijst van kandidaat-connectieven, die synoniemen lijken en 

daarom verwarrend kunnen zijn voor niet-moedertaalsprekers. Het inzicht kan 

de lerenden helpen om een meer precieze keuze te maken, wanneer ze een L1 

hebben met een rijk en specifiek connectiefrepertoire of juist een L1 met een 

relatief beperkt en/of niet-specifiek repertoire. Bovendien helpen de inzichten 

om de kwaliteit te verbeteren van de keuze van een connectief in de 

vertaalpraktijk, vooral waar het gaat om automatische vertalingen. 

Toepassingen voor automatische vertalingen krijgen almaar meer aandacht 

door de voortgaande globalisering van de samenleving. Het prototypische 

subjectiviteits- of objectiviteitsprofiel van de connectieven, de 

gespecificeerde belangrijkheidssterkte van de subjectiviteitskenmerken 
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(propositionele houding van het resultaatsegment is de sterkste variabele), en 

het voorkomen/type van modaliteitswoorden zijn ingrediënten voor 

implementatie in deze machinevertalingen. Op vergelijkbare wijze kunnen 

automatische ‘grammar checkers’ verbeterd worden als model-algoritmen de 

contextuele elementen van de causale constructie beter in ogenschouw kunnen 

nemen. 
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